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SUMMARY

This effort was a laboratory study to develop techniques and equipment for
use in building a portable tandem mass spectrometer analyzer. The planned
instrument was to be small enough to be portable in small vehicles and was to
be able to use either an atmospheric pressure ion source or a conventional
electron impact/chemical ionization ion source. In order to accomplish these
developments an atmospheric pressure ionization source was developed for a
compact, commercially available tandem quadrupole mass spectrometer. This ion
source could be readily exchanged with the conventional electron
impact/chemical ionization ion scurce without modifications to the instrument
mainframe. Additionally, techniques for introducing samples into the
instrument using either the atmospheric pressure ion source or conventional
ion sources were developed and tested. One of the sample introduction
developments was the use of a short length of a capillary gas chromatography
column as a sample introduction device. The capillary column served as an
inlet restrictor but was also able to separate mixed component samples that
simulated environmental mixtures. The short inlet column was shown to be able
to generate reasonable separaticns of jet fuels within only a few minutes.
Since the vacuum system of the mass spectrometer evacuated most of the inlet
capillary column, theoretical aspects of separating mixtures in an open
tubular column under reduced pressure were also investigated.
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A. Yost of the University of Florida, was the principal investigator. This
report summarizes work accomplished between 1 December 1984 and 31 December
1987.
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Final Report

PORTABLE TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRIC ANALYZER

Executive Summary

This is the final report on our three-year Phase I project to perform

research which could lead to the development of a portable tandem mass

spectrometric (MS/MS) analyzer for environmental monitoring in the field. As

originally prescribed, our research was initially oriented specifically towards

a triple quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer with atmospheric pressure ionization

(API) for direct atmospheric monitoring of compounds of environmental concern

to Air Force programs. During the course of this project, the objectives have

been broadened to include consideration of analysis of environmental samples

other than ambient air (e.g., soil and groundwater), including alternative

methods of sample introduction and ionization. A further extension has been

investigation of the quadrupole ion trap as an alternative to the triple

quadrupole instrument for MS/MS. The sections which follow detail our research

in each of these areas. A number of significant accomplishments are reported,

as summarized below.

We have developed a working API source which is compatible with a

conventional triple quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer. Not only does this

make API available on an instrument that is also capable of general purpose

MS/MS studies (e.g., traditional electron ionization and chemical ionization

methods, as well as GC and probe introduction of complex mixtures), it also makes

available API capabilities on modern, state-of-the-art, triple quadrupole

insttuments. This represents a significant advantage over current commercial
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API instruments. A further accomplishment is the realization of declustering

and prevention of orifice clogging wizh a simple gas jet design and control of

ion velocity in the source/analyzer interface region.

Our studies of the ion optics and ion transmission in the triple quadrupole

mass spectrometer have led to a significant improvement in our ability to operate

such an instrument to reproducibly obtain maximum sensitivity. We have observed

significant mass dependencies in the transmission of ions through the entrance

and exit lenses of mass-filtering quadrupoles, as well as in the effects of

collision energy and RF potential on the center quadrupole collision cell. Our

research has clearly demonstrated that the computer-controlled TSQ 70 is the best

instrument for performing these investigations and characterizing these ion

optical effects. Moreover, the TSQ 70 is the only MS/MS instrument with the

capability to utilize these observations to optimize mass transmission and reduce

mass dependencies within each mass spectral scan.

Our research into alternative sample introduction and ionization methods

for non-air samples has emphasized developments in rapid chromatographic

separation on short open tubular (capillary) gas chromatographic (OTGC) columns.

Important. features of this work have included detailed theoretical and

experimental characterization of the analytical performance of short OTGC columns

operated with vacuum outlet conditions, extensions to vacuum inlet conditions,

and development of exponential flow rate programming as an alternative to

temperature programming for rapid GC separations. This research points toward

the development of a small probe-type capillary gas chromatograph which could

permit rapid switching from direct probe analyses to GC analyses on a small

portable field instrument.

Our research in the area of tandem-in-time (e.g., quadrupole ion trap) as

an alternative to tandem-in-space (e.g., triple quadrupole) MS/MS has clearly
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indicated potential advantages and limitations of this approach. The advantages

include the potential for small, simple, low cost MS/MS instrumentation with

remarkably high MS/MS sensitivity, all important features for a portable

environmental monitor. Trade-offs include restrictions on ionization methods

(currently limited to electron ionization and chemical ionization, not API) and

potential interferences and selectivity problems from ion-molecule interactions

during the relatively long residence times of ions in the single ionization/MS/MS

region.

In conclusion, these research efforts have provided a solid foundation

for the development of a portable tandem mass spectrometric analyzer for

environmental monitoring. Details of the research are presented in the following

sections.
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1. CHARACTERIZATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF ION TRANSMISSION

1-A. Introduction

Triple quadrupole mass spectrometers are inherently complex instruments.

The performance of these instruments is highly dependent on the adjustment of

the ion optical parameters. Thus, instruments that are improperly "tuned" can

produce markedly different spectra. The use of these instruments has become so

widespread that a better understanding of the performance of the ion optics is

necessary. In fact, there has recently been a request for the implementation

of standard MS/MS spectral libraries, which will require even more attention of

operating conditions. A thorough study of the ion optics has allowed a better

understanding of their effects on single MS and MS/MS experiments. In addition,

these experiments have led to the development of procedures for proper tuning.

It is believed that the procedures that were developed will improve the

sensitivity, as well as the reproducibility, for all modes of operation of the

instrument.

The instrument that has been used for these characterization and

optimization studies is a Finnigan MAT TSQ 70. This instrument has proven to

be ideal for studies of this type, since all parameters are under microprocessor

control. In fact, with older instruments, many of the experiments that have been

performed would either not be possible or would have been too time-consuming to

carry out. The instrument is controlled by six different single board

controllers, each of which has its own microprocessor. The user interacts with

the instrument with a unique procedural language known as the Instrument Control

Language, or ICL. Writing procedures with the ICL is much like writing a BASIC

program (i.e. the commands are simple and easy to understand). However, the

scope of application of the ICL is nearly limitless, and often is only limited
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by the user's imagination. Another attractive feature of this instrument is that

any ion optical parameter may be varied as the mass spectrometer is scanned.

This turns out to be particularly advantageous in avoiding any mass

discrimination that may be present in the ion optics, as discussed below.

Shown in Figure l-A.l is a diagram of the analyzer assembly of the TSQ 70.

As shown in the figure, the ion optics consist of three quadrupoles and eleven

focussing lenses (labeled Lll-L42). The first and third quadrupoles (Ql and Q3,

respectively) may be operated in thu mass-selective mode or can be set to pass

all ions, depending on the scan mode selected. Regardless of the scan mode used,

Q2 cannot be made mass-selective like Ql or Q3, but simply serves as an ion

transmission and focussing device during single MS experiments and as the

collision region for MS/MS experiments. More discussion on the characteristics

of the second quadrupole is presented in section 1-D of this report.
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Diagrarm of the Analyzer Assembly of the TSQ 70

L11 L12 L13 L21L22 L23 L31L32L33 L41 L42

S • • Ei .........--

•__•.-"01 02 03 ===,,n•,k/j//,.

Figure I-A.l. Diagram of the analyl-er assembly of the TSQ 70 triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer.
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1-B. Mass-Dependent Optimization

The presence of mass dependencies in the ion optics of quadrupole mass

spectrometers has long been known. However, the effects of these mass

dependencies on the transmission of ions has never been easily elucidated. The

use of computer-controlled instrumentation like the TSQ 70 allows for more rapid

characterization and understanding of these phenomena.

Ion optics theory predicts that all ions accelerated from a specific point

in space through an electrostatic lens will follow the same trajectory regardless

of the masses of the ions. Thus, mass dependency does not come from the

electrostatic lens per se, but is the result of non-idealities introduced from

other forces. It was the object of this work to determine which lenses exhibited

mass dependencies, and by observing any trends in the data to elucidate the

origins of these mass dependencies. After determining which lenses are mass-

dependent and optimizing the lenses accordingly, it is possible to obtain maximum

sensitivity over the entire mass range.

The experiments for studying mass dependencies of ion optics are relatively

simple. For most of the lens optimization studies performed, perfluorotri-N-

butylamine (PFTBA) was the compound used. PFTBA is a common calibration compound

that yields a wide range of masses and is conveniently leaked into the ion

source. An ion transmission curve is produced by recording the intensity for

selected m/z's over a range of lens voltages. A plot of ion intensity vs. lens

voltage can then be made for each m/z studied. A well-behaved (ideal) lens has

very similar transmission curves for different m/z's, and the lens voltage that

yields the maximum transmission of ions (i.e. the optimum lens voltage) is the

same for each ion of different m/z. In other words, no mass dependency is

produced from an ideal lens. Figures I-B.l and 1-B.2 show examples of typical

transmission curves for two different lenses in the normal QIMS mode (refer to
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Figure 1-A.1 for the placement of the lenses in the system). Figure 1-B.l shows

the transmission curve for a well-behaved lens (L31). In contrast, Figure 1-

B.2 shows the ion transmission curves for a mass-dependent lens (L13). Note that

in (b) of this figure there are discreet optimum lens voltages for each ion of

different m/z; thus, setting the lens voltage at any one of these voltages will

reduce the transmission of the other ions. One interesting discovery was that

some of the lenses were found to be mass-dependent only in certain scan modes.

For example, Figure l-B.3 shows the mass-dependent behavior for lens L42 in the

Q3MS scan mode. However, the same lens was found not to be mass-dependent in

the QIMS scan mode as shown in Figure 1-B.4. After a thorough study of the ion

optics, some generalizations can be made. In the single MS scan modes (i.e. QlMS

or Q3MS), the lenses in proximity to the mass-analyzing quadrupole (i.e. the

quadrupole carrying both RF and DC voltages) are mass-dependent. In particular,

for QIMS, lenses L12, L13, L21, and L22 are mass-dependent; while for Q3MS, the

mass-dependent lenses are L32, L33, L41, and L42. This appears to be the case

regardless of the ionization method used. For instance, positive chemical

ionization (PCI) and electron capture negative CI (ECNCI) were studied and the

same lenses were found to be mass-dependent. It should be noted, however, that

the optimum lens voltages are dependent on the ionization method used and should

be optimized accordingly.

One of the unique capabilities of the TSQ 70 is that the lens voltages may

be changed with mass such that the transmission of all ions of different m/z can

be optimized without compromise for a particular mass or range of masses. In

order to optimize the lenses with mass, one optimizes the lens voltages at

specific points along the mass range. The instrument then interpolates

potentials for other masses between the set values. The result is called a tune

table, which is a plot of lens voltage vs. m/z and can be created for each ion
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optical parameter of the instrument. An example of such a lens table is shown

in Figure 1-B.5.

One observes a significant improvement in sensitivity if mass-dependent

tuning is performed. The spectrum in Figure I-B.6 was obtained without the use

of mass-dependent tuning, while the spectrum in Figure l-B.7 was acquired after

mass-dependent tuning had been performed. Both spectra are normalized to the

full scale intensity of spectrum Figure 1-B.7, and both are enlarged by a factor

of 10 beyond m/z 325. Note that the sensitivity is improved by a factor of two

at the low mass end (e.g. m/z 69) and by a factor of four at the high mass end

(e.g. m/z 502). In addition, the m/z 614 ion does not even appear in the

spectrum of Figure I-B.6, but has an intensity of about 0.5 % of the base peak

in the spectrum of Figure 1-B.7.

There has been some concern that mass-dependent tuning would not yield the

correct ion intensity ratios for qualitative electron ionization (El) spectra.

This is of particular concern, since E1 spectra are used to compare with standard

library spectra. However, it can be argued that the correct (and natural) ion

abundances are obtained only when there is no mass discrimination in the ion

optics. Since mass-dependent tuning effectively removes any discriminating

character in the ion optics, the natural abundances of the ions are obtained.

Moreover, ion intensity ratios are dependent on other parameters such as source

temperature and pressure; therefore, any attempt to defocus a lens to obtain the

correct ratios is not recommended.
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Ion Intensity vs. L31 Voltage QIMS

FA

m/z 414
U)

C m/z 614
C
o m/z 131

N

0
z

200 L31 Voltage 20

Figure 1-B.l. Typical ion transmission curves for lens L31 in the QiMS scan
mode. This lens displays ideal behavior and thus has the same optimum lens
voltage for each m/z.
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Ion Intensity vs. L13 Voltage QIMS

m/z 614

m/z 414

(AC
(D

m/z1310 /
N

0z

-200 L13 Voltage 10

Figure 1-B.2. Transmission behavior of mass-dependent lens L13 in the Q1MS
mode. Note the different optimum lens voltages for each m/z.
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Ion Intensity vs. L42 Voltage Q3MS

m/z 131
MlZ 614

m/z 414

U>,

0

0

N

0

z

120 L42 Voltage 200

Figure I-B.3, Ion transmission curves for lens L42 illustrating mass-
dependent behavior in the Q3MS scan mode.
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Ion Intensity vs. L42 Voltage QIMS

C

C
0

V

0z

L42 Voltage

Figure 1-B.4. Ion transmission curves for lens L42 illustrating ideal
behavior in the QlMS scan mode. The lens is mass-dependent in the Q3M4S mode.
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TUNE TABLE FILE : MHCI

TUNE TABLE 84 (SCANNING with PARENT)

SCAN RANGE 10.9 TO 700.0

TUNE MASS 355.0 (AUTO)

>LENS 1-3 -13. 88

0. 2: POFF - 1. 2
9: COFF - 4. 1

3: DOFF - 6. 5

-6. 16- 10:Lii -6. 9
ii:Li2 -98.9
12:L13 -13.9

-12 .42-- 14:LZI -16. 5
* 29:L22 -15Q.8

15:L23 -19.a

-18. 67- 16:L31 -6. 9
S21:L32 -177. 5
17:L33 -17.3

-24. 93- 18:L41 -10,3
o 19:L42 60.0

0: PCAL 4. 9
- 31. 19- 6: CRFP 0. 6

i:DRFP -19. 3
4: PRES 7.0

- 37. 4-- 5" DRES 0. 0
13: COLL 0.0

8:ELEN -100.0
- 43. 70- 22: UOi 1.0

S23:U02 0. 7

25 50 195 500 1909 159 2909

m/z

Figure I-B.5. Example of a tune table, which allows tuning of any ion optical
parameter over the entire mass range.
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Figure 1-B.6. Mass spectrum of PFTBA obtained without mass-dependent tuning.
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Figure 1-B.7. Mass spectrum of PFTBA obtained after mass-dependent tuning had
been-performed.
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1-C. The Quadrupole Mass Filter

In order to obtain a better understanding of the behavior of the ion

optics, some basic theory of operation of quadrupole mass filters is required.

In a quadrupole mass filter, RF and DC voltages are applied in series to a set

of four hyperbolic rods (one pair of rods being negatively biased with respect

to the other pair). The motion of ions within quadrupoles is described

mathematically by a second-order differential equation known as the Mathieu

equation (1-C.1).

d2u
+ (au - 2qu cos 2ý)u - 0 (1-C.1)

d• 2

The solutions of this equation define the position of an ion at any time within

the device, where u is a position-dependent parameter (representing the x or y

displacement of an ion) and ý is a time-dependent variable. Ion trajectories

within a quadrupole are either stable or unstable depending on the values of the

Mathieu parameters 'a' and 'q'. The Mathieu parameters are given by

4Vrf e 8Vde
qu - (1-C.2) au - (-C.3)Mro 2W2 Mro 2W2

where Vrf is the zero-to-peak RF voltage of angular frequency w, Vdc is the DC

voltage, e is the charge, M is the mass, and ro is the radius of the quadrupole

aperture. An ion is said to have stable trajectories if its excursions in the

x or y directions do not exceed the defined boundaries of the applied field.

Conversely, unstable trajectories represent conditions in which the displacement

of the ion increases without bound until it is eventually ejected and is not
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transmitted through the device. Consequently, a stability diagram can be drawn

(shown in Figure 1-C.l) where 'a' and 'q' represent the y and x axes, respective-

ly. Ions that have Mathieu parameters within the triangular envelope of the

stability diagram have stable trajectories; those outside of the area are

unstable. When operating as a mass filter, RF and DC voltages are applied such

that only a narrow range of masses (usually one) have stable trajectories at any

one instance in time, and, thus may be transmitted to the detector. This is

achieved by using a scan line that slices through the very tip of the stability

diagram. The range of masses which will be stable is determined by the DC/RF

ratio (i.e. the slope of the scan line). In order to obtain a scan over a range

of m/z's, the RF and DC voltages are increased linearly with time (at constant

DC/RF) so that ions of increasing m/z are brought within the narrow window of

stability. Mass resolution is increased (with a reduction of the number of ions

transmitted) by moving the scan line closer to the tip of the stability region.

The mass dependencies that were described in the previous section are a

function of the fields imposed by the mass filters, and can be attributed to two

major influences. The first is due to the presence of fringing fields that exist

at both ends of a quadrupole mass filter. Fringing fields are capable of causing

ions to become unstable as they attempt to enter the device; thus, a reduction

in ion transmission results. The second factor can be attributed to the limited

acceptance of the mass filter. Since the point of operation of a mass filter

is near the tip of the stability diagram, the conditions of initial position and

velocity have a greater effect on the transmission of ions than with an RF-only

quadrupole. A more thorough discussion of the nature of RF-only quadrupoles

is presented in the next section.
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Figure 1-C.I. Stability diagram for a quadrupole mass filter.
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l-D. The RF-only Quadrupole

In triple quadrupole mass snectrometry the center quadrupole operates in

the RF-only mode. It is a popular misconception that an RF-only quadrupole is

capable of passing all masses simultaneously. However, transmission of ions

through an RF-only quadrupole is subject to the same constraints as an RF/DC

quadrupole. The difference is that since the applied DC voltage is zero, a -

0 and the ion stability is determined by the x-axis of the stability diagram

(i.e. the q-axis). Thus, for an ion to be stable it must have a value of 'q'

between 0 and 0.908. Since there are a range of q's over which a particular mass

is stable, it follows from equation (1-C.2) that there is also a range of RF

voltages over which a particular mass is stable. Thus, the range of RF voltages

that will lead to stable trajectories becomes smaller as the mass is decreased.

This means that proper choice of the RF level is critical to avoid low mass cut-

off. A condition of 1)w mass cut-off occurs when the RF voltage has been set

high enough such that ions below a certain m/z have q's greater than 0.908 and,

thus, will not be transmitted. Figure 1-D.1 is a demonstration of the principles

discussed above. In this experiment, ion intensities for the daughters of m/z

219 from PFTBA are plotted agý,inst Q2 RF voltage. As shown in the figure, there

is an optimum RF voltage for the transmission of each ion of different m/z. Also

note that the transmission curves become more narrow with decreasing m/z as

discussed above. This points out a fundamental limitation of the second

quadrupole. In the normal mass spectral modes, only one m/z passes through the

device at any one instant in time. Thus, the RF voltage can be optimized for

the transmission of ions of each different m/z. However, during MS/MS scans,

Q2 is required to contain (at the same time) parent ions, as well as daughter

ions of different m/z, and optimum transmission of each different ion may not

be possible. Thus, there is not an optimum q-value or RF voltage for raximum
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transmission of all daughter ions. Rather, the RF-voltage should be optimized

for the particular experiment of interest. For example, if one is attempting

to obtain good qualitative daughter spectra, then the RF voltage should be

optimized for a low m/z daughter ion such that all of the resulting daughter

ions could be observed. For quantitative work , where only one or a few daughter

ions are monitored, the RF voltage should be optimized such that maximum

sensitivity is obtained for the particular parent ion-to-daughter ion transition

under study.

In the TSQ 70, the Q2 RF level is automatically set by the level chosen

for the parent ion in a daughter experiment. The default setting of the Q2 RF

level corresponds to a q-value of 0.2 for the parent ion. As shown in Figure

1-D.1, setting the RF level for the optimum for the parent ion m/z 219 (q - 0.21)

could severely limit the transmission of daughter ions of lower mass. In

addition, the lowest m/z that can be observed in the center quadrupole, (m/z)cut.

off, is determined by the m/z of the parent ion, (m/z)p, and the q-value of the

parent ion, qp, as shown by equation (I-D.I).

(m/z)CUtof - q(m/z)-D.)

0.908

If the q-value of the parent is chosen to be 0.2, then equation (1-D.1) reduces

to

(m/Z)cutoff -- 0.22(m/z)p (1-D.2)

As can be seen in Table 1-D.1, with increasing m/z of the parent ion, the lower

mass limit may prevent useful daughter ions from being observed. An example
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of this is seen in the methane PCI-CAD daughters of the m/z 652 fragment ion of

PFTBA, as shown in Figure l-D.2. Variation of the Q2 RF voltage during the

daughter scans of Figure I-D.2 shows there to be optimum RF voltages for the

yield of each daughter ion. Note that if a daughter spectrum was acquired with

the default q-value for m/z 652 of 0.2, the lower mass limit for the daughter

ions would be m/z 143 (Table 1-D.1) and the daughter ions m/z 131 and m/z 69

would not be observed, as shown in Figure I-D.3. Instead, a daughter scan

obtained with the Q2 RF voltage set to yield a q-value for m/z 652 of 0.07 would

include these daughter ions. Thus, more complete structural information would

be available. In addition, as shown in Table I-D.2, the maximum transmission

of all daughter ions occurred for RF voltages corresponding to q-values for the

parent ion, m/z 652, which were less than the default 0.2 q-value.

Table I-D-1. Lower m/z limit of the daughter ion possible with the RF-voltage
applied to Q2 to yield a q-value of 0.2 for the parent ion.

m/z Parent Low m/z Limit of Dg Ions

69 15

31 29

219 48

264 58

414 91

502 110

614 135

652 143

2000 440

4000 880
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Table I-D-2. Q-values for the maximum transmission of daughter ions from the
methane PCI-CAD (20 eV, 1.5 mtorr N2 ) daughter scans of the m/z 652 ion of PFTBA
(see Figure 1-D.2).

m/z q(Dg, max) q(Par, max)

69 0.55 0.06

131 0.49 0.11

219 0.20 0.07

414 0.17 0.11

652 0.06 0.06
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Ion Intensity vs. 02 RF Voltage
100% FC43

Daughters of 219 m/z 69

1.5 mtorr N2

Collision Energy - 10eV

m/z 131

(0C

m/z 219

-Increasing RF Voltage

Figure 1-D.1. Transmission of different ions of PFTBA with Q2 RF voltage.
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Ion Intensity vs. 02 RF voltage for PCI CAD of mlz 652

mIz 414

C
C m/z 219

C
0

mlz 652 mlz 131 mlz 69

*-increasing RF Voltage

Figure 1-D.2. Ion transmission as a function of the Q2 RF voltage for the
daughter ions from the CAD of m/z 652 of PFTBA.
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Ion Intensity vs. 02 RF voltage PC/ CAD of mlz 652

>, qp - 0. 2

m/z 652
C

C

C

m/z 69

mlZ 131

*--ncreasing RF Voltage

Figure I-D.3. Same as Figure 1-D.2 except that only the parent and the two
lowest m/z daughters are shown. N1ote with the default q-value of 0.2, the
m/z 69 and m/z 131 ions would not be observed in the daughter spectrum.
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I-E. Ion Transmission at High Collision Energies

Many compounds of analytical or environmental concern (e.g. polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons) form very stable ions that are particularly difficult to

fragment during MS/MS. Even at high collision energies and collision gas

pressures, the yield of daughter ions from these stable parents can be very low.

Therefore, proper optimization is crucial for efficient detection of the daughter

ions. In addition, it has been found that operation at collision energies above

ca. 30 eV requires some special tuning considerations. After tuning for the QiMS

and Q3MS scan modes, the lens voltages obtained are used in the MS/MS scan modes.

For MS/MS scans, the instrument uses all ion optical parameters prior to Q2

(i.e. L11-L23) from those optimized from the QlMS scan mode. The ion optics

following Q2 are taken from those obtained from Q3MS tuning (i.e. L31-L42).

Most of the lenses behave in the MS/MS modes as they do in the normal mass

spectral modes; thus, no special tuning for these lenses is required. However,

it has been found that lenses on either side of Q2 (L23 and L31) play a key role

in the transmission of ions during MS/MS, especially when collision energies

above 30 eV are used. This is shown for the case of L23 in Figure l-E.l for the

100 eV CAD of m/z 219 from PFTBA. The collision energy is controlled by

adjusting the offset voltage on Q2. As shown in Figure l-E.l, ion transmission

is improved dramatically if the L23 voltage is made more negative than the Q2

offset voltage. In fact, as shown in the inset of Figure l-E.I there is a linear

relationship between the optimum L23 voltage and the Q2 offset voltage. Figure

I-E.2 demonstrates the dependency of the optimum RF potential on collision

energy. In this figure, Q1 was set to pass argon ions (m/z 40), Q2 contained

no collision gas, and Q3 was scanned for m/z 40. Three curves were generated,

each at different collision energies. As seen in the figure, the optimum RF

level increases with increasing collision energy. This behavior can most likely
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be attributed to the bent geometry of Q2. At higher axial energies, more RF is

required to contain the ions through the bend of the quadrupole. This type of

experiment demonstrates the necessity to optimize the Q2 RF voltage for the

particular collision energy that is to be used. This could be an important

consideration when performing energy breakdown curves, where the collision energy

is varied over a wide range.

Figure I-E.3 shows the transmission of m/z 40 from Ar÷, and demonstrates

an attempt to optimize transmission of daughter ions at high collision energies.

Curve A in Figure l-E.3 was obtained using ion optical parameters that were

optimum for 10 eV collisions and, as shown in the figure, ion transmission

rapidly diminishes above a Q2 offset of approximately 50 V. It was found that

the loss in transmission that occurs is due to two major factors. The first is

due to the aforementioned dependence of optimum Q2 RF voltage on collision

energy. The second is due to ion entrance and exit conditions that exist when

the Q2 offset is raised above ca. 50 V. Most often, the lenses are optimized

for the normal mass spectral modes at relatively low values of Q2 offset voltage

(e.g. 10 V). Apparently, if MS/MS is performed at high collision energies, the

ion beam becomes defocussed if the Q2 offset is changed significantly. However,

ion transmission through Q2 can be significantly improved by optimizing lenses

L23 and L31 (as discussed in the previous paragraph) for the collision energy

being used. Trace B of Figure I-E.3 illustrates an ion transmission curve that

is improved significantly by optimizing these lenses and the Q2 RF voltage for

each collision energy.
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Ion Intensity vs. L23 Voltage CAD of mlz 219 @ 100 eV

mlz 69

0.5 mtorr N1'

02 offset - -10 0 V j2- 0 V -I

o 2 Offset Vaiqe"

C

0

-200 L23 Voltage 10

Figure l-E.l. Ion transmission as a function of the lens L23 voltage for the
100 eV CAD of m/z 219. The inset of this figure illustrates the linear
relationship between the optimum L23 voltage and the Q2 offset voltage.
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Effect of varying collision energy on optimum RF level

Transmission of Ar (m/z 40) vs. 02 RF Voltage

No Collision Gas

02 Offset - -5V

02 Offset - -50V

(A
C
0)

C 02 Offset - -150V
0

*lncreaslng RF Voltage

Figure I-E.2. Ion transmission of Ar÷ (m/z 40) with Q2 RF voltage,
illustrating that the optimum RF voltage is dependent on the collision energy
(Q2 offset voltage) used.
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Transmission of Ar (m/z 40) vs. 02 Offset Voltage
100%

0BU,

0

c A

-200 Q2 Offset Voltage 10

Figure I-E.3. Ion transmission of Ar÷ with Q2 offset voltage. In A, the ion
optical parameters used were those found to be optimum for 10 eV collisions.
In B, lenses and the Q2 RF voltage were optimized at each collision energy.
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I-F. Strategies for Automated Tuning

A more thorough understanding of the ion optics has allowed for the

development of totally automated tuning procedures for single MS and MS/MS

experiments. An automated Instrument Control Language (ICL) procedure performs

every phase of the tuning process including adjustment of the quadrupole offsets,

adjustment of the resolution, mass-dependent optimization of the ion optics, and

calibration of the mass assignment. The program has been divided into

subroutines such that any part of the program can be executed independent of any

other part. This allows one to rapidly fine tune one or two parameters without

having to execute the entire procedure over again. An example of the results

of the new automated tuning routines is given in Figure l-F.l. Figure l-F.l(a)

shows a peak at m/z 502 that is severely distorted. Shown in (b) of Figure I-

F.l is the peak after execution of the automated tuning procedures. The programs

developed thus far include optimization for EI, PCI, and ECNCI.

The main advantage of the automated strategy is the reduction in time

required to complete the tuning process. For example, only about 5 minutes are

required (for each analyzer) to perform the automated procedures. One new

innovation of this instrument that allows for such rapid tuning is that a lens

voltage digital-to-analog converter (DAC) may be varied over its full range in

the same amount of time that is normally required to execute a mass spectral

scan. In this mode of operation known as "DAC scan", one analyzer is set to pass

a chosen m/z and the voltage on a particular lens is varied over the entire range

(or scanned) in a second or less. As a result, a plot of ion intensity vs. lens

voltage is obtained and the optimum voltage can be determined with great speed.

Other advantages of the automated tuning are the consistency and precision

inherent with the automated method. Since the procedure for the tuning is

carried out in the same manner each time, day-to-day as well as operator-to-
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operator reproducibility is improved. Finally, incorporation of mass-dependent

tuning improves sensitivity and ion transmission over the entire mass rang;.

(a)

I I
Seo S03 SOS

(b)

I I
Sol S03 7FIS

Figure 1-F.1. Peak at m/z 502 (a) before and (b) after automated turin.
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2. ALTERNATIVE SAMPLE INTRODUCTION MEr.

2-A. Theoretical and Practical Aspects of Short-Column Gas Chromatographv

In the past, studies In this laboratory have demonstrated the added

selectivity inherently available with tandem mass spectrometry as compared to

only one stage of mass spectrometric analysis [1-3]. Because of this incceased

selectivity, there is less of a need for high resolution chromazographic

separation of analytes in complex mixtures. The use of short (e.g. 3 meter) open

tubular capilliry columns in CC/MS and GC/MS/MS provides several notablo

advantages. Chromatographic the ,. pjredicts that optimum carrier gas velocities

are higher when the column outlet iL; at vacuum, and with short open tubular

columns higher flow velocities can be used without much loss of chromatog- iphic

efficiency. Figure 2-A.1 shows a theoretical comparison of plate heights for

30 m and 3 m columns with atmospheric and vacuum outlet pressures. The

theoretical dependence of the plate height in gas chromatography is described

by the Golay equation

H - B/u + Cu (2-A.1)

where H is the plate height, u is the average velocity, B is a term relating to

the longitudinal diffusion of the solute zone, and C is a measure of the

resistance to mass transfer of the solute in the gas phase. Equation (2-A.1)

can be rewritten as

H - 2D /v + KU/Dg (2-A.2)
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where Dg is the gas phase diffusion coefficient of the solute in the carrier gas

and K is a constant for a given solute on a particular column. The increased

optimum carrier gas velocities obtained with short columns with vacuum outlet

is due to a reduction of the average column pressure and an increase in the

diffusion coefficient, Dg. A better understanding of this phenomenon can be

obtained by observing the effects of the outlet pressure on the calculated

pressures at each point along a 3 m column, as shown in Figure 2-A.2. Figure

2-A.3 shows the theoretical dependence of the plate height on the average gas

velocity for the same outlet pressures shown in Figure 2-A.2. Note that the

behavior is essentially the same for 100 Torr and 1 Torr outlet pressures. Thus,

any GC detector which could be operated at the reduced outlet pressures would

offer significant advantages in terms of speed of analysis. Analysis times

obtainee with vacuum outlet pressures are reduced by a factor of 30, if a 3 m

column i• used instead of a 30 m column, and both are operated at their optimum

gas velocities. The reduced analysis times are due to the reduction of the

column length by a factor of 10, as well as the increase in the optimum gas

velocity by a factor of 3 for the shorter column. In addition, the resolution

lost by a using a column that is 10 times shorter is only a factor of the squqre

root of 10.

One of the ideas that is currently being investigated is the design of a

probe-type gas chromatograph. This probe type GC utilizes short columns and the

same vacuum lock as a conventional solids probe. As a result, removal or

changing of the GC column does not require the system to be vented. This should

result in a high sample throughput with less system downtime. Other advantages

of the GC probe are portability, simplicity, and lower power requirements than

conventi 'nal GC ovens. Efforts in alternative sample introduction methods have

focused on the development of the GC probe and other concepts that would make
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it a powerful analytical tool. Areas that have been investigated include:

chromatographic theory to understand the behavior of short-column vacuum outlet

GC, computer-controlled exponential flow rate programming as an alternative to

temperature programming, operation of GC columns at sub-ambient pressures for

optimum performance, and investigation of on-column injection methods for :he

GC probe.

0.20 1 I/
0.20 

30 meter

II
SII

E0.15
I I I/ 3 meterII I

.- I /./ G olay Equation:-1- l /H = /uavg + Cu•,9

" 0.05 . / Vacuum Outlet
Atmospheric Out!et

0.00
0 100 200 300 400

Average Velocity, U4avg (cm/s)

Figure 2-A.l. Theoretical dependence of the plate height on the average
carrier gas velocity for 30 m and 3 m columns with vacuum and atmospheric
outlet pressures.
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3.1 m x 0.25 mm i.d.
1000 Helium Carrier Gas
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Po=100 Torr
0 6 1'6 ... 'ý6 '300PC= 10 Torr

Distance Along Column (cm)

Figure 2-A.2. Effect of the outlet pressure on the pressure calculated at
each point along a 3.1 m open tubular column.
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Figure 2-A.3. Plots of plate height vs. average velocity illustrating
increase in optimum gas velocity associated with decreased outlet pressures.
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2-B. Characterization and Computer Control of Mass Flow Controllers

For many of the experiments performed (e.g., exponential flow rate

programming and sub-ambient inlet pressure GC) it was necessary to be able to

control the column flow rate instead of the inlet pressure. Several methods for

controlling the column flow rate have appeared in the literature [4,5,6].

Initially, flow programming was achieved by manually manipulating a needle valve

in the splitter line [6]. However, due to the imprecision and inconvenience of

this method more reliable methods were developed. Others have achieved flow

control via feedback from a pressure transducer with a motor-controlled regulator

valve [5]. This type of system first requires a calibration step to determine

the dependence of input pressure and flow rate. After the flow function is

determined and programmed into the computer, the pressure transducer detects any

difference between the inlet pressure and the setpoint flow. If a difference

is detected, a DC motor adjusts the regulator until the correct flow is achieved.

The main disadvantage of this method is the slow response time, since several

seconds are required for the motor to reposition the valve. The response time

of the flow controller becomes even more important for short columns since the

analysis times are typically only a few minutes long. For this reason it was

decided that commercially available mass flow controllers would be most suitable

for these applications. These types of transducers incorporate thermal mass flow

sensors to determine mass flow rates of gases. Sensors placed at both ends of

a laminar flow tube detect differences in heat transferred along the tube, and

directly relate this difference to the flow rate of the input gas. The measured

flow rate is compared to the setpoint value and is adjusted by an

electromagnetically controlled automatic valve. The transducer and controller

valve are contained in a single package measuring approximately Y" X 5" X 5".

An external power supply/readout unit provides the appropriate power, real time
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readout of the measured flow, and capability for computer interfacing. The

advantages of this system are fast response (500 ms for the transducer),

excellent precision (0.2% of full scale), and high accuracy (0.5% of full scale).

The flow controller is interfaced to the mass spectrometer electronics via an

auxiliary user output that is variable from ± 5 V DC via the instrument trackball

or ICL procedure. A range of 0-5 V is used to adjust the flow controller flow

rate over its full range (0-20 mL/min or 0-100 mL/min depending on the flow

controller used). Figure 2-B.1 shows the relationship between the flow rate of

N2 (as measured with a common bubble flow meter used in gas chromatography) and

the actual reading displayed by the transducer. Each error bar depicted in the

figure represents the standard error of the mean of five measurements made at

a particular flow rate. These results and those of similar experiments have

demonstrated that the flow can be controlled linearly down to ca. 0.3 ml/min

(1.5% of full scale).

One concern about the use of this device was its ability to regulate flow

when the output was connected to the vacuum of the mass spectrometer, as it might

be in short-column GC. In order to test the performance of the transducer in

this configuration, the flow controller was utilized to control the input of

collision gas into the collision cell of the TSQ 70. In fact, this configuration

worked so well, that a flow controller dedicated for control of collision gas

pressure has been installed. Operation of the flow controller is not affected

by the large pressure drop; however, the mass spectrometer is only capable of

handling approximately 3 ml/min in the collision cell before the pressure in the

analyzer region rose too high for normal operation. The maximum allowable flow

rate is much higher (ca. 30-40 mL/min) when the gas is introduced into the ion

source instead of the collision cell since the ion source is pumped by a separate

turbomolecular pump. The full range of the flow controller (0-20 mL/min for N2
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and 0-29.6 mL/min for He) can be used if a mechanical pump is used to divert some

of the gas from the collision cell. A schematic of the system which allows

computer control of the collision gas is shown in Figure 2-B.2. As shown in

Figure 2-B.3, the gauge used to read the CAD gas pressure responds too slowly

and does not give an accurate measure of the response time of the system. The

true response time, which is less than 2 seconds, was determined by observing

the signal of m/z 219 as the CAD gas pressure was changed from 0.5 - 3.0 mTorr.

This type of system has particular advantages over manual control. For example,

the pressure may be rapidly and precisely changed over a wide range (0.2 - 3.0

mTorr for N2 ). Another advantage, which is a result of the rapid response and

computer control, is the CAD gas could be optimized for each peak in a

chromatogram, provided the compounds to be monitored are tempoL-i1y resolved.
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Figure 2-B.1. Measured flow rate of N2 as a function of the display reading
for a mass flow controller, demonstrating the excellent linearity and
precision of the device.
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Figure 2-B.2. Schematic diagram of system that utilizes a mass flow
controller for computer control of the CAD gas pressure.
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Figure 2-B.3. Response characteristics of system used for computer control
of CAD gas pressure.
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2-C. Exponential Flow Rate Programming

Introduction

The object of any type of chromatography is to separate a mixture of

compounds. However, chromatographic mixture analysis is often complicated by

the "general elution problem" [4]. This predicament results both in poor

resolution in the early part of a chromatogram due to coeluting peaks and in

severe peak broadening near the end of a chromatographic run. This dilamma is

often solved in CC with temperature programming. In programmed temperature GC

(PTGC) the column temperature is increased (usually linearly) during the course

of the analysis. Since the temperature range covered can be up to 300°C, PTGC

offers a wide dynamic range. However, the need to heat a GC oven (or probe) only

to cool it back down requires significant amounts of electrical power, making

temperature programming possibly unattractive for portable instrumentation. One

alternative that has indicated potential involves programming the mobile phase

flow rate. It has been demonstrated that exponential flow programming of the

carrier gas flow rate under isothermal conditions results in peak distributions

that are similar to those obtained with PTGC [5]. One advantage of programmed

flow GC is that the sample throughput is higher since it is not necessary to wait

for the column to cool for the next injection. Although resetting of the column

flow rate is required, this step is essentially instantaneous due to the high

permeability of open tubular columns [7]. The high permeability of short and/or

wide bore open tubular columns also allows for high flow rates (> 30 mL/min) to

be achieved at relatively low inlet pressures (<30 psi). The technique is

particularly attractive for thermally labile compounds, since the column can be

operated isothermally at relatively low temperatures. It has also been pointed

out that bleed of the liquid stationary phase from the column is reduced since

lower temperatures are required [7). This could prove to be an important factor
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in the reduction of chemical noise at the detector. One disadvantage of the

method that is evident from GC theory, is that chromatogrAphic efficiency is

reduced if the flow rate is increased beyond the optimum. However, as shown in

Figure 2-A.1 of section 2-A, optimum flow rates are higher when the column outlet

is at vacuum as in GC/MS. In addition, the Golay curves are much flatter for

short columns, which means that relatively high gas velocities can be used

without severely degrading chromatographic resolution. Nevertheless, the maximum

allowable flow rate will ultimately depend on the pumping speed available at the

mass spectrometer.

Initial Experiments

Shown in Figure 2-C.I are schematic diagrams of the pneumatics of a Varian

3400 GC in (a) the original configuration and (b) with the modifications that

were made to accommodate exponential flow rate programming. In the new

configuration, the three-way valve shown in (b) is rotated to switch from the

normal configuration (pressure regulated) to flow-programmed operation. In both

configurations, the pressure in the injection port can be monitored.

Figures 2-C.2(a) and 2-C.2(b) show typical isothermal GC/MS chromatograms

of a mixture of C14' C 15 and C16 n-alkanes at column flow rates of 9 mL/min and

22 mL/min, respectively. These flow rates are demonstrated since they represent

the widest applicable range of flow rates for these particular conditions (3.2

m BP-l capillary column of 0.32 mm i.d. operated isothermally at 900C). The

lowest flow rate that can be used is that which results in positive pressure at

the head of the column and avoids the intake of air through the sweep or split

openings. Lower flow rates can be achieved by operating the injection port at

sub-ambient pressures, which will be described in a later section of this report.

In this case, column flow rates were limited on the high end by the range of the
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flow controller (.9.6 mL/mir for He) and the split flow rate. Figure 2-C.2(c)

shows a chromatogram where the flow rate was programmed exponentially with time

(note that the additional trace in this figure indicates the column flow rate).

The flow function is controlled automatically from an Instrument Control Language

(ICL) program, which allows the user to select the desired starting flow rate,

program and/or delay period, and rate of the exponential. For exponential flow

programming the flow rate at time t is given by

Ft - Fo + Fe kt (2-C.1)

where the sum of Fo and Fi determine the starting flow rate and k is the rate of

the exponential.
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Figure 2-C.1. Schematic diagram of pneumatics of GC in (a) normal
configuration and (b) configuration that allows pressure or flow regulation.
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Figure 2-C.2. TotL ion current chromatograms of C14 , C 15 , and C 16 , n-alkane

mixture with (a) flow rate of 9 mL/min, (b) flow rate of 22 mL/min, and (c)

tlow rate programmed exponentially with time.
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Effect of Carrier Gas Flow Rates on the Performance of the Mass Spectrometer

One problem that is evident from Figure 2-C.2 is the reduction in the

signal-to-noise ratios at higher flow rates. For example, the peak area of the

C1, component is reduced by a factor of ca. 7 when the flow rate is increased

from 9 mL/min to 22 mL/min under electron ionization (El) conditions. Initially,

it was unclear whether this problem was linked to mass analysis, ion formation,

or a combination of both. It is possible that the increased pressure in the mass

analyzer (which causes a decrease in the mean free path of the ions) results in

a reduction of the number of ions reaching the detector. Signal-to-noise ratios

may also be decreased due to inefficient ion formation. Since these studies were

performed with electron ionization (El), it is possible that the high flow rates

disrupt the ionization process such that the eluting components are not

efficiently ionized.

It was discovered that the problem of reduced signal-to-noise ratios at

high flow rates could be overcome by employing chemical ionization (CI) instead

of El. Due to the higher operating pressures (1 Torr for CI and 10-4 Torr for

El) and the inherent efficiency of CI, ion formation appears unaffected by the

increase in flow rates. Figures 2-C.3 and 2-C.4 show a comparison of the

performance of El and methane positive CI (PCI) respectively under identical

changes in column flow rates. For these experiments, the chromatograms were

obtained in the splitless mode with a 3.2 m, 0.25 mm i.d., DB-5 capillary column

operated isothermally at 80°C. The sample injected was 30 ng each of C14 , C15 ,

and C16 n-alkanes. Figure 2-C.3 shows the chromatograms of the major fragment

ion (m/z 85) obtained with 70 eV El. In Figure 2-C.3(a) the column flow rate

is 8 mL/min and that in Figure 2-C3(b) is 20 mL/min. Both traces are plotted

on the same time and intensity scale for ease of comparison. The integrated peak

areas for the components at the two flow rates are given in Table 2-C.l. As
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shown in the table, the peak areas within a chromatographic run are reproducible

within the expected limits of error. However, when the areas of the two flow

rates are compared, one can see that the areas of the peaks at the higher flow

rate are approximately a factor of four less than the peak areas obtained ac the

lower flow rate. Similar experiments were performed using methane PCI. The

major PCI ions obtained with n-alkanes are the (M-H)+ ions. Figure 2-C.4 shows

the chromatograms of these ions for the two flow rates. The resultant integrated

peak areas for these ions are shown in Table 2-C.l. As shown in the table, the

variation in the peak areas (even after the flow was increased from 8 to 20

mL/min) is insignificant and within the limits of experimental error. Also note

the increased sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratios of the CI chromatograms as

compared to those obtained with El. These results indicate that the chemical

ionization process is less affected by the increased He carrier gas flow rates.

This may be due to the fact that sample ions created under CI conditions exist

in a plasma of a large excess of reagent ions, thus the variation of He flow

rates does not significantly affect sample ionization.

Table 2-C.l. Integrated Peak Areas for Comparison of E1 and CI
at Different flow rates

Hydrocarbon m/z F (mL/min) Ionization Peak Area

C 14  85 8 E1 220694
C15  85 8 El 213729
C16  85 8 El 227111
C 14  85 20 El 53244
C15  85 20 El 53148

C16  85 20 El 52292
C14  197 8 CI 1893613
C15  211 8 CI 1827399
C16 225 8 CI 1617471
C14  197 20 CI 1758975
C15  211 20 CI 1804526
C16  225 20 CI 1679119
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Once it was determined that CI was not affected by high flow rates of He

carrier gas, it was believed that increasing the electron energy might help to

improve the sensitivity of E1 with the high flow rates of carrier gas. The

electron energy is the potential difference between the filament and the source

block, and represents the energy of the electrons impinging upon the sample

molecules. The electron energy is usually set higher in CI than in El (100 eV

instead of 70 eV) to insure that the electron beam has sufficient energy to

penetrate the source region containing ca. 1 torr of reagent gas. However,

experiments have shown that an increase or decrease in electron energy and/or

optimization of any .f the other ion optical parameters does not improve the

performance of El under these conditions. These data indicate that CI is the

ionization method that should be used if high flow rates (>10 mL/min) of carrier

gas are to be used. This is not a severe limitation since CI is inherently more

sensitive than E1 and is, thus, usually preferred for trace analysis. In

addition, since CI is a "softer" ionization method (less fragmentation than El),

molecular weight information is often more readily obtained.
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Electron Ionization

rn/iz 85 C, 4 f - 8 mLImin 
55340

(a) C15

96

f - 20 mLIrmin 55340

m/z 85

(b)
C14

915 C1 6

0:35 1:10 1:45 2:20 2:55

Retention Time (min:sec)

Figures 2-C.3. Mass chromatograms of m/z 85 from 70 eV E1 of n-alkane mixture
with (a) 8 mL/min and (b) 20 mL/min He flow rates.
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!Chemical Ionization mlz 197 1 - 8 mL/min

F919100

(a) m. 211 
449300

(a) A C5

mz225

/ 26 _ 2 10 6 0 0

m/z 197 f 20 mL/min

(b) AC1 m5z 211 

449300

mlz 225 210600

0:35 1:10 1:45 2:20 2:55

Retention Time (min:sec)

Figure 2-C.4. Mass chromatograms of major PCI ions with (a) 8 mL/min and 20

mL/min He flow rates.
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Comparison of Temperature Programming and Flow Rate Programming

One completed study attempted to illustrate the similarities of linear

temperature programming and exponential flow rate programming. In these

experiments a 3 m x 0.25 mm i.d. DB-5 capillary (0.25 Am film thickness) column

was used. The sample studied was an activity mixture obtained from J&W

Scientific that is often used for evaluating the chromatographic performance of

non-polar bonded phase columns. The sample contained 23 ng/'UL of each of seven

components, which are listed along with their boiling points in Figure 2-C.5.

In order to obtain the widest range of flow rates in these experiments, the GC

was operated in the splitless mode with the split and sweep valves closed during

the entire GC run. Typically, in the splitless mode, the sample is injected and

then after a short time (<30 sec) the split valve is opened to purge the

remaining sample. Purging the injection port insures that sample peaks are not

broadened by the excess sample vapor in the carrier gas lines and the injection

port. Therefore, it was a concern that in the absence of purging,

chromatographic resolution could be seriously degraded. However, it was

discovered that short columns can be operated in the splitless mode without split

or sweep and without loss of chromatographic resolution. This is because the

high flow rates inherent with short columns cause the injection port to be

rapidly flushed by the carrier gas. For example, the volume of the injection

port liner used in the splitless mode is 0.24 mL and the lowest flow rate that

can be used with a 3 m x 0.25 mm i.d. column with the column outlet connected

to the vacuum of the mass spectrometer is ca. 5 mL/min. This means that the

injection port is completely flushed in less than 3 seconds. If the sample is

flushed in less than three seconds, then one would expect that the narrowest

peaks in the chromatograms (in the absence of solvent focussing) would also be

three seconds wide. Indeed, experimentation has shown that the width of the
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peak of the earliest eluting compound (2-chlorophenol) is approximately three

seconds.

In Figure 2-C.5 the flow was kept constant at 5 mL/min of He and the column

was isothermal at 65°C. In Figure 2-C.6 the temperature was increased linearly,

after a delay of 30 seconds, at a rate of 5°C/min. Figure 2-C.7 shows the

mixture separated using exponential flow rate programming, with the rate of the

exponential set so that the final flow rate was reached in 3.5 minutes. It can

be seen from Figures 2-C.6 and 2-C.7 that exponential flow rate programming

yields similar results to linear temperature programming. However, it is evident

from this comparison that the range of boiling points spanned in a flow program

will not be as large as that obtainable with temperature programming.

Nevertheless, the range of boiling points is still relatively wide. For example,

the components in this mixture have boiling points from 175°C (2-chlorophenol)

to 271°C (pentadecane).
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Isothermal, 650C
3 Constant flow, 5 mL/min He

Component (boiling point °C)

1 = 2-chlorophenoi (175)
2 = undecane (196)

3 = 2,4-dimethylaniline (214)

4 = 1-undecanol (243)
5 = acenapthylene (270)
6 = tetradecane (232)

56 7 = pentadecane (271)

2

4 7

0:21 1:55 2:20 5:11

Retention Time (min:sec)

Figure 2-C.5. PCI chromatogram of seven component mixture at constant flow
and temperature.
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3
(a) Temperature program @ 50/min

Constant flow, 5 mL/min He

_5 6•c 82 C

65 C

0:21 1:40 1:57 3:18
Retention Time (mln:sec)

Figure 2-C.6. PCI chromatogram of seven component mixture using temperature
program of 5°C/min at a constant He flow rate of 5 mL/min.
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30 mLImin

(b) Exponential flow rate program
Isothermal, 650C

/

0

5 6

5
mLlmin 4 7

0:21 1:51 2:11 3:43
Retention Time (min:sec)

Figure 2-C.7. PCI chromatogram of seven component mixture done isothermally
with exponential flow rate programming.
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2-D. Thermally Labile Compounds and Component Discrimination

Short capillary columns are well suited for the analysis of thermally

labile compounds. Because relatively low temperatures are required, compounds

that are normally too unstable to pass through conventional length (e.g. 30 m)

columns pass intact through short (e.g. 3 m) capillary columns. Compounds elute

at even lower temperatures when the outlet of the column is at vacuum as in

GC/MS. For example, the compounds in the activity mixture described in section

2-C have boiling points as high as 271°C, but elute from a 3 m column at 65°C.

As a result short columns can often be used for the analysis of compounds that

would perhaps be considered too involatile for GC separation.

One compound that provides an excellent example of the concepts discussed

above is tyrosine methyl ester. Tyrosine is an important amino acid found in

plant tissue. The methyl ester of this compound is a white crystalline solid

with a melting point of ca. 1360C. This compound has no boiling point, but

decomposes at higher temperatures. Figure 2-D.1 shows the reconstructed ion

chromatogram obtained when 15 ng of tyrosine methyl ester was injected onto a

3 m column where the temperature was programmed from 75°C at a rate of 15°C/min.

The interesting thing to note is that the compound elutes in less than 3 minutes

at 112"C (24@ below the melting point of the compound). This example clearly

demonstrates the potential of these short capillary columns for the analysis of

involatile and/or thermally labile compounds.

One of the most important controllable parameters in GC is the injection

port temperature. For thermally labile compounds, one attempts to operate the

injection port hot enough to vaporize the sample, but low enough to minimize the

possibility of thermal breakdown. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 2-

D.2. In this experiment, injections of the tyrosine methyl ester were performed

at six different injection temperatures, and the peak area of the major ion (m/z
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196 (M+H)÷) is shown plotted vs. injection port temperature. One can see from

the figure that an optimum injection port temperature exists for this compound.

At the lower temperatures much of the sample is not being vaporized, and at

higher temperatures thermal degradation takes place. For a mixture of compounds,

discrimination of the higher boiling components is possible if the proper

injection port temperature is not used. An illustration of this is given in

Figure 2-D.3, where the ratio of the peak areas of the C1 5 and the C,,

hydrocarbons from the activity mixture are shown at different injection port

temperatures. Clearly, at lower temperatures less of the C15 hydrocarbon is

being transported from the injection port to the column. One way of minimizing

the problems of thermal degradation and discrimination in the irjection port is

to use on-column injection as described in the following section.
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HO H2-ClH--CO-CH 3

NH2 0

Tyrosi,e a eLhyl ester

112 C

Temoerature Program-

3 2.5 3.5

Retention Time 'min)

Figu-e 2-D.I Reconstructed ion chromatogram for injection of 15 ng ur
tyrosine methyl -ster.
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Figure 2-D.2. Effect of varying the injection port temperature, illustrating
optimum temperature for thermally labile tyrosine methyl ester.
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Figure 2-D.3. Effect of the injection port temperature on the discrimination
of C15 hydrocarbon at low injection port temperatures.
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2-E. Evaluation of a Simple On-Column Injection System

One of the goals for the development of the GC probe is to maintain a

simple yet rugged design. Traditionally, the most complex part of a GC is the

injection port, particularly those used with narrow bore (0.25 mm i.d.) open

tubular capillary columns. Most injection ports for these columns utilize flash

vaporization, where the sample is injected and vaporized in a glass-lined

injection port. Following vaporization, the sample is transported to the column

by the flow of carrier gas. As was discussed in section 2-D, discrimihation of

higher boiling components can occur with this type of injection system if too

low an injection port temperature is used. Conversely, excessively high

injection port temperatures may result in decomposition of thermally labile

compounds in the injection port. Alternatively, with on-column injection, all

of the sample is loaded directly onto the capillary column. On-column injection

offers increased sensitivity, less component discrimination and, since lower

injection port temperatures are required, it is well suited for thermally labile

compounds. Nevertheless, traditional on-column injectors for narrow-bore

capillary columns are fragile and mechanically complex. This is because a very

narrow syringe needle (e.g. 0.2 mm o.d.) must be guided into the head of the 0.25

mm i.d. capillary column. Often the syringe needle is bent and/or the head of

the column is broken off during injection. In addition, cold on-column injection

with no more than 0.5 AL of sample must be used, due to the limited vaporization

volume of the narrow-bore capillary.

A new, simple type of on-column injection system that avoids many of the

problems discussed above has been evaluated. This injection system utilizes a

short (e.g. 25 cm) length of wide-bore (0.53 mm i.d.) open tubular capillary

column as a precolumn for a 0.25 mm i.d. column. The wide-bore column is

inserted up through a conventional injection port liner (or wide-bore insert)
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and is held firmly in place so that a standard 26-gauge GC syringe can be used

to inject the sample into the precolumn, thus avoiding the use of special,

fragile syringes. Connection of the wide-bore column to the narrow-bore column

is accomplished by inserting the smaller column directly into the end of the

larger precolumn. A standard 1/16" Swagelok union, equipped with the appropriate

graphite ferrules, is used to form a low dead volume fitting between the two

columns. As mentioned previously, this injection system is simple, inexpensive,

and easy to assemble. Another advantage is that the short precolumn can be

discarded and a new one can be inserted should it become contaminated.

The on-column injection described above was evaluated experimentally and

compared with the conventional flash vaporization system. To evaluate component

discrimination, a mixture containing C12, C14 , C16, and C18 alkylbenzenes was used.

Discrimination curves for both injection systems are shown in Figure 2-E.l. The

graphs represent the ratios of the C16/C12 GC peak areas vs. injection port

temperature. Each peak area ratio was normalized to the ratio obtained at 250°C

(i.e. the temperature at which it was assumed little or no discrimination would

occur). As shown in the figure, flash vaporization yielded as much as 15%

discrimination at a temperature of 100°C, while discrimination with on-column

injection was 6% in the worst case. The discrimination with either injection

system is not as great as one might expect. For example, other workers in our

laboratory have found that the discrimination is much greater (as much as 80%

for C16/C 12 at IO0@C) for the same length of column with atmospheric outlet flame

ionization detection. Apparently, less discrimination is observed when the

outlet of the column is connected to the vacuum of the mass spectrometer. This

is most likely due to the larger pressure drop and higher carrier gas flow rates

inherent with short-column GC/MS.
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On-column injection also appears to be more sensitive than flash

vaporization. This could be expected since all of the sample is loaded onto the

column. Shown in Figure 2-E.2 are the integrated peak areas for the C14

alkylbenzene component for both types of injection. The error bars in the graph

represent the standard deviations of three injections at each temperature. The

standard deviations at each temperature are larger for the on-column injections,

but the relative standard deviations are approximately the same for both types

of injection (typically 6%). The peak areas are shown to increase with

temperature for the on-column injections. This could be attributed to the

vaporization of additional sample from the syringe needle as the temperature is

increased. This does not appear to be the case with flash vaporization.

However, with flash vaporization the syringe needle does not come into contact

with the sides of the injection port as with on-column injection.

Two different wide-bore precolumns were evaluated. The first was a 25 cm

length of column containing no stationary phase, and the other was a 25 cm length

coated with a 1.5 Am film thickness of DB-5 bonded phase. The GC activity

mixture (see sections above) was used to evaluate the performance of the two

precolumns. Shown in Figure 2-E.3 are the chromatographic peaks obtained with

the two precolumns for 2,4 dimethylaniline. Figure 2-E.3(a) is the peak obtained

with the no-phase precolumn and Figure 2-E.3(b) is the peak obtained with the

DB-5 precolumn. As shown in Figure 2-E.3(a) the presence of active sites on the

no-phase precolumn results in tailing of the 2,4 dimethylaniline peak. However,

it appears that with non-polar solutes narrower peaks are obtained with the no-

phase precolumn. For example, the peak width at half height for the pentadecane

peak is 3 seconds for the no-phase column and 8 seconds for the bonded phase

precolumn. This can be attributed to the solute retention by the stationary

phase of the DB-5 precolumn. If less solute retention is desired, then the no-
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phase precolumn would be chosen for use in the GC-probe. However, the surface

of the fused silica should be deactivated (i.e. silanized) in order to avoid poor

peak shape for polar solutes.
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Figure 2-E.l. Normalized peak area ratio for C16 /C 18 vs. injection port
temperature for on-column and flash vaporization injection.
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Figure 2-E.2. Peak area of C14 alkylbenzene vs. injection port temperature for
on-column and flash vaporization injection.
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Figure 2-E.3. Chromatographic peaks obtained with 2,4 dimethylaniline with
(a) no-phase precolumn and (b) 1.5 pm film thickness precolumn.
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2-F. Obtaining Optimum Performance of Short Open Tubular Columns under Vacuum
Outlet Conditions.

The pressure drop has a tremendous effect on the chromatographic behavior

of short open tubular columns. It was previously discussed that reduced outlet

pressures result in an advantageous increase in optimum gas velocities. The

limitation is that short columns with vacuum outlet require sub-atmospheric

inlet pressures, if optimum gas velocities are to be obtained. This is

demonstrated in Figure 2-F.1, with a plot of optimum velocity vs. column length

for a 0.25 mm i.d. column with both He and H2 carrier gases. Most capillary GCs

use pressure regulators, thus optimum velocities can not be obtained with short

columns operated with reduced outlet pressures. Alternatively, a flow-controlled

system can be used, as shown in Figure 2-F.2. This system allows the injection

port to be operated at reduced pressures in the split or splitless mode for

narrow bore capillaries (0.25 mm and 0.32 mm inner diameters). In particular,

during splitless operation, the sample is injected at pressures slightly above

atmospheric, and then the pressure is sharply reduced after a few seconds (i.e.

after allowing all of the sample to be loaded onto the column). Alternatively,

a short wide bore column (e.g., 3 m x 0.53 mm i.d.) can be used without

overloading the mass spectrometer vacuum system and allowing direct on-column

injection. The chromatograms shown in Figures 2-F.3 and 2-F.4 demonstrate the

increased resolution obtained on a 3 m x 0.25 mm i.d. column by operating the

injection port in the splitless mode at a reduced pressure. The chromatogram

in Figure 2-F.3 was obtained at an inlet pressure of 940 Torr, and Figure 2-F.4

was obtained at an inlet pressure of 560 Torr. Note that the two components

unresolved chromatographically in Figure 2-F.3 exhibit baseline resolution in

Figure 2-F.4. As mentioned previously, the sensitivity under electron ionization

(El) conditions decreases dramatically with increasing flow rates of carrier gas

into the ion source. Thus, this system, allowing vacuum inlet pressures (and
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thus lower flow velocities) is preferred for the use of E1 and short columns.

A better understanding of the influence of the pressure drop on the

chromatographic behavior of open tubular columns in GC/MS has allowed for better

utilization of the inherent advantages associated with short columns. The large

pressure drop associated with vacuum outlet GC should not be considered a

disadvantage. On the contrary, the low pressure outlet results in increased

optimum gas velocities and decreased analysis times.
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Figure 2-F.l. Plot of optimum gas velocity as a function of the column length
illustrating the need for reduced inlet pressures with short columns.
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SCHEMATIC OF FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM

PRESSURE
REGULATOR MECHANICAL
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Figure 2-F.2. Schematic of flow control system designed for operation of the
injection port at reduced pressures.
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Inlet Pressure=940 Torr (3.5 psig)
100%, Average Velocity=297 cm/s acenapthylene

m/z 152

- 100%

C tetradecane
m/z 198

"X 100% -RIC/"

1:20 1:25 1:30 1:35 1:40 1:45 1:50 1:55

Retention Time (min:sec)

Figure 2-F.3. Chromatographic profiles of the acenapthylene and tetradecane

obtained on a 3 m x 0.25 mm i.d. column with an inlet pressure of 940 Torr.

The two components are not easily discerned from the RIC trace.
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Inlet Pressure=560 Torr
100%9L

Average Velocity=120 cm/s acenapthylene
m/z 152

100%

tetradecane
SC m/z 198

Cn

-6 100%

- RIC

2:00 2:05 2:10 2:15 2:20 2:25 2:30

Retention Time (min:sec)

Figure 2-F.4. Same as Figure 2-F.3 except the inlet pressu::e was 560 Torr.
Note the baseline resolution of the two components in the RIC trace.
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3. EVALUATION OF THE ION TRAP MASS SPECTROMETER

AS A PORTABLE TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETER

3-A. Introduction to Quadrupole Ion Trap Mass Spectrometry

The Finnigan MAT ion trap mass spectrometer (ITMS) is a quadrupole ion trap

consisting of a ring electrode, and two electrically connected end cap electrodes

(Figure 3-A.1). Application of a radio frequency (RF) voltage to the ring

electrode relative to the end caps creates a symmetrical three-dimensional

quadrupole electric field within the electrode surfaces. When ions are created

within or injected into this quadrupole field, they are either trapped or ejected

depending upon the specific mass-to-charge ratio, m/z, of the ion and the applied

field parameters (the magnitude and frequency of the RF voltage). The ITMS

operates in a mass-selective instability mode. In this mode, the applied RF

voltage determines the low m/z cutoff, below which ions no longer have stable

trajectories and are ejected from the trap. Above this low m/z cutoff, a broad

mass range of ions have stable trajectories and are trapped.

To perform normal mass spectral analysis, the end caps are grounded and the

scan function of the ITMS controls the ionization time and RF levels as shown

in Figure 3-A.2. During the ionization period the electron gate is biased to

allow electrons to enter the trap and ionize the neutral molecules. During this

period, the RF voltage applied to the ring electrode is low enough that ions over

the entire mass range of interest ace stored. After the electrons are "turned

off", the RF voltage is scanned such that ions of consecutive m/z become unstable

and are ejected from the trap and are detected by an electron multiplier,

creating a mass spectrum.

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is achieved on the ITMS by applying an

auxiliary AC (tickle) voltage to the end caps. T'hen ions are formed in the ion
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Ion Trap MS/MS Configuration

Ring Electrode

( R

End Cap

Electron Multiplier Detector To Preamplifier

(Ion Signal)

S Amplifier and Sca Acusto Amplifier and

RGeeaoProcessor RF Generator.
Fundamental (Computer) Supplementary
RF Voltage RF Voltagje

Figure 3-A.1. Schematic diagram of the Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer. Note that
the end caps can be either grounded for normal mass spectrometry or an auxiliary
AC voltage can be applied to them to perform tandem mass spectrometry.
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ELECTRON OOV)
LENS

iON MASS SPECTRAL PEAKS
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Figure 3-A.2. Normal mass spectral scan function for the ITMS showing the timing

sequence for operation in the mass-selective instability mode.
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trap they obtain an oscillatory motion with a secular frequency which is

determined primarily by their m/z value and by the frequency and magnitude of

the applied RF voltage. When the tickle voltage has the same frequency as the

secular frequency of an ion, that ion begins to resonate, increasing its kinetic

energy and orbit and undergoing collisions with the helium buffer gas (ca. I

mtorr) present in the ion trap. Provided the magnitude of tne tickle voltage

is sufficient, the ion will undergo collisionally activated dissociation (CAD)

to produce daughter ions. These daughter ions are trapped and mass-analyzed in

a manner similar to the normal ITMS scan above.

Most of the applications of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) to the deter-

mination of trace analytes in complex matrices have been performed with triple

quadrupole (QQQ) tandem mass spectrometers. The ITMS represents a new approach

to instrumentation for tandem mass spectrometry. With the TTMS, ionization of

molecules, selection of parent ions, collisionally activated dissociation (CAD)

of the parent ions, and mass analysis of their daughter ions all occur sequen-

tially in the same physical space, and thus, MS/MS is tandem-in-time (Figure 3-

A. 3). This is in direct contrast to tandem mass spectrometry with triple quadru-

pole instruments, where these processes occur in discrete regions and MS/MS is

tandem-in-space (Figure 3-A.3). More specifically, with the triple quadrupole

an ion characteristic of the analyte (parent ion) is selected by quadrupole 1

(Ql) for CAD with a neutral gas (mtorr N2 or Ar, typically) in Q2, and the subse-

quent daughter ions are mass-analyzed by Q3 (Figure 3-A.4). Because of the QI

parent ion filter, only the ions of a specific m/z of interest are allowed to

enter the CAD region.

With the ITMS being tandem-in-time, ionization, parent ion selection and

CAD, and daughter ion mass analysis are implemented by a timing sequence or scan

function which controls when each of these events occurs largely by
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Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS)

Tandem-in-Space: Triple Quadrupole

sampl--e---

Ionization Mass Analysis Dissociation Mass Analysis Detection

Tandem-in-Time: Quadrupole Ion Trap

Sample T

Ionization Detection
Mass Analysis
Dissociation
Mass Analysis

Figure 3-A.3. Two different tandem quadrupole mass spectrometers: triple
quadrupole and quadrupole ion trap which are tandem-in-space and tandem-in-time,
respectively.

DAUGHTER SPECTRUM

QI Q2 Q3

N2

Figure 3-A.4. Schematic representation of the daughter scan mode for a triple
quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer.
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controlling the RF voltage level applied to the ring electrode and the auxiliary

"tickle" or CAD voltage applied to the end caps (Figure 3-A.5). Initially, the

RF voltage is low enough that during the ionization period, ions over a large

mass range are stored (period A). Following ionization, all the ions of m/z

values below that of the parent ion are swept out of the ion trap by raising the

RF voltage on the ring electrode (period B). Note, however, that ions if m/z

greater than that of the parent ion are still present in the trap and therefore

potential interferences can occur. The RF voltage is then lowered to an

appropriate level for storing the daughter ions of interest (Period C) and the

auxiliary AC tickle voltage is applied at a particular frequency such that only

the parent ion of interest is resonated to undergo CAD to produce daughter ions

(Period D). Finally, the daughter ions are ejected from the ion trap and mass

analyzed (Period E).

Here we report the results of our characterization and evaluation of the

MS and MS/MS capabilities of a quadrupole ion trap tandem mass spectrometer.

Our benchmarks for comparison of many of these results have been equivalent

studies obtained with a triple quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer.
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Ion Trap MSIMS Daughter Scan

A m OntaS and Stor'e Mas Rarge o Interest

3 Select Low Mm CuJt-Ol (Select Pareni)

C Select Low Mass Cut.Oft for Oaugnier Spectnwn and Jz Value
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0 00 Pawn an Store Oaughters
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Figure 3-A.5. Timing Sequence for El-MS/MS on the ITMS.
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3-B. Evaluation of Electron Ionization and Positive Chemical Ionization

Although electron ionization (El) was relatively easy to implement on the

ITMS, it has been only recently that the capability to perform positive chemical

ionization (PCI) was introduced on the ITMS. In the section below we report the

results of our evaluation of the E1 and PCI capabilities of the ITMS.

3-B.I. Electron Ionization

Traditionally, E1 normal mass spectra are required for positive identifica-

tion of a compound. The E1 mass spectra of diethylethylphosphonate (DEEP)

obtained on the QQQ and ITMS instruments agree well with each other and with

those obtained from the literature (Figure 3-B.1). Note that with both

instruments self-Cl (i.e. the molecular ion, M+', reacting with the neutral

molecules, M, to form an (M+H)+ ion) of DEEP was possible as indicated by the

m/z 167 ion being of greater abundance than can be explained by the 13C isotope

Gm, QO {"

1 t

:9 4 4 68 I U in 18 140 £61 M

1 ITMS ill

I ~I 12 13 I

Figure 3-B.l. E1 normal mass spectra of DEEP acquired on the QQQ and the ITMS.
Note that the ions at m/z 135, 136, 164. and 178 in the ITMS spectrum are due
to a contaminant.
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peak of the molecular ion, m/z 166. The ITMS is much more susceptible to self-

CI than the more traditional triple quadrupole ion source due to the longer ion

residence times in the ITMS (msec versus psecs in traditional ion sources).

Although the extensive fragmentation resulting from El is desireable for

positive identification, it often results in reduced sensitivity and selectivity

in mixture analysis. In addition, the prospect of self-Cl or CI from other

matrix components may also present problems. Thus, most of our efforts were

spent evaluating chemical ionization with the ITMS.

3-B.2. Positive Chemical Ionization

Although the abundance of fragmentation as occurs in the El mass spectra

is desired for identification, for trace analysis one desires that all of the

ion current reside in a few, intense and characteristic ions: chemical

ionization (CI) is traditionally used to achieve this. On the QQQ instruments,

and indeed on most traditional instruments, this requires some modification of

the ion source to allow pressurization (in the torr range) of that region to

increase the possibility of ion-molecule reactions. With the ITMS, it is only

-5
necessary to admit some methane in the 10 torr range and vary the timing

sequence and RF levels as shown in Figure 3-B.2. To achieve CI in the ITMS, the

RF voltage applied to the ring electrode is set such that only low mass ions

(e.g. reagent ions) are efficiently stored during the electron ionization period

(Period A', when electrons are gated into the ion trap). With a reagent gas

present, E1 can be accomplished during this period by setting the RF voltage high

enough such that no reagent ions are stored (Period A). Following the electron

ionization period, the RF voltage on the ring electrode is increased during the

CI reaction period to allow efficient storage of the sample ions created from

ion-molecule reactions with the CI reagent ions (Period B'). Note that an

equivalent period is absent for the El scan function. Following the CI reaction
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Figure 3-B.2. Comparl;on of the El and CI normal MS scan functions on the ITMS.

period, mass analysis of the ions is performed by scanning the RE voltage

(periods B and C for El; periods C' and D' for CI). Thus, two of the major

advantages of the ITMS over more traditional mass spectrometers are (1) selective

storage of ions can be achieved by varying the RE voltage applied to the ring

electrode and (2) the CI reaction time can be varied. As both of these

attributes are under software control, they can be easily implemented.

Effect of CI Reaction Time on Methane PCI

Experimental. For these experiments that follow. DEEP was introduced into

the ITMS via a fine metering valve such that- a constant level (ca. 0.1 X 10 -D

torr) was present in the ion trap. For studies o' the effect of the CI reaction
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time, the electron ionization time (usually 0.1 msec) and all the other time

periods were held constant while the CI reaction period was varied. The RF level

during ionization was kept at 5 amu while all other RF levels were kept at 12

amu. Mass spectra were acquired by scanning from m/z 12 to 400 in 2 secs with

16 microscans. Experiments were performed with indicated methane pressures of

ca. 0.1 X 10.5 torr and ca. 3.4 X 10.5 torr and with a buffer gas pressure inside

the ion trap of ca. 1 mtorr helium.

Results and Discussion. The results of experiments with DEEP (shown in

Figure 3-B.3) demonstrate that during the CI reaction time period two other time

periods can be distinguished by the reactions which are predominantly occurring

during them: a reagent ionization period dominated by the ion-molecule reactions

forming reagent ions and a sample ionization period dominated by the ion-molecule

reactions (CI) forming the sample ions. Due to the nature of the ion trap, i.e.

all reactions occur within the same physical space, there is not a distinct

cutoff between these two time periods. However, due to the behavior of the sample

ions, the reagent ionization and sample ionization periods will be considered

separately below.

Evaluation of the Reagent Ionization Period. During the first 25 msec of

the CI reaction period, the ion-molecule reactions are dominated by those which

result in the formation of CI reagent ions with only relatively small changes

in the sample ions. Thus, this time can be distinguished as the reagent

ionization period. During this period, the methane EI ions (represented by m/z

15, CHG+) formed during the initial electron ionization period rapidly undergo

ion-molecule reactions with methane neutral molecules to form the m/z 17 (CH5÷)

and the m/z 29 (C2 H5 ) methane reagent ions according to Reactions B-I and B-2.

respectively. As no special precautions were taken to exclude water from the

vacuum system, these methane reagent ions then react with residual water present
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a CH4 = 0.1 X 10-5 torr

Reagent Sar-r..le lonization
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2500-1
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Figure 3-B.3. Variation of 4ion intensitv with varying CI reaction Vine dur-nz
methane PCI of DEEP at (a) 0.1 X 10 t orr CH-, and at (b) 11.4 X 10 torr
The ions shown correspond to CH " (m/z 15), C'H, (m/z 17), C H + (m/z 29), H3(m/z 19), and the (M+H)+ ion of DEEP (rn/z 167).
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in the background and in the methane itself to produce the m/z 19 (H3 0+) reagent

ion (Reaction B-3). As the proton affinity of water is greater than that of

methane, water was preferentially protonated and H3 0- became the dominate reagent

ion. Thus, with a CI reaction time greater than approximately 15 msec, water

CI is predominately occurring.

CH 4  + CH4 - CH5 ÷ + CH 3 " (Reaction B-i)

CH 3  + CH4 - C2 H5÷ + H2 (Reaction B-2)

CH5 + + H20 - H3 0+ + CH 4 (Reaction B-3)

As H30 is the major reagent ion under these conditions, some differences

in ionization efficiencies for different compounds may be discerned in comparison

to true methane CI. As the proton affinity of water (173 kcal/mole) is greater

than that of methane (130.5 kcal/mole), the amount of internal energy in the

protonated sample molecule (determined by the difference in the proton affinity

between the sample and water) will be less and thus, less fragmentation would

be expected in the water CI mass spectra as compared to true methane CI. Also,

as the degree to which the proton transfer reaction occurs is governed by the

relative proton affinities of the sample molecule and the conjugate base of the

CI reagent ion, some classes of compounds (e.g. alkanes) may not be efficiently

ionized. This may be a method to eliminate some of the potential chemical

interferences. However, if true methane CI is desired, it will be necessary to

use some type of water scrubbers to reduce the amount of water introduced via

the gas lines and to operate in the reagent ionization time regime which is

optimum for production of CH5 ÷ ions.

With the reduced methane pressure (Figure 3-B.3a), these reactions to

produce the CI reagent ions do not reach completion until after 100 msec. With
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the higher methane pressure (Figure 3-B. 3b , these reactions occur more quickly,

reaching completion in ca. 45 msec. While the reagent ions are being formed,

the sample is also being ionized by ion-molecule reactions to produce (M+H)÷ ions

(m/z 167) of DEEP. With both the low and high methane pressures, the intensity

of the m/z 167 ions slowly increased with the CI reaction time up to ca. 25 msec,

after which the m/z 167 ion intensity increased more rapidly. The 25 msec time

corresponds roughly to the time necessary to produce the maximum intensity of

the H3 0÷ ions. Note that the m/z 93 and 166 ions (formed during the initial ET

period) do not change with the sample reaction time, while the CI fragment ions,

m/z I11 and m/z 139, and the (M+H)÷ ion, m/z 167, become more abundant with

increasing reaction time (Figure 3-B.4). By varying the sample ionization or

reaction time occurring immediately after the initial ionization period (0.5

msec), it was possible to obtain El mass spectra at short reaction times and CI

mass spectra at long reaction times for DEEP. In addition, it was possible to

obtain El mass spectra in the presence of the methane reagent gas by raising the

RF voltage during the initial ionization period such that the methane ions were

not stored (and thus the methane CI reagent ions were not produced). Thus, 1y

simply changing the scan function, it should be fairly straightforward to acquire

alternating E1iCI mass spectra with the ITMS, something which has not been really

successfully demonstrated with traditirnal ion sources.

Evaluation of the Sample Ionization Period. The sample ionization period

is dominated by the ionization of the sample neutral molecules to produce the

desired (M+H)+ ions, m, z 16' For both pressures of methane, this period starts

after a CI reaction time of ca. 25 msec a.cnd. continues to the maximum CI reaction

time studied (183 msec' 4ereas the in:ensity,' ot the (M.A)* ion of DEEP

increased only slowly up to 23 as- a~c fter 25 msec the intensitv of the M+H,*

ion increased rDoidlv with incr•:• >rwtion time while there wan
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Figure 3-B.4. Effect of variation of the CI reaction time on the ion intensiLies
of the ions of DEEP.

corresponding decrease in the H3 0÷ ion intensity, e.g. for the higher methane

pressure, the intensity of the m/z 167 ion increased. , factor of 8 with an

increase in time from 25 to 160 msec (factor of 6.4) :f CI reaction time. Thus,

for maximum sensitivity, a long CI reaction time would be preferred. T_1

addition, the variation of the sample ionization time may provide a means to

extend the linear dynawic range of PCI with the ITMS (see Section D-3). It

should also be noted that by controlling the levels of the RE voltage during

the CI reaction period, it may be possible to distinctly separate and control

the formation of reagent ions and saw.ie ions.

Comparison of the positive chemical ionization (PCI) n.ormal mass spectra

of DEEP shows that ITMS spectrum contains a greater abundance of fragment ions,

m/z 111 and m/z 139, and a lower abundance of the methane (M4+29)' and (M+41)÷

adduct ions (m/z 195 and m/z 207, respectively) than doe- the QQQ mass spectru,

(Figure 3-B.5). Although the spectra were acquire( at the same temperature (100
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"C) on both instruments, the ions in the ITMS are much more affected by the

temperature as they are exposed for much longer periods of time (msec) than in

a traditional ion source (Msec). Thus, the greater abundances of fragment ions

in the ITMS could be partially due to thermally-induced fragmentation of the

(M+H)÷ ions and partially due to the major difference in the effective pressure

of the CI gas, ca. 2 - 3 X 10O torr in the ITMS versus ca. I torr in the QQQ.

The lower abundances of the (M+29)+ and (M+41)+ ions is expected as water CI

tended to dominate the CI process in the ITMS, as discussed above, and the higher

pressures of methane needed for their formation and stabilization are absent.

I"J. - tI'(M+H)+QQQ

1 tort CH4

-~ ~ n

ITMS46I ml

23mse 139

V6, 111

S1 55 ... . 19 Zg

63 129 122 140 162 1SO 9 g ZA m/Z

Figure 3-B.5. M¶ethane PCI normal mass spectra of DEEP acquired on the QQQ and
the ITMS. Note that the ions at m/z 136 and 166 in the ITMS spectrum are due
to a contaminant.
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3-C. Evaluation of Tandem Mass Spectrometry

In order to successfully perform tandem mass spectrometry in the ITMS, one

must efficiently isolate and energize the parent ion and then efficiently trap

and mass analyze the resulting daughter ions. In this section, our evaluations

of each of these operations, as well as the studies of the parameters which

affect them, are reported.

3-C.l. Isolation of the Parent Ion

The methane positive chemical ionization (PCI) normal mass spectra of

diethylethylphosphonate (DEEP, MW 166) from both the triple quadrupole and ion

trap are characterized by an abundant (M+H)* ion at m/z 167 (Figure 3-B.5).

The PCI-CAD daughter spectra of the (M+H)+ ion of DEEP are characterized by

daughter ions at m/z 65, 93, 111, and 139 due to various combinations of losses

of H2 0, C2 H4 , and C2H5 OH from the parent ion (Figure 3-C.1). Prior to performing

CAD of the parent ion in the ITMS, it is necessary to eject all ions

Methane PCI-CAD Daughter Spectra of DEEP mlz 167

QQQ
SW.' ' (28 eV, 1 mtorr N2)

Mý ýz f 64Z--'--" .. '... 1211 146 16 (Ain L's2

SITMS

m ~(1000 rnV, 1 mtorr He)

65 1)3 1391 165 195 Z7.7

Fi7,ure 3-C.I. Methane PCI-CAD daughter spectra of the (M+H)+ ion (m/z 167) of.

DEEP on the triple quadrupole (QQQ) and on the ion trap (IT.MS) mass spectro-
meters.
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present in the ion trap in the mass range of the expected daughter ions. By

raising the RF voltage applied to the ring electrode, it was possible to eject

all ions up to but not including the parent ion. However, note the presence of

ions at m/z 165, 166, 195, and 207 in the ITMS daughter spectrum (only those

ions up to but not including m/z 165 were ejected prior to PCI-CAD). The

continued presence of these ions during the MS/MS analysis may lead to spectral

interferences. In the triple quadrupole, only a single m/z ion is selected by

Ql for CAD and thus the QQQ daughter spectrum is lacking these ions and their

possible interference.

3-C.2. Resolution of Parent Ion Excitation

In a quadrupole ion trap, an ion will oscillate in the RF field with a

characteristic secular frequency which is determined by its m/z ratio and the

applied RF field. In order to excite an ion to undergo CAD in the ITMS, an

auxiliary AC voltage (tickle voltage) is applied to the end caps of the ion trap

with a frequency which matches the secular frequency of the selected parent ion.

Variation of the tickle frequency showed that indeed only a fairly narrow band

of frequencies will excite a parent ion and there is an optimum frequency for

maximum CAD efficiency (Figure 3-C.2). The width of the tickle frequency band

(a measure of the resolution of parent ion excitation) increased with increasing

tickle voltage. However, provided the tickle voltage was not too excessive, it

was possible to excite an ion to undergo CAD with unit mass resolution (e.g. note

the presence of the ions at m/z 166 and m/z 168 and the complete absence of the

parent ion at m/z 167 in the ITMS daughter spectrum of Figure 3-C.1).
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Figure 3-C.2. Optimization of the frequency of the tickle voltage to achieve
maximum CAD of the (M+H)+ ion (m/z 167) of DEEP.

3-C.3. Evaluation of CAD EFficiencies

The abundances of the daughter ions relative to each other are approxi-

mately the same for PCI-CAD daughter spectra of the (M+H)÷ ion of DEEP obtained

on the triple quadrupole and ITMS (Figure 3-C.l). However, the abundances of

the daughter ions relative to that of the parent ion in the daughter spectra

indicate that the ITMS yielded a higher fragmentation efficiency. It was shown

that as the tickle voltage or CAD energy was increased, the fragmentation

efficiencies increased until reaching a maximum of 100 % and 89 % for the ITMS

and TSQ45, respectively (Figure 3-C.3). The fragmentation efficiency is also

affected by the mass of the collision gas. A comparison of the fragmentation

efficiency for the most abundant daughter ion (m/z 111) of the m/z 167 parent

ion of DEEP with a collision gas pressure of approximately 1 mtorr helium for

both the QQQ and the ITMS, demonstrated that the fragmentation efficiency of

the 1TMS "a5 --ore than 10- t''.,es more efficient than that obtained for the QQQ

(Figure 3-C.4). The greater fragmentation efficiency observed with the ion
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Figure 3-C.3. Methane PCI-CAD energy-resolved breakdown curves of the (M+H<'

ion (m/z 1L67) of DEEP: (a) on QQQ (TSQ45) with 1 mtorr nitrogen and (b) on IT'S
wi- approxi~nately 1 mtorr helium.
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Methane PCI-CAD of DEEP 167
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Figure 3-C.4. Efficiency of producing the major daughter ion (m/z ill) resulting'
from the PCI-CAD of the (M+H)+ ion (m/z 167) of DEEP with an indicated CAD gas
(buffer gas for ITMS) pressure of approximately I mtorr: (a) ITMS and (b, QQQ
(TSQ 45).
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trap is due largely to the time scale and nature of the CAD process. Whereas,

with the QQQ, a parent ion must undergo CAD during its single pass through the

collision chamber, the ITMS is able to contain the parent ion and keep energizing

it to undergo multiple collisions until CAD does occur. Indeed with an increase

in the CAD reaction or tickle time in the ITMS, the amount of CAD could be

significantly increased (Figure 3-C.5). Both the QQQ and ITMS showed a collec-

tion efficiency of approximately 90 % provided the tickle voltage or CAD energy

was not excesssvely high. The major loss of efficiency with the QQQ, however,

is due to the requirement of unit mass resolution of the daughter ions during

mass analysis by Q3 which results in a transmission efficiency for Q3 of

approximately 10 %. As the ITMS lacks these ion optical elements and because

of the more effective containment and trapping of the daughter ions in the ion

trap, the subsequent collection and mass analysis of the daughter ions was

approximately 27 time more efficient in the ITMS than in the QQQ system.

100 Tickle Freq: 107550 Hz
Tickle Volt: 400 mV, Lab
Tickle RF: 50 u

80

60

0 o /z Ill

S40 0 m/z_ 139

0 

n0

20 • • •, r /z 16720-

4 -d

0 •-:•

0 5 10 15 20
CAD Tickle Time (msec)

Figure 3-C.5. Effect of the length of time for which the CAD tickle voltage is
applied on the relative abundances of the daughter ions and parent ion for the
PCI-CAD of the (M+H)÷ ion (m/z 167) of DEEP.
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3-C.4. Relationships between the CAD Parameters: Tickle Frequency, Tickle
Voltage, and CAD Reaction Time

With the ITMS, in order to excite a parent ion to undergo CAD, an auxiliary

AC or tickle voltage is applied to the end-ap electrodes. Provided the frequency

of the CAD tickle voltage matches the secular frequency of the parent ion within

the ion trap's RF field, the parent ion will begin to resonate, increasing the

size of its orbit and thus its kinetic energy, until CAD begins to occur. As

there is no observable CAD occurring when the tickle voltage is not applied, when

it is applied there must be a finite tickle time, dependent upon the tickle

voltage, necessary in order for the parent ion to reach sufficient kinetic energy

for CAD to occur. Indeed, three different periods could be distinguished when

the CAD reaction time was varied for a set tickle voltage: a period during which

no CAD occurred a period following the onset of CAD where the abundances of

daughter ions increased rapidly over a relatively short time, and then a period

where the amount of CAD remained fairly constant (Figure 3-C.5). The first

period and second period agree well with the model. Indeed, it was shown that

there is an inverse relationship between the magnitude of the tickle voltage and

the CAD reaction time for which it was applied, i.e. increasing the tickle

voltage reduced the amount of CAD reaction time required for onset of CAD (Figure

3-C.6). Based upon the simplistic model, once the onset of CAD occurred, all

of the pare.-t ions would undergo CAD instead of leveling off as demonstrated by

the third period, it mav be that ion-molecule reactions between the (M+H)÷ ions

and neutral M molecules to create new (M+H)* ions may become important during

this period. Some evidence was shown for this by the increase in abundance of

two addict ions resuiting from ion-n'oLecule reactions) with increasing LAD

reaction t e (f~iu•e --

In additiori. the impor-a-ice of opei, L ot the optimum tickle frequenc.

was demonstrated. As the ef <iiericv ot cokilplinz the tickle voltage to increasing:
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the kinetic energy of the parent ion decreased rapidly at frequencies away from

the optimum, the degree of CAD (or the tickle voltage or CAD reaction time

required to achieve a certain level of CAD) also decreased dramatically.

1 139: logICAL V) -0.-:79 ,lo(CAD RT + 2.61
2 M z 139: to kCAD V = -0.17 IogOCAD Rd + 2.40
3 In/z 111.; 1ogCAD V) = -0.82 Io ,CAD RTý + 2.67

C rn/z 11; togCAD V - -0.16 o kog•CAD RT + 2.46

to

(1) (3)(, 0

= 1

(4)

'M ra /z I I

10t 
.0m/2

L 0 "'Ito to,

CAD Reaction Time (msec)
Figure 3-C.6. Variation of the CAD tickle voltage necessary for the "appearance"
of the PCI-CAD daughter ion m/z 111 and m/z 139 of the (M+H)÷ ion (m/z 167, of
DEEP. CAD Tickle Voltage = 600 mV

500 -4

I Tickle Frequency = 105114 Hz

4001 S/////•z 333

fl 300 -N

.200

CAD Reaction Time (reset)
Figure 3-C1.7. Effect of variation of the CAD reaction time on the absolute ion
intensities of the major ions observed in the PCI-CAD daughter spectra of the
(+H)0 ion (m/z 167) of DEEP. The m/z 305 and 333 ions are presumably adduct

ions resulting from ion-molecule reactions between the m/z 139 and m/z 167 ions,
respectively, and neutral DEEP molecules. Note that the relatively constant
intensity of the m/z 207 ion (the (M+29) ion resulting from methane PCI of DEEP•

indicates that the level of DEEP in the ion trap was relatively constant.
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3-C.5. Mass Resolution of Daughter Ions

When not limited by space charge effects, it is possible to obtain unit

mass resolution across the entire mass range of the daughter spectra on the ITMS

and on the QQQ. However, the ITMS is more sensitive to space charge effects

which result from the presence of too many ions of mass greater than or equal

to the parent ion. These space charge effects broaden the peak profile and cause

an apparent shift to a higher m/z; these then lead to mass assignment problems

with the centroiding algorithms of the ITMS (Figure 3-C.8). In this example,

the space charging was caused by the sample itself. In the case where large

amounts of other compounds are present, the ions of the interferents which are

below the m/z of the parent ion should not lead to space charge effects as they

are swept out of the ion trap prior to CAD. However, any interferent ions

150 ng injected

I0•'/.97
Centroid

2

CL)

"• ,'11

m/z 8h 129 120 1.9

Profile H

M lz 33 A Z.• '. !.3 1~t la 13

Fi~gure 3-(C.8. Centrold and profile daughter spectra of the (M+H)+ ion (M/z 18L,
of diisopropylmethylphosphonate "DIMP) obtained at the top of its GC peak for

150 ng injected.
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equal to or greater than the parent ion will still remain in the ion trap and

may affect the resolution of the daughter ions. Although space charging can

occur also with QQQ instruments, its magnit-ude is much lower due to Ql mass

filtering only a single m/z for CAD in Q2. The use of direct current (DC)

voltage in conjuction with RF voltage on the ITMS will result in the isolation

of a single parent ion and should reduce the magnitude of the space charging

problem significantly. Further experiments are planned to assess the extent to

which space charging by other compounds affects the daughter ion mass resolution

in the ITMS with and without DC voltages.

3-C.6. Effect of Space Charge on the CAD Tickle Frequency and CAD Energy
Deposition

In addition to the broadening of the ion profile and an apparent shift to

a higher m/z, space charge effects also result in reduced CAD efficiency (Figure

3-C.9). Indeed, with extreme space charging, no CAD of the parent ion occurs.

With a variation of the tickle frequency for ions exhibiting extreme space

charge, it was determined that space charging causes the secular frequency of

the parent ion to change to a lower frequency (expected due to an apparent shift

to a higher m/z) (Figure 3-C.10). Whereas, the width of the ion profile at 1/2

height increased by 700 % (from 0.5 u to 3.5 u) with space charging, the width

of the tickle frequency band at 1/2 height only increased by 10 %. Thus, even

though the ion intensity profile was significantly broadened, it was possible

to accomplish CAD with essentially unit mass resolution of the parent ion. With

a better understanding of how space-charging affects the daughter and parent

ions, it may be possible to devise scan functions (e.g. neutral loss) to

compensate for these effects; research in this direction is continuing in our

laboratory.
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Figure 3-C.9. Ion peak profiles for the m/z 111, 139, and 167 ions resulting
from the methane PCI-CAD of the (M+H)÷ ion (m/z 167) of DEEP at 105400 Hz. Note
that with an increase in the CI reaction time (and thus an increase in the number
of ions in the ion trap) from (a) 3 msec to (b) 12 msec to (c) 30 msec that space
charging developed.
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3-D. Evaluation of Sensitivity, Linear Dynamic Range and Limits of Detectlon

3-D.i. Evaluation of El Normal MS Sensitivity and Linear Dynamic Range with

Variable Ionization Time

The dvrnamic range OL any device which convetts analvtes ir.to char,',

particles (e.,. , flame ionization detectors or mass spertrometers) will be liuJite,'

ov the onset of space charge. These space-charge effects lead to saturation o*

instrument response when the density of charged particles (ions) rises so

that iou-ion repulsions become significir.t. These effects are especially evid-v7-

in devices which trap or store ions. In the ion trap, these effects ar.,

manifested when too large an analyte concentration leads to i.ss of mac •

resolution and degradation of mass spectral quality [e.g., seif-chemica

ionization to form (M+1)÷ ions.

The Finnigan MAT ion trap detector (ITD), as well as the ion trap rIsS

spectrc'neter (ITMS), has a new Automatic Gain Control (ACC) which provfrio.

automatic variation of ionization time. This approach maximizes sensitivity fcr

low levels of analyte, and prevents saturation of the ion trap at high lcvels r'.

analvte. This AGC software has been evaluated and the result.' are impro-ss>'-'

with full scan EI mass spectra are Easily obtained at low picogram leve*_

injected, while linear response is maintained up to low microgram levels.

Whereas the operation of the ton trap has traditionally used a fixed

msec) ionization time, the new approach automatically selects an ionization

from 0.078 ms to 25 ms ( a range of 320) for each microscan, depending on

amount of analyte in the trap. For low levels (e.g., for baseline or smail :

pepks) a maximum ionization time of 25 ms is selected, offering an improvenemT.

of approx'mately 25 times in sensitivity. As the amount of analvte inc-,0,1se-;

the ionization time is automatically decreased in order to prevent overfýl>:.

the rap with ions. The ion signals in each microscan are automatically sc•,i

to correct for the variation in ionization time. The new scan functi,•r.
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compared with the normal scar, function in Figure 3-D.l. A short "prescan",

consisting ot a 0.2 ms ionization provides an estimate of the number of ions

formed in the trap. This value is then u.ed to calculate the optimum ionization

time for the actual mass scan which follows.

Variable Ionization Time

Normal Scan Function Scan Function

End EndC Mass oCo Mass,

SStan /C Variable

Mass 0 rz 45 onizaion Start
E Time

Z /z200 RfSettle Ramp

m/zz 20

RFL RF
VOLTAGE VOLTAGE

ION I ION
SIGNAL Mass Peaks SIGNAL "Base" RIC Measurement Mass Peaks

TITIME--- '''"TIME

Figure 3-D.I. A new El MS scan function with a variable ionization time compared
with the normal E1 MS scan function with a constant ionization time.

In order to evaluate this new approach, solutions of JP-10 jet fuel (tri-

cyclodecane), methyl salicylate, n-decanol, dipropylene-glycol monomethyl ether,

and bis-methoxy-ethyl ether were analyzed by GC/EI-MS (full scan) with the

Finnigan lTD. Samples were analyzed with a 15 m x 0.32 mm ID, 0.25 um film

thickness, DB-5 fused silica open tubular column (programmed form 30 °C to 130

°C at 20 °C/min, 4.4 psig inlet pressure, 1 ML on-column injections), scanning

from m/z 40 to 160. Standard solutions ranged upwards from 150 fg/ML. The

chromatograms for a solvent blank and 15 pg of tricyclodecane are compared in

Figure 3-D.2. The tricyclodecane peak at a retention time of 4:20 is clear at

the 15 pg level in the reconstructed ion chromatogram (RIC), as well as in the
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ion (m/z 67). The background-subtracted mass spectrum for the 15 pg CC peaks is

shown in Figure 3-D.3a. This spectrum compares favorably with that obtained for

150 ng (10,000 time more analyte), shown in Figure 3-D.3b.

Blank

Figure 3-D.2. The GC/EI-MS 4

chromatograms for a solvent blank
and 15 pg of tricyclodecane. .

T~ I 2 . . .

4::7 411 4:22 4: 5

,r 15pg Tricyclodecane
TOT. •I

IIx

15 pg

Figure 3-D.3. The background-
subtracted mass spectra for (a) the a)
15 pg GC peak and (b) the 150 ng GC
peak of tricyclodecane.

! 55 • 121 M +

j ~ '" +i i

41 Al 11 l

150 ng

b)
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The clearest indication of the performance of this new approach is the

linear dynamic range indicated in the calibration curves for tricyclodecane shown

in Figure 3-D.4. Over 6 decades of concentration, the calibration curves for

the RIC, m/z 67, and m/z 136 (M+ ) show excellent agreement and linearity (slope

of the log-log plots - 1.0). Similar results were observed for the other

compounds studied.

In conclusion, this new operational mode provides the ITD with sensitivity

and dynamic range which equal if not exceed those of any other GC/MS system.

The use of relatively long ionization times offers high full-scan sensitivity

for trace-level components in the low picogram range, while the automatic

variation of ionization time provides linear response into the low microgram

range, well above the upper limit of open-tubular-column GC capability.

10I Tricyclodeccne

a] varioble ionization time slope 1.C35

S-j
-slope -0.977

S slope 1.014

1010
C)

(9 Crn/:67

-0 10 - ) -

10~ 10o L 0- 10- -0 " .

Figure 3-D.4. The CC/EI-MS calibration curves for tricyciodecane.
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3-D.2. Variation of the Ionization Time for Extension of the Linear Dynamic
Range with Methane PCI

We have just seen that GC/EI-MS with variable ionization time can yield a

linear dynamic range covering 5 orders of magnitude from ca. 10 pg to 1 Ag of

tricyclodecane injected. However, as will be seen below, GC/MS/MS of diethyl-

ethylphosphonate (DEEP) with methane positive chemical ionization (PCI) but with

a constant ionization time (13 msec) exhibited a linear dynamic range of only

3 orders of magnitude from ca. 2 pg to 2 ng injected. The linear dynamic range

in both cases was limited at the higher amounts by space charge effects due to

excessive numbers of ions in the trap. To extend the linear dynamic range for

higher amounts of analyte, the number of ions produced by the analyte would have

to be reduced.

The PCI scan function of the ITMS differs from the E1 scan function in

having a time period for reaction of the El-generated reagent ions with the

neutral molecules (period B' of Figure 3-D.5). To change the number of analvte

Ion Trap El or CI Scan
With Reagent Gas Present

Figure 3-D.5. Comparison of the El-
and PCI-MS scan functions on theITMS.• /

I M .Fundamental C

RF Voltage •

C.

H]ON Electron Gate

OFF

El Ior Signal

Cl Ion Signal

El Scan __

A Ionize and Store Only Sarnole Mass Range of interest
B Select Low Mass f.r S'art of Scan
C Scan RIeslstant Mass Sdectrum

Cl Scan .

A ionize and Store C: Reaqenl Ions
B C1 Reagqenr Ions React will'i Neutral Samo•te

MO.lotjlecs and Form Sammies ions

C Seoect Low Mass for Slta of Scan
0 Scin Reiulf nl Mass SPectrum
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ions with the PCI scan function of the ITMS, two different time periods can be

varied: (a) the actual electron ionization time (period A': when electrons are

introduced into the ion trap to ionize the reagent gas and these initially formed

ions react with the reagent gas to create CI reagent ions) and (b) the CI

reaction period (period B': when the CI reagent ions react with neutral sample

molecules to form sample ions). Here we evaluate the variation of the actual

ionization time (period A') to extend the linear dynamic range of methane PCI-

MS in the ITMS.

DEEP was introduced into the ITMS such that a constant level of DEEP was

present in the ion trap and the ionization time was varied from 0.1 to 12.5 msec

-5
during the methane (ca. 7 X 10 torr) PCI normal MS scan function. The

intensity the m/z 167 (the (M+H)* ion) ion of DEEP increased linearly with the

ionization time between 0.1 and I msec ( the dashed line of Figure 3-D.6).

12000 -m/z (766- O)] /' in:(6-tT

M/z 16

80001

M/Z 7tl- I

- 1
- 2/

- 3 :n/z IT)

0).() 2 .0 t•. 0 G;.( 0• t 0.0) 1 1.• 1 .
to ti M ) I (ie(3 I

Figure 3-D.6. Effect of ionization time (0.1 to 12.5 msec) on the intensitiesof the methane PCI m/z 167 [(M+H)- ion] and m/z 139 ions of DEEP. *Note the 1I,

(166-167) and m/z (138-141 )lfre integrated areas from these ions in the centroid
spectra corrected for the C contribution.
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However, unlike for El, when the ionization time was doubled with PCI, there was

not a doubling of the analyte ions. Whereas with E1 a change in the ionization

time directly changes the number of ions of the analyte, with PCI the ionization

time largely affects directly the reagent ion population which then changes the

analyte ion population during the subsequent chemical ionization reactions.

Increasing the ionization time past I msec resulted in an increased efficiency

of chemical ionization as evidenced by the positive deviation of the intensity

of the m/z 167 ion (the solid lines in Figure 3-D.6). This positive deviation

may be due to the dependence of the efficiency of PCI upon the number of reagent

ions present. Space charge effects begin to become significant for ionization

times greater than 3 msec. These space charge effects lead to peak broadening

and problems with the mass assignment algorithms (Figure 3-D.7). However, by

integrating all the ions in the centroided spectra about the ions of interest

to.1 Le nl [4 10 'IIata t~ ý 3

l'24 t-9

3166

Fma and c0 ) and pro ile

Li S : '- 3,

Figure 3-D.7. Centroided mass spectra (a and c) and profile mass spectra (b and

d) for the PCI of DEEP with ionization times of I msec (a and b) and 12.5 msec
(c and d).
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(e.g. integrate m/z 166 to m/z 169 for m/z 167) and correcting for the 13C

contributions, one sees that, indeed, the total number of (M+H)+ ions increase

in a fairly linear fashion up to ca. 7.5 msec. Beyond 7.5 msec space charging

becomes severe enough to cause inefficient trapping of ions (the negative

deviation from the m/z (166-169) trace of Figure 3-D.6). It may be that some

of the space charge effects are due to the large abundance of reagent ions which

are present in the trap. Changes in the RF-levels and time periods of the CI

scan function may lead to some improvement in this regard.

Note that unlike the intensity of the m/z 167 ion, the intensity of the m/z

139 ion increased linearly over the entire ionization time regime examined

(Figure 3-D.6). The m/z 139 ion is a major fragment ion of DEEP produced during

E1 and perhaps PCI, as well. As its intensity increased linearly with ioniza-

tion time, we attribute the majority of its formation to occur during the actual

ionization period.

Based upon these preliminary results it may be possible to increase the

linear dynamic range for PCI by at least an order of magnitude by varying the

ionization time. However, PCI, due to its greater complexity as compared to El,

may not be as amanable to automatic control of the ionization time to increase

the linear dynamic range as has been demonstrated for El. Further experiments

are planned to help us to better understand the capabilities and limitations of

PCI in the ion trap and enable us to develop approaches to improve it.
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3-D.3. Variation of the CI Reaction Time for Extension of the Linear Dynamic
Range of Methane rca

In Section 3-B.2, the effect of the CI reaction time (Period B' in Figure

3-D.5) on the methane PCI of DEEP was discussed. Briefly, two time periods could

be distinguished by the reactions which were predominantly occurring during them:

a reagent ionization period and a sample ionization period. The reagent

ionization period (0.1 msec to approximately 25 msec) was dominated by the

reactions which lead to the reagent ions themselves. Although the sample was

also ionized during this period, there was only a relatively minor increase in

the abundance of ions with an increase in CI reaction time. Thus, variation of

the CI reaction time over this period would not have much effect on the abundance

of sample ions. The sample ionization period (from approximately 25 msec to 185

msec) was characterized by CI reactions which led to the formation of (M+H)÷ ions

of the sample. Whereas the intensity of the (M+H)+ ion of DEEP increased only

slowly up to 25 msec, after 25 msec the intensity of the (M+H)+ ion increased

rapidly with increasing reaction time (e.g. with an indicated methane pressure

of 3.4 X 10- torr, the intensity of the m/z 167 ion increased by a factor of

8 with an increase in time from 25 to 160 msec (a factor of 6.4) of CI reaction

time). Thus, the variation of the CI reaction time between 25 msec and 185 msec

may offer a method to vary the abundance of the sample ions as was done for the

E1 ACC method discussed above. However, this preliminary data indicates that

the increase in ion abundances is not as linear as would be desired. Further

research is required before implementation of such a method would be feasible.
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3-D.4. Quantitative Comparison of MS/MS on the ITKS and QQQ

In previous sections, the ITMS was shown to have efficiencies of fragmen-

tation, collection, and mass analysis higher than those for a triple quadrupole

instrument (QQQ). Therefore, it was expected that the ITMS would also have a

higher MS/MS sensitivity than the QQQ. The quantitative comparison of the two

MS/MS instruments was evaluated for the GC/MS/MS methane PCI-CAD of the (M+H)+

ions of diisopropylmethylphosphonate (DIMP, MW 180) for the ITMS with full

daughter scan and for the TSQ70 with selected reaction monitoring (SRM) and full

daughter scan on the same day with the conditions given in Table 3-D.l.

Table 3-D.l. Experimental Conditions for GC/MS/MS Determination of DIMP
Standards on a Triple Quadrupole (QQQ) and a Quadrupole Ion Trap (ITMS)

Mass Spectrometry

Methane PCI QQQ: 100 eV, 100 0 C,2 torr indicated
ITMS: 100 °C, 3 X 10 torr indicated

13 msec electron ionization time
175 msec CI reaction time

CAD QQQ: 1 mtorr argon, 30 eV
ITMS: ca. I mtorr helium, 800 mV

15 msec CAD reaction time
CAD RF of 50 amu

Daughter Ion QQQ: full scan: 50 - 225, 1 sec
Analysis SRM of 181* - 97*, 0.1 sec

ITMS: full scan: 50 - 225, 1 sec, 7 pscans

Gas Chromatography

Column QQQ: 30 m SE-54 FSOT
ITMS: 28 m DB-5 FSOT

Inj. Port Temp. 250 °C
GC/MS Interface Temp. 250 °C
Column Temp. Program 50 "C (1 min, split and sweep closed)

50 to 165 °C @ 30 °C/min
Sample Size 1.5 pL, splitless (methanol solvent)
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Calibration curves obtained from the CC/MS/MS determinacion of DIMP in

methanol standards are shown in Figure 3-D.8 for the ITMS with full scan (50 to

225 u in I sec, 7 uscans) and for the TSQ70 with selected reaction monitoring

(SRM, 181 - 97-, 0.1 sec) and full scan (50 to 225 u in 1 sec). The limits of

detection are approximately 2-6 pg of DIMP injected onto the GC column for both

the QQQ SRM and for the ITMS. Whereas the TSQ70 was only able to obtain good,

qualitative daughter spectra (without background subtraction) on approximately

1.5 ng DIMP injected (Figure 3-D.9), the ITMS was able to obtain very good

daughter spectra on only 15 pg (Figure 3-D.10). Although the triple quadrupole

yielded a linear dynamic range of 4 orders of magnitude with SRM, the QQQ full

scan and ITMS full scan only exhibited a linear dynamic range of 3 orders of

magnitude (it should be noted that the automatic gain control was not used in

these studies). The linear dynamic range is limited at the upper range in the

ITMS by space charge effects which result in broadened ion peaks, mass assignment

problems, and apparent shifts in the secular frequencies of the parent ions

(Figure 3-D.11). Integration of all the "ions" from m/z 90 to m/z 105 for the

ITMS increase the linear dynamic range somewhat, but is not a desirable

alternative. More attractive alternatives to overcoming this limitation are

available, including variable ionization time, variable sample ionization time,

and mass-selectively filling of the ion trap. Experiments are planned to further

evaluate each of these alternatives.
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3-F. The ITMS as a Portable Tandem Mass Spectrometer for Environmental
Monitoring

The task of monitoring for chemicals in the environment has been a major

challenge for many years. The need to detect the presence of a large number of

anticipated compounds at extremely low levels demands an extremely sensitive and

versatile analytical system. However, in addition to monitoring for expected

compounds, monitoring must also be performed for unexpected chemical pollutants.

The need to detect and identify compounds whose presence was unanticipated

necessitates a system capable of providing structural elucidation. Finally, the

ability to discriminate against a wide range of possible interferents in the

field imposes stringent requirements for selectivity. Tandem mass spectrometry

is the most promising approach to meeting these needs. Such an analytical system

can provide the sensitivity, selectivity, speed, and small size to detect, iden-

tify, and quantitate trace levels of chemical pollutants which may be encountered

in environmental monitoring.

F-I. Analytical Requirements

The major analytical requirements for the monitoring of environmental

pollutants are the same as those for any system for trace analysis: sensitivity,

selectivity, and speed. In the case of monitoring for trace pollutants, high

sensitivity is required for high detection probability; high selectivity is

required for a low false positive rate, as well as interference rejection; and

high speed permits fast response. It is informative to consider these

characteristics in detail. In order to obtain a detectable signal for a trace

amount of analyte, an analytical technique must have high sensitivity, defined

by the slope of a calibration curve. Although sensitivity may be a useful figure

of merit for "pure" analytes, it can become meaningless for the determination

of analvtes in increasingly complex mixtures. In the analysis of real-world
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samples, interferences can arise from other chemical constituents of the mixture

or the background and can be referred to as "chemical noise". The effectiveness

of a trace analytical technique, therefore, may be determined not so much by its

sensitivity, but by its ability to discern the signal of the analyte from the

chemical noise, its selectivity. Thus, a more descriptive figure of merit for

a trace analytical technique is the limit of detection, defined as the amount

of analyte which will give a signal (S) which can be distinguished from the

chemical noise (N) with the desired confidence (typically S/N - 3). The limit

of detection thus takes into account both thp sensitivity and selectivity

(inversely related to the level of chemical noise) of an analytical technique.

Finally, small size is a key requirement for an analytical system which needs

to be quickly deployed and highly mobile.

F-2. Tandem Instrumental Methods

A powerful approach to increase the selectivity is the use of two or more

analytical techniques in tandem. It has been shown that, as the number of stages

of analysis is increased, the absolute levels of both signal and noise decrease;

however, if the additional stages increase the selectivity of the technique, the

chemical noise will decrease more rapidly than the signal (Figure 3-F.1). If

the chemical noise dominates over the electrical noise (as is almost always the

case in mass spectrometry), an overall improvement in the S/N ratio will result.

As long as there is still a detectable signal above the electrical noise level,

therefore, an increase in the number of tandem analytical stages will result in

improved limits of detection.
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Figure 3-F.I. Effect on the signal (S), chemical noise (N), and the S/N ratio
of increasing the number of stages of analysis used in tandem.

F-3. Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS)

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is a relatively new method for rapid trace

analysis of complex mixtures. Research in our laboratory with triple quadrupole

,.,dem mass spectrometers has demonstrated the capabilities for the detection

of targeted compounds at part-per-billion levels and below, in both environmental

and physiological matrices. In MS/MS, the use of two stages of mass analysis

provides an enormous increase in analytical selectivity. For a mixture component

to interfere with the detection of the analyte, it must be ionized to form an

ion (parent ion) of the same mass as the analyte, which then must undergo

collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) to form a fragment ion (daughter ion)

of the same mass as the daughter ion of the analyte.

The most common MS/MS operating modes of tandem mass spectrometers are

daughter scan, parent scan, neutral loss scan, and selected reaction monitoring.

The specific operational mode chosen for a particular analysis will depend on
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the information desired. To screen for targeted compounds, selected reaction

monitoring (SRM) is employed, in which the first mass analyzer is set

(sequentially) to pass the parent ion of each compound while the second mass

analyzer is set to pass a daughter ion characteristic of that compound. To

screen for targeted classes of compounds, parent scans or neutral loss scans can

be employed. To screen for all compounds which fragment upon CAD to form a

characteristic daughter ion, a parent spectrum is obtained, in which the first

mass analyzer is scanned over a specific mass range, while the second mass

analyzer is set to pass the characteristic daughter ion. To screen for all

compounds which fragment to lose a characteristic neutral upon CAD, a neutral

loss spectrum is obtained, in which both mass analyzers are scanned, with a

constant difference in mass. To confirm the identity of a compound indicated

from one of these screening modes, the daughter scan mode can be used, setting

the first mass analyzer to pass the suspect parent ion while scanning the second

mass analyzer. The resulting daughter spectrum can be interpreted or compared

with the library spectrum of an authentic standard for confirmation.

For monitoring environmental pollutants, a critical concept is the role

of two operating modes: continuous monitoring for the presence of any targeted

(or other) pollutants, followed by confirmation (identification and semiquan-

titative determination) of any positives. In MS/MS, this would involve rapid

screening for targeted compounds (by SRM) and/or targeted compound classes (by

neutral loss or parent scans); positives would be confirmed by obtaining compieLt

daughter scans of suspect ions. The rapid selection, under computer control,

of operational modes is clearly a key requirement of an MS/MS instrument for such

an application.
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F-4. ITMS Matching the Analytical Requirements: A Summary of the ITMS
Research

A brief summary of the ITMS research will show that ITMS matches the

analytical requirements of a sensitive and selective trace analytical instrument

for the monitoring of environmental pollutants. A major advantage of the ITMS

over more conventional mass spectrometers is its versatility. This is due to

its capability to control via computer in real-time the various operational modes

without any hardware changes. Thus, switching from electron ionization (El) to

positive chemical ionization (PCI) or from normal mass spectrometry to tandem

mass spectrometry is easily implemented. The capability of selecting between

El and conventional methane (CH5 ) PCI or H30 PCI was demonstrated (Section 3-

B). Thus, the particular ionization which yields the highest selectivity and

sensitivity for a particular analyte can be chosen. Although not demonstrated

in this report, other workers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and at Purdue

University have demonstrated the capability of obtaining negative chemical

ionization mass spectra. One major disadvantage of the ion trap had been the

lack of compatibility of many of the ionizations which have been successfully

implemented on more traditional mass spectrometers, such as fast atom

bombardment, thermospray, and atmospheric pressure ionization. Fast atom

bombardment and thermospray would be especially useful due to their ability to

ionize relatively non-volatile compounds. This lack of compatibility of these

ionizations has been due to the necessity to have the ionization process occur

external to the ion trap and then inject the ions into the ion trap. The major

difficulty has been the successf'il trapping of these injected ions. Recently,

however, other workers at Purdue University have demonstrated the possibility

of trapping ions which have been injected into the ion trap from an external

ionization source. The results of their ongoing research and the research which

we have started in laboratory in this area may enable the use of alternate
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ionization methods (e.g. thermospray or fast atom bombardment) to extend the use

of ITMS to the analysis of more non-volatile samples. These capabilities can

be added to the ITMS with only minor modifications and additions to the

electronics and software and not to the ion trap itself.

The most important capability of the ion trap, however, is its MS/MS

capabilities (demonstrated in Sections 3-C and 3-D). Comparison of the ITMS to

the more conventional triple quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer, demonstrated

that the ITMS has high (80-90%) CAD efficiencies with an overall MS/MS efficiency

approximately 30 times higher than that of the triple quadrupole. In addition,

the quantitative studies showed that the ITMS was able to obtain complete

daughter spectra on low pg amounts of analyte, 100 times lower than the amounts

required for comparable spectra of the triple quadrupole (Section 3-D). Two very

useful MS/MS scans which are used for screening for compound classes are the

neutral loss and parent scans. These two scans are easily implemented on triple

quadrupole instruments. However, the equivalent scan modes have yet to be

demonstrated on the ITMS; currently, it is necessary to due successive daughter

scan experiments and then extract the parent or neutral loss relationship from

the data. We are currently investigating some new scan functions which may allow

us to obtain "true" parent and neutral loss scans.

As a tandem-in-time tandem mass spectrometer, the ITMS offers the capa-

bility of performing more than two stages of mass analysis (i.e. MS/MS/MS/ .... ).

Although not demonstrated in this report, we and other have successfully

demonstrated this capability. This is achieved via software control of the ion

trap parameters as opposed to the tremendous hardware modification and additions

which would be required to add just one additional stage of mass analysis for

a conventional tandem-in-space tandem mass spectrometer (e.g. a triple quadrupole
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instrument). This capability will greatly enhance the selectivity and structure

elucidation capability of the ITMS.

The major limitation of the ITMS may be due to its limited dynamic range

at higher concentration levels where space charge effects limit the performance

of the ITMS (Section 3-C.6). With automatic control of the ionization time, the

linear dynamic range could be extended over six orders of magnitude (from low

pg to low ug) with El-MS (Section 3-D.1). Similarly, control of the ionization

and CI reaction time was demonstrated to offer the potential to extend the linear

dynamic range by an order of magnitude for PCI (Sections 3-D.2 and 3-D.3,

respectively). However, these results were obtained on "pure" components (i.e.

a single compound or a mixture with the components separated via GC prior to

their introduction into the ion trap) and not on the complex mixtures (e.g. raw

urine) which are routinely and successfully analyzed without sample preparation

on triple quadrupole instruments. The simultaneous ionization of the numerous

components with the direct analysis of such mixtures is expected to greatly

accentuate the space charging problem. However, we have recently added the

capability to use direct current (DC) voltages in conjunction with RF voltages

on the ion trap to isolate ions of a single m/z. This should substantially

reduce the space charge problems as some initial research has indicated. As

space charging is the result of the ionization process and not the CAD process,

the use of DC and variable ionization and reaction times should allow extension

of the linear dynamic range with MS/MS as well. We are continuing research in

these areas.

The ion trap MS/MS instrument also offers a number of features which make

it appealing for development as a miniature mass spectrometer for monitoring of

CB agents. These features offer advantages in terms of miniaturization,

modularity, analytical capability, and ease of computer integration. The
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potential for miniaturization of a quadrupole ion trap tandem mass spectrometer

is dramatically illustrated by the small size (6 cu. ft., 130 ibs) of the ion

trap detector (ITD) for gas chromatography which is commercially available from

Finnigan MAT. The addition of capabilities for MS/MS requires little if any

increase in size. The tandem-in-time nature of the ion trap means that MS/MS

does not require additional analyzers, unlike other MS/MS implementations.

Furthermore, there is no requirement (even with chemical ionization [CI]) for

two stages of (differential) pumping as is needed in conventional MS/MS

instruments between the ion source and/or the collision cell and the mass

analyzers. Indeed, there is no need for separate supplies of CI reagent gas and

collision gas. A simple 90% helium/lO% methane (or water) mixture can serve as

buffer gas, reagent gas, and collision gas. It should be noted that a 5 lb

lecture bottle of this gas mixture would last approximately a month at the normal

operating pressures of the ITMS. Finally, there are no extra power supplies

required for additional mass analyzers, collision cells, or ion lenses, because

these components are not necessary, thereby reducing size, weight, and power

requirements.

The use of the tandem-in-time MS/MS implementation offers maximum

modularity and upgradability. Adding new features such as CI or MS/MS to the

basic ion trap MS system requires only software and possibly electronics

modifications, not changes of ion optics or vacuum system hardware. Similarly,

such modifications do not significantly increase the size, weight, or power

requirements of the system. Finally, the inherent simplicity of the hardware

design and the resultant ease of automated control point toward straightforward

modification for upgraded capabilities.

Our research presented in this report has indicated MS/MS capabilities of

the ion trap which are extremely promising for rapid, sensitive, and selective
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trace detection. In particular, evaluation of the sensitivity and dynamic range

of the ion trap in the MS mode (using automatic control of the ionization time)

and of the efficiency of the MS/MS mode suggest that the ion trap may well be

the most sensitive MS/MS instrument ever. Finally, quadrupole ion trap tandem

mass spectrometry offers ease of computer integration for automated control,

testing, and decision-making. Optimization of instrumental sensitivity and

resolution involves only electronic, not mechanical, adjustments. Alternating

between operational modes (ionization type, ion polarity, MS/MS scan mode) can

therefore be accomplished rapidly as the analytical results dictate. Similarly,

testing of the instrumental performance (mass calibration, resolution,

sensitivity) can be automated. MS/MS with the quadrupole ion trap offers an

ideal opportunity for instrumental optimization, evolution of analytical

protocols, and decision-making by artificial intelligence.
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4. ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IONIZATION

Our research efforts in the design, development, and characterization of

an atmospheric pressure ionization/tandem mass spectrometer (API/MS/MS) for

direct atmospheric analysis are summarized below. A more detailed description

is provided in the Appendix, which is drawn from the Ph.D. dissertation of one

of the students supported on this project.

4-A. API Source Design and Development

One of the original purposes of this work was to design and develop a new

atmospheric pressure ionization (API) source for a turbomolecularly-pumped triple

stage quadrupole (TSQ) tandem mass spectrometer (MS/MS). This API source could

be used to study API and direct atmospheric monitoring by mass spectrometry.

To accomplish this, the work initially evaluated an API source which Finnigan

developed as a GC-detector but never marketed. This API source was characterized

on a Firnigan 4500 single quadrupole mass spectrometer. Even as a GC-detector,

the Finnigan-developed source suffered from memory effects (because of a small

source region) and severe clustering of ions with molecules in the supersonic

jet expansion of the post-orifice region. Because of these effects, direct

atmospheric monitoring with this source was essentially impossible.

Therefore, a new API source was designed, which would be compatible with

a commercial turbomolecularly-pumped mass spectrometer, and which would reduce

or eliminate the problems of clustering and memory effects. This source was at

first developed to be compatible and interchangeable with the Finnigan 4500 mass

spectrometer used to evaluate the Finnigan-developed API source; however, because

of its design, this API source suffered from vacuum integrity problems. Even

with these problems, ions were obtained with reduced, but not eliminated,
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clustering. Because of this clustering effect, this source was not viable for

use as a direct atmospheric monitor.

This API source was redesigned to be compatible and interchangeable with

a state-of-the-art triple stage quadrupole (TSQ) tandem mass spectrometer

(MS/MS), the Finnigan TSQ 70. The modifications included moving all junctions

between parts of the source canister outside of the vacuum chamber of the mass

spectrometer, thus reducing some of the vacuum integrity problems. A new

interfacing flange was designed to mate the source with the mass spectrometer.

This flange contained the diaphragm seat, which now became the only interface

between the atmospheric pressure source region and the vacuum of the mass

spectrometer, and allowed the orifice to be electrically floated. Replaceable

diaphragms were obtained with laser-drilled orifices, and a diaphragm with a 70

pm diameter orifice was installed in the interface place. This interface flange

maintained vacuum integrity to near theoretical levels calculated from fluid-

flow theory.

Unfortunately, moving all source components outside of the vacuum chamber

resulted in a greater distance between the orifice and the first quadrupole.

An ion optical modeling program (SIMION) was employed to model the region between

the orifice and the first quadrupole. Although the model, which the program

utilized, did not take into consideration the inelastic collisions of ions in

the supersonic jet expansion in the post-orifice region, it proved invaluable

in the actual design of two lenses. These lenses increased the fraction of ions

which were transmitted to the quadrupoles.

This new version of the API source employed a small tube near the orifice

to provide a gas jet in the discharge region. This gas jet served to keep

particulate matter away from the orifice (to prevent orifice clogging) and
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reduced the amount of water vapor which entered the post-orifice region (to

reduce clustering).

A new current-regulated power supply, which was adjustable between 0.5 and

4.5 sA with a discharge voltage between 3 and 4.8 kV, was developed that

generated a stable corona discharge. Along with this power supply, a ±500 V low

output impedance power supply was developed to electrically float the orifice.

The ability to electrically float the orifice allowed for an increased

sensitivity and a strong declustering capability by creating a potential

difference between the orifice and the first conical lens. The combination of

these effects provided the ability to minimize clustering with or without the

gas jet. The gas jet still served, however, to prevent orifice clogging.

Direct atmospheric monitoring was accomplished for various common

laboratory solvents by samp]ir ; vapors from the caps of the solvent bottles.

The orifice and lens potr .t- .is could be tuned such that the molecular or pseudo-

molecular ion was tbc predominant ion in the mass spectrum for each solvent

(methanol being the only exception).

The API/MS/MS instrument was applied to differentiating a pair of solvents

with the same molecular weight which generated pseudo-molecular ions of the same

m/z value. MS/MS was used to fragment each of the pseudo-molecular ions and

generate daughter spectra which were easily distinguishable.

Electrical floating of the orifice caused a larger spread in the kinetic

energy of the ions generated. Clustering and fragmentation occurred

simultaneously, which in true mixture analysis would make the interpretation of

mass spectra more difficult. While the API source was shown to detect compounds

directly in the atmosphere at the ppm concentration range (=15 pg of methoxy

benzaldehyde), the potential of the sensitivity of the API source remains to be

evaluated.
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4-B. Suggestions for Future Work

For the future development of this source, several components should be

modified or replaced. Sciex has shown that varying the needle-to-orifice

distance can affect the relative intensities of the ions produced. This may be

useful for providing additional selectivity for the ionization process. Although

the new corona discharge power supply has served to generate a stable corona

discharge, the needle-to-orifice separation has been limited. For a given

current, a larger needle-to-orifice distance requires a larger voltage from the

power supply. The current power supply is limited to 5 kV. This has limited

the needle-to-orifice separation to a few millimeters, and therefore it is

proposed that a new discharge power supply be constructed based on a 10 kV power

supply.

The vacuum system has proved inefficient in handling the large gas loads

provided by the API source. When a normal gas load is put on the system, the

forepump pressure (the pressure at the entrance to the mechanical pumps) is a

few mTorr. With the API source installed, this pressure increases to

approximately 400 mtorr. On the TSQ 70, one mechanical pump serves as the

backing-pump for both turbomolecular vacuum pumps. For future work, the

turbomolecular pump for the analyzer region should be provided with an

independent backing-pump. This may allow for pressures closer to the theoretical

value for the analyzer region and may allow the size of the orifice to be

increased, increasing the sensitivity of the instrument.

The API source canister for this work was designed to allow flexibility

in its configuration. Since the one-orifice system has been shown to perform

adequately, a new, second-generation source canister should be built that has

a larger diameter source region, is shorter, and provides micrometer control over

the needle position. The walls of the original canister are approximately 0.5"
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thick stainless steel. This makes the source heavy and cumbersome. Therefore,

the canister should be built out of a lighter material such as aluminum, or the

wall thickness should be reduced where possible.

To achieve total computer control of the API/MS/MS instrument, digital-

to-analog (DAC) converters should be implemented to control the corona discharge

current, the ±500 V orifice potential, and the potentials for the additional

lenses that the API lens system has added to the mass spectrometer.

To sample gases, the sample must currently be brought near the entrance

to the glass sampling tube. A larger capacity gas sampling fan should provide

the ability to sample from greater distances.

Finally, the applications of API/MS/MS with this instrument should be

extended. While this instrument has been applied to simple mixtures, it has not

be applied to any "real" samples. With improvements listed above, the

sensitivity of the instrument should be significantly increased. Also, this

instrument has yet to be applied to samples which are more amenable to negative

ionization.

The research presented in this report has demonstrated the ability to

develop a functional API source for a commercial, turbomolecularly-pumped tandem

mass spectrometer. The future research proposed here should prove this

combination to be a viable method for the direct atmospheric monitoring of trace

compounds.
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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate School of the
University of Florida in Partial Fulfillme'.t of the Requirements for

the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

The Characterization of Atmospheric Pressure Ionization/Tandem
Mass Spectrometry for Direct Atmospheric Analysis

by

Kenneth Paul Matuszak

April, 1988

Chairman: Richard A. Yost
Major Department: Chemistry

Atmospheric pressure ionization (API) has been shown to be very useful

when combined with tandem mass spectrometry in performing direct atmospheric

monitoring of trace compounds. The design and development of a new API

source that has been developed to be compatible with a commercial tandem mass

spectrometer (MS/MS) is presented. This API/MS/MS instrument has been used to

study (I) direct atmospheric sampling by mass spectrometry, (2) the production

of ions in the atmosphere, (3) the effects of supersonic expansion on the

clustering of these ions with neutral species, (4) the effectiveness of

declustering of these ions by collisional means, and (5) the ability to

qualitatively identify atmospheric gases. These studies will serve to lay the

groundwork for the development of an instrument capable of performing tracic>

analysis while performing direct atmospheric monitoring.

This API source utilizes a corona discharge for the primary ionization of
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the atmospheric molecules and an orifice system to selectively leak the ions into

the mass analysis region. It has been constructed so that it is interchangeable

with a standard electron ionization (EI)/chemical ionization (CI) source on a

Finnigan-MAT TSQ 70 triple quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer. In developing

this source, a program to model the ion optics (SIMION) has been used to aid in

the design of the post-orifice lens configuration.

The design of this source is such that memory effects have been essentially

eliminated and the clustering of ions with molecules in the post-orifice region

has been significantly reduced. Samples that have been studied include a variety

of laboratory solvents. These solvents have been injected into streams of pure

nitrogen carrier gas and have been analyzed under direct atmospheric conditions

by bringing the caps of the solvent bottles near the sampling region of the API

source.

Recommendations are made for overcoming the limitations of the present

API source design and lens system. These include the consideration of supersonic

jet expansion theory to redesign the post-orifice lens system and additional

modifications to the discharge needle system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is twofold: first to design, construct,

and develop, a new atmospheric pressure ionization (API) source for a

turbomolecularly-pumped triple stage quadrupole (TSQ) tandem mass

spectrometer (MS/MS), and second, to characterize and apply this new

source to study (1) direct atmospheric sampling by mass spectrometry,

(2) the production of ions in the atmosphere, (3) the effects of

supersonic expansion on the clustering of these ions with neutral

species, (4) the effectiveness of declustering of these ions by

collisional means, and (5) the ability to qualitatively identify

atmospheric gases. These studies will serve to lay the groundwork for

the development of an instrument capable of performing trace analysis

while performing direct atmospheric monitoring. Such an instrument

could be used as an airport "sniffer" for drugs and explosives, or as

an on-line vapor detector in the microchip, incineration, or chemical

production industries. The major use of such an instrument, however,

is anticipated as an environmental monitor for chemical waste spills

and chemical dump sites or other forms of environmental contamination.

Analytical Scenario

Because this API source is interchangeable with the standard

electron ionization (EI)/chemical ionization (CI) source for a
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commercial tandem mass spectrometer, one such use would be as a

preliminary pollution detection device, that is, to use this instrument

to perform direct atmospheric analysis, sampling at various locations,

and determining possible contamination of the air at each area of

analysis. Thus, the instrument in that configuration would be able to

perform preliminary identification of the pollutants present, as well

as quantitation to determine the extent of the contamination. Once a

site of contamination was found, the API source could be interchanged

with the standard EI/CI source and the instrument in this configuration

could be used to analyze soil and water samples in the surrounding area

with ionization techniques which are already established and

standardized for these two forms of sample matter. In this way, the

extent of contamination could be mapped out in the full environmental

scheme of air, water, and soil.

Overview of API/MS

Background and History of API/MS

To perform the analysis of atmospheric gases by mass spectrometr,.

there are two basic approaches. Because a mass spectrometer operates

under high vacuum, in the case of a quadrupole instrument at 10-5 to

10-7 torr. the pressure of the atmospheric sample must be vastly

reduced. The first approach (Figure 1.1) is to bleed the atmospheric

sample through an orifice or membrane and use high-vacuum pumps to

reduce the pressure to that typically used in the ionization region for

normal mass spectrometry. Unfortunately, while doing this, most of the
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analyte is pumped away with the excess gas. For trace analysis this is

obviously undesirable.

The second method (Figure 1.2) is to somehow ionize the analyte at

atmospheric pressure and focus the ions through a small orifice into

the mass analysis region by means of electrostatic fields, while

pumping away the excess gas.

API is a unique ionization technique for mass spectrometry.

ionization occurs outside of the mass analysis (high vacuum) region of

the mass spectrometer and the ions are permitted to enter the high

vacuum region, usually via a sub-millimeter orifice in a thin

diaphragm.

Molecules in an atmospheric pressure gas can be ionized by passing

high energy electrons through the gas allowing, the gas molecules to

collide with these electrons. This ionization process can produce both

positive and negative ions. Positive ions are formed when an electron

(e-) collides with a gaseous molecule (G) and causes a second electron

to be ejected, as in Equation I.i.

G + e- - G+ + 2e (I.1)

Negative ions are generated when a low energy (near thermal)

electron is absorbed by a molecule of the gas, as in Equation 1.2.

This is called electron capture ionization.

G + ethy - G" (1.2)
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These ions can further react wi-h background molecular species to

for-m background reagent ions. :n the case of direct atmospheric

analysis. positive ions are formed when N2 and H2 0 molecules in the air

react with the high energy electrons (Equations 1.3 and 1.4).

N2 + e' ý N2  + 2e- (1.3)

H20 + e- - H2 0+ + 2e- (1.4)

These ions can further react by charge exchange and proton transfer

reactions through collisions with other background molecules (Equations

1. • and 1.6) to form reagent ions.

N2
4  + H2 0 - N2 + H2O+ (1.5)

H2 0+ + H2 0 - H3 O+ + HO (1.6)

Sample molecules (M) can react with these reagent ions by proton

transfer or charge exchange to form molecular (H+) or pseudo-molecular

(M+H+) ions (Equations 1.7 and 1.8).

+ + H2 0+ - + +20 (1.7)

X + H3O+ - +H H20 (1.8)

:on clusters can also be formed when ions associate with neutral

species before the orifice or in the supersonic expansion in the post-

orifice region. Low molecular weight molecules readily form clusters

with ionized species. Thus sample and hydronium ions may cluster with

either sample or water molecules (Equations 1.9-1.12).
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M• M - Mo (1.9)

m+ + H2 0 - M+H2 0+ (I.10)

"M+H+ + H20 - M+H3 0+ (1.11)

H3 0+ + H2 0 - H(H 20)2+ (1.12)

In the preliminary studies with a commercially developed [1] but

never marketed API source in an attempt to perform direct atmospheric

monitoring, as many as 20 water molecules have been observed to cluster

with a hydronium ion (Equation 1.13) to form a distribution of water

cluster ions (Figure 1.3).

H3 0+ + nH2 0 - H(H20)n+l+ where n - 1-20 (1.13)

At atmospheric pressure, molecules will undergo multiple collisions

and those with the highest proton affinity (for positive ions) or

highest electron affinity (for negative ions) will quickly become

ionized by means of charge or proton transfer with the ions from the

bulk gas. Because this is a collisional energy transfer, API is a low

energy process and therefore little fragmentation of the molecular

analyte ion will occur. Also, due to the multiple collisions, chemical

and thermal equilibria will be established in the gas and thus there

should be nearly a 100% ionization efficiency for analvte molecules

that possess these characteristics. These factors should lead to a

very high sensitivity. High selectivity is also obtained for certain

classes of compounds because of this non-democratic process.

Sanlilinz of Ions Formed at Atmospheric Pressure

Some of the earliest cases of performing mass spectrometric

anallyses upon ions formed at atmospheric pressure were performed b-."
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Knewstubb and Sudgen I2-5 Thev used a 50 ý;m sampling orifice in a

thin platinum foil attached to a water-cooled block, sampling ions

produced in an atmospheric flame, to study the combustion chemistry of

flames. Their system utilized three stages of differential pumping to

reduce the pressure from atmospheric down to less than 10-6 torr in the

analyzer region of their magnetic deflection mass spectrometer.

Kebarle and co-workers r6-81 used a-particle radiation to study the

chemistry of the ionization processes for "spectroscopically pure"

gases near atmospheric pressure. Their system utilized a 75 um orifice

to sample ions from these pure gases into a differentially pumped

magnetic deflection mass spectrometer at pressures less than 10-6 torr,

a similar instrument to that used by Knewstubb and Sudgen. They found

that the spectra from the gases were dominated by ions from trace

impurities in the gases, especially from water. Kebarle [9] used these

findings to study the kinetics of the ionization process and the

production of water cluster ions, of the form (H20)nH+, formed in the

post-orifice adiabatic expansion from the atmospheric pressure source

to the high vacuum of the mass spectrometer.

At about the same time, Shahin r101 developed a system for the mass

spectrometric study of corona discharges in air at atmospheric

pressures. Ion products were sampled using a 15 um aperture into a

differentially pumped region. This analyzer region (a quadrupole mass

analyzer) was maintained at about I x 10-5 tort. The major positive

ions that he observed were (H2O)nH+ and (H20)nNO+ clusters in wet

nitrogen. He also found that (H20'nH+ could be dissociated to H3O+ by

collisional means in the post-orifice region by increasing the pressure

and accelerating the ions through that region.



Ana>7t:cal APIi2MS

Two excellent articles 11-12' review in detail the history of

API,/MS and the currently available APl/MS technology. Because API is a

"soft" ionization technique, the major positive ions formed and

detected with mass spectrometry are the molecular ((M)+), pseudo-

molecular ((M+H)+), and cluster ((Mx)+, (Mx+H)+, or [M(H20)x+Hý+) ions.

in the API source chemical and thermal equilibria are established owinz

to the large number of collisions occurring at atmospheric pressure.

This Leads to a nearly 100% ionization efficiency for compounds with

either high proton or electron affinities '1i1. The absolute

ionization efficiency for a normal El source is approximately I ion for

every 104 molecules and a CI source may be 10 or 100 times greater than

this [11 . Therefore an API source has a great potential as a very

sensitive ionization source.

Many researchers have taken advantage of this and used API sources

in conjunction with gas chromatography (GC), liquid chromatography

(LC), and supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC). In a series of

articles r13-15] , Horning, et al., reported the development of an

API/MS system for analysis of GC effluents. In 1973 they demonstrated

the detection of 20 ng of nicotine, 20 ng of cocaine, 30 ng of

methadone, and 500 ng of caffeine in I uL of chloroform by GC/A?:,,MS

using negative ions. Also analyzed were barbiturates, extracted from

urine, in the 3-5 Mg/mL concentration range. Mitchum et al. '16-17'

used an Extranuclear API/MS instrument to detect 60 pg of 2,3,7,8-

tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) and 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxvacetic

acid (20 ppm in 3 ý.L of whole blood and 30 ppb in urine and feces

samples) with capillary column GC as the sample introduction method.



Tsuchiva and Taira 13" Carroll er a. 19' Scott et a!. 20 and

Arpino e7 al. ,21L have all developed LC<API/MS svstem. ,. applied

them to a variety of sample -types.

Because of the design of the sources described I.. c-eanliness

of the source and instrument was extremelyv important. Source regions

for these instruments were characteristicaLly very small (<I cm') and

this lead to contamination and memory effects. These sources also

suffered from orifice clogging and clustering problems and these two

problems would have been even more evident if these sources had been

used as direct atmospheric monitors.

;hile performing direct atmospheric analyses, the low energy API

method is likely to produce ions of the same mass-to-charge (m/z)

values from components of the same molecular weight. In order to

distinguish two such compounds it is therefore necessary to look at

fragments of these compounds. However, if fragmentation is caused

without first isolating the ion of interest, it would be impossible to

tell which ions were fragments or merely ions formed from other

compounds. Thus, to perform direct atmospheric analysis with an API

source, a separation step is needed before mass analysis.

API/Tandem Mass Spectrometrv

Much work has been performed showing that a mass spectrometer can

be used as a mass separation technique followed by a second mass

spectrometer for sample analysis [221. Presently, only three examples

have been reported of APT sources being installed on tandem mass

cpectrometers, all triple stage quadrupole instruments. Caldecourt,

Zackett. and Tou '23' constructed their own mass spectrometer and APT

source to analyze vapors frnm manufacturing processes. 7xtrel



citDoranif ! has reported i.iszalling its commercially available A•

source on a tandem mass spectrometer ,ut as of this writing that system

is not commercially available.

Sciex Inc. 725] has developed a API/MS/MS system with liquid helium

cryogenic pumping. This API system has seen the most analytical usage

of any system to date, although conventional mass spectrometric

_onizacion techniquies cannot be used with this mass spectrometer. 7his

insstrument has been shown by Bruins et al. to be applicable to LC 26-

2-' by means of an "ion spray" interface for the analysis of sulfonated

azo dyes and to SFC '28] for the analysis of anabolic steroids at the

20-30 ppb concentration level. Snyder et al. have used the Sciex

API/MS/MS instrument with a pyrolysis probe to analyze various

pharmaceuticals in commercial polymer matrices [291. The mobile Sciex

TAGA 6000 has been applied to dioxin analysis [30] and for the

detection of explosives and drugs in airports [31].

Thile the Sciex instrument has seen a wide spectrum of use, most o:

the analyses performed with it can be more easily performed with

conventional, standardized methods utilizing EI/CI ionization. Its

true advantage is its API source. However, because of the liquid

•eIum _,ryopumping vacuum system, this instrument cannot be operated

near any appreciable levels of hydrogen or helium gas, as the vacuum

system has essentially no pumping speed for those gases.

One other tandem nass spectrometer system for direct atmospheric

analysis that needs to be addressed is that built by Glish er al. at

Oae Ridge National aboratories 32 . This instrument uses an

atmospheric sampling ionization (ASI) source in which glow discharge

Lonization occurs at 3ub-atmospheric pressures (0 1 to i torrt, and a



tandem quadrupcie/time-of-flight mass 3cectrometer for analysis. This

source has been used to analvze the head space -apor of drinking water

with 150 ppm trichloroethylene, and the head space vapor over

tr4nitrotoluene (saturated head space vapor concentration for

trinitrotoluene is approximately o ppb).

Over4iew of Thesis Orzanization

This thesis is divided into 5 chapters. This introductory chapter

provides background material on atmospheric pressure ionization (APT)

and its marriage with mass spectrometry (MS) to help the reader

understand the research described in succeeding chapters.

Chapter 2 describes the design of the API source which has been

constructed for this work and its interfacing to two different mass

snectrometers. Problems and characteristics of other early API sources

are described to emphasize some of the features of this source.

The third chapter describes experimental results obtained during

the development of the AP/MSi/MS instrument and the use of these

results to guide the development of the API source to its final form.

Included in this chapter are descriptions of computerized ion optic

modeling which was used to help in source development and as an aid in

gaining an understanding into some of the results that were obtained.

A description of the analytical performance of the API, MS MS

instrument as a direct atmospheric monitor can be found in Chapter .

The final chapter includes conclusions drawn from this work as to

the potential for this APT/MS/MS instr'.ment to anaLy:tically perform
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direct atmospheric analyses and proposes future work that should help

attain that goal.



CHAPTER 2

DESIGN OF THE API SOURCE

In designing a new ion source of any tcpe for a mass spectrometer,

the design of the mass spectrometer and its component parts must be

taken into consideration. The API source for this work was developed

and modified to work with two different mass spectrometers.

Overall System Design

Even though the API source for this work was eventually modified to

be compatible with a Finnigan-MAT TSQ 70 triple-stage quadrupole tandem

mass spectrometer, at the inception of this work that instrument was

itself, still in the design stages. Initial source design work was

therefore performed on a Finnigan-MAT 4500 single quadrupole mass

spectrometer with the goal of obtaining a functional API source that

could later be adapted to the specifications of the mass spectrometer

at hand.

Early attempts at developing API sources for performing direct

atmospheric analyses suffered from many problems, not the least of

which were severe memory effects from previously analyzed samples,

clogging of the orifice, and clustering of the sample ions with neutral

molecules of the bulk gas ' !I]. Stringent cleaning procedures were

15



required to cLean these sources, ncluding electropoiishing of

stainless steel surfaces, boiling in deionized water, washing with

acetone or methanol, and baking at temperatures greater than 350 C.

:ndeed, an AP? source developed (but never marketed) by Finnigan -

that generated the water cluster spectrum in Chapter I (Figure 1.3'

demonstrated many of these problems. Figure 2.1 is a schematic drawing

of this source, which is similar in design to many of the early; A?:

sources. The characteristics of this source include a small ion source

region (approximately 0.25 cm3 in volume), a discharge needle as nhe

high energy electron supply, adjustable needle-to-orifice distance.

sample inlet and outlet made out of 1/16" stainless steel tubing, and a

single orifice interface between the atmospheric and vacuum regions.

During operation the source was heated to ca. 200 C, in order to reduce

memor- effects. As can be surmised from viewing Figure 1.3, this

source had little use as a direct atmospheric monitor because of the

severe clustering problems. To be fair, this source was developed as a

CC-detector and not an atmospheric monitor, but even as a GC-detector

it suffered from memory effects (because of the small source region).

The goais of the development aspect of this work were to develop an

APT source that would be able to perform real-time atmospheric

Mor.itoring, minimize memory and interference effects, minimize the

amount of clustering, and achieve a high sensitivity for compounds of

interest.

Both the Finnigan-MAT '1] 4500 quadrupole and TSQ 70 triple

quad'upole mass spectrometers utilize differential pumping (two 330 L.s

turoomoLecular pumps) to evacuate the separate ion source and anal-zer
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r-'irs. 2ecause these str'aments are pimped differentially, a much

- 'wer :acuum inpumpifn speed is required Ito maintain the analI:er

:e:ions aL a sufficientLy low pressure so that the performance of the

anaLizer is not degraded) than for a mass spectrometer which is pumpecz

by normal means. These pumping speeds are significantly lower than

those used by previously developed API/MS/MS instruments. Sciex has

reported extreme!> high pumping speeds 'as high as 60.000 L/s2 for

s '- -rogenically pumped instrument. These pumping speeds allow for

much larger orifice diameter (>100 im) than previous>y developed

instruments (<20 Im) 33'. Sciex also claims that the large pumping

speeds allow for a very quick, large drop in the pressure after the

orifice to avoid the gas dynamics problem of shock waves at the end of

the supersonic expansion of the gas in this region r341 However, the

differential pumping of the Finnigan instruments also allows for larger

orifice diameters, on !he order of 70 um for this design. And since

each of the two Finnigan instruments has easily interchangeable ion

sources and lens assemblies, the potential for developing an

interchangeable API source for these instruments was good.

".nitial Source Design

initial source design efforts began by developing an API source

that was compatible with a Finnigan-MAT 4500 single quadrupole mass

soectrometer while waiting for the new TSQ 70 tandem mass spectrometer.

":n order to make the API source compatible and interchangeable with the

Finnizan El,"C, ion source assembly, it was built into a standard 6"
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stainless steel conflat flange. The Finnigan EI/Cl ion source assemb>y

was mounted onto a similar flange, with associated electrical and gas

feedthroughs also mounted in this flange.

In order to reduce the interference and sample memory effects, it

was necessary to start with a much larger internal volume for the

ionization region (Figure 2.2(a)) than used by the Finnigan API source.

To minimize the number of lenses needed for focussing the ions from the

orifice to the quadrupole entrance, it was desirable to have the

orifice as close as possible to the pre-quadrupole focussing lenses.

Because the distance between the face of the flange on the front of the

instrument and the entrance to the quadrupoles was greater than 6", the

API source canister was designed to be inserted through this flange,

held in place by an o-ring. This limited the outside diameter of the

flange to less than 3.7", which defined the inside diameter to be

approximately 2.6", a significant increase over the 0.5" diameter

source region of the old Finnigan API source.

The next step in designing a source for direct atmospheric

monitoring was to develop a system to efficiently draw sample air into

the source, past the discharge region, and then out of the source

again. This was accomplished by drawing sample air through concentric

glass tubes (Figure 2.2(b)), past the discharge region, and out a side

port attached to the source canister, by means of a common laboratory;

blower fan that was modified to draw in sample air (=100 mL/'min)

instead of blowing it out. The inner of the two concentric glass tubes

can be removed for cleaning when necessary.
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For a source of high energy electrons, the two most common methods

in API have been a 6 3Ni foil 0- emitter and a corona discharge. The

radioactive foil has the advantages of using no external power and of

continually emitting a steady flux of electrons. However, the

electrons it emits have a wide energy distribution (the most probable

energy being ca. 20 keV), and this energy distribution has a

significant tail at high energies [113. As a result, the spatial

distribution of reactant ions is not well defined and the path length

of the electrons and ions vary over a wide range [11].

The alternative source of high energy electrons in API is a corona

discharge from the tip of a metal needle (often a common sewing needle)

to a planar surface (usually the plate containing the diaphragm). This

discharge provides a more well defined spatial distribution of

electrons as well as a much higher electron flux. One other advantage

is the ability to select the needle-to-orifice distance, which may be

used to alter the relative intensity and distribution of ions produced

in the source. However, it should be pointed out that, in order to

obtain a true corona discharge, a current-regulated, high voltage (up

to 10 kV), current limited (<20 uA) power supply is required. Later in

this chapter, the design of such a power supply is discussed (there are

presently no such supplies commercially available); however, all

preliminary work was performed using a Bertan 205A-05R voltage-

regulated power supply which provided 0 to ±5000 V [351. Because this

was a voltage-regulated supply, the discharge was unstable, and this

contributed to not only clogging of the orifice and short needle
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lifetimes (because of sputtering of the needle tip), but an ion signal

which was extremely noisy.

To provide a supply of electrons for this source, a discharge

needle was mounted in a teflon ring which threaded into the outer glass

tube (Figure 2.2(c)). By attaching the needle to the tube in this way,

rough control of the needle position and needle-to-orifice distance

could be accomplished by rotating the glass tube or by sliding it in or

out of the back plate of the source canister.

Finally, Figure 2.2(d) shows a proposed two-orifice and lens system

to focus the ions to the quadrupoles. Because clustering was such a

problem in the early sources, and because it is not clear what portion

of the clustering was occurring in the thermodynamic cooling of the

post-orifice supersonic jet expansion, it is therefore desirable to

prevent water and sample molecules from entering into this region.

Sciex uses a similar system [33,34] and pressurizes the region between

the two apertures with a relatively inert gas such as carbon dioxide or

nitrogen to act as an "ion window" which is transparent to ions

(because of potential fields which pull the ions through this gas), but

is restrictive to non-ionized species of the sample gas which might

clog the orifice or cluster with the ions in the post orifice region.

In ion mobilicy/mass spectrometry, it is common to have a backstream of

a neutral nonreactive gas such as nitrogen or helium to prevent

particulate matter from reaching the orifice [36], so this idea is not

entirely unique to the Sciex instrument. Thus, it was felt that such a

stream of dry nitrogen gas might serve both purposes for this

instrument, that is, to keep particulate matter away from the orifice
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and to keep all neutrals, except nitrogen molecules and small amounts

of impurities from the nitrogen supply, from entering the post-orifice

region.

Therefore, to provide this backstream of nitrogen gas, a two-

orifice system was designed that could be pressurized with nitrogen

gas. The gas would flow out into the atmospheric region of the source

and also into the vacuum region of the mass spectrometer. The first

orifice was a 500 ;m aperture drilled into a stainless steel plate.

This plate served to contain the nitrogen gas and possibly provide some

focussing for the ions by electrically "floating" it relative to the

ground. The major interface between the atmospheric pressure source

region and the vacuum region of the mass analyzer was a thin,

replaceable, stainless steel diaphragm with a laser-drilled orifice

(20-100 jum diameter) obtained from Precision Aperture [371.

Two skimmer cone lenses were designed to focus ions and to divert

excess gas away from the axis of the mass analysis system so that the

gas could be more easily pumped by the turbomolecular pump in the

normal ion source region. The region after the orifice and before the

first conical lens (hereafter referred to as the post-orifice region)

is at relatively high pressure. Shahin in 1965 [101 noted the ability

to perform some declustering of the background water clusters by

accelerating the ions through this region. Fite in 1971 [381 and Levy

in 1984 [39] noted the effect of multiple collisions in a supersonic

jet on thermodynamic cooling of molecules. Sciex applied similar

knowledge to develop an ion lens and gas skimming system to focus ions

in a supersonic jet expansion with little increase in their kinetic
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energy spread [34]. This can be done by creating a potential

difference between the diaphragm and the first conical lens. If this

potential difference is sufficiently large, it can add enough kinetic

energy to the ion clusters that have formed to cause collisional

declustering with neutral molecules in the supersonic expansion. This

ability should help reduce clustering in the mass spectra.

Potentials for additional lenses not in the Finnigan system were

provided by a power supply designed and constructed by Mark Hail, a

fellow research group member. The voltages for these lenses are

adjustable by means of ten-turn potentiometers from 0 to ±225 V and are

monitored by a 3-1/2 digit LED display.

API Source Configuration for Finnizan 4500

Unfortunately, discharging to the first orifice was not possible

with that lens floated because the lens power supply described above

did not provide a low output impedance. When a discharge is created

between the needle and another surface, the current will seek to follow

the lowest path of resistance to ground. Thus the power supply for

this floated orifice would need a very low output impedance. If the

power supply does not have a low output impedance, a destructive

situation can occur in which the current passes through the electronic

circuitry of the mass spectrometer seeking a path to ground, and this

may result in the damage of circuit components. Since such a power

supply was not immediately available, the source design was simplified

(Figure 2.3) to include just one electrically grounded orifice
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(circumventing the need for the additional power supply). In ear'',-

studies, a cage electrode was inserted in place of the second conical

lens to mimic the lens system of the old Finnigan API source. To sol-;e

the problem of orifice clogging and cluster formation a flow of

nitrogen gas was directed in a stream from a tube placed near the

orifice parallel to the plane of the diaphragm. This design

significantly reduced the frequency of orifice clogging when performing

direct atmospheric monitoring.

API Source Confizuration for Finnigan TSO 70

To interface this source to the TSQ 70 system, several

modifications were made. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic of the current

API source design. This configuration again incorporates the less

complicated one-orifice system. However, in this design, the seat for

the diaphragm has been machined directly into a standard iso-K flange

which is a standard vacuum flange for the instrument. This flange is

divided into two sections with the inner section (which concains the

diaphragm seat) having electrical and vacuum isolation from the outer

ring. The outer ring clamps directly onto the TSQ 70 vacuum manifold

and makes interchanging sources relatively easy. The first conical

lens (CLl in Figure 2.4) is mounted on the flange with the diaphragm

seat. The second conical lens (CL2), a lens directly behind it (the

back lens), a cylindrical lens, and three pre-quadrupole focussing

lenses are all attached to a grounded mounting plate which replaces the
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normal EI/CI source mounting plate and associated lenses. These lens

assemblies can be switched bv loosening two allen screws.

The API source canister and the associated lens system have been

designed to be totally interchangeable with the related Finnigan

components. Indeed, the instrument can be changed over from its normal

EI/CI operating configuration to an API/MS/MS system, evacuated, and

running in about 30 minutes. This increases the potential for the

system to be later developed for possible field work.

The most recent addition to the source configuration was the

development of a current-regulated, high voltage, low current, corona

discharge power supply. This supply is capable of producing "true"

(stable and invisible) corona discharges up to ±5000 V and with

currents in the range of 0.5 to 5 uA. Figure 2.5 is a schematic for

this power supply with the appropriate components labeled. The system

is centered around an EMCO [40] 2 to 6 kV adjustable high voltage dc-dc

converter. The current from the discharge is monitored and used in a

feedback loop to regulate the input voltage into the dc-dc converter.

Current and voltage are adjusted with two ten-turn potentiometers. The

required voltage to generate a particular current depends upon

different environmental factors such as the composition of the gas near

the discharge needle, the flow rate of gas past the needle, and the

needle-to-orifice distance. If the environment changes, the voltage

changes so as to keep the current constant. However, if the dc-dc

converter reaches its voltage limit, the system will become

unregulated. In this case, the circuitry has been designed so that a
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large drop in current will occur to prevent an erratic and possibly

dangerous discharge from ensuing.

Figure 2.6 is a schematic of the power supply for electrical!,;

floating the orifice from 0 to ±500 V based on an EMCO E05 dc-dc

converter. This is a low output impedance power supply that is

adjustable by means of a ten-turn potentiometer.

All parts of this source (except the normal Finnigan pre-quadrupole

focussing lenses) including the power supplies for the corona discharge

and the 3rifice potential were designed in this laboratory and

constructed in the University of Florida Chemistry Department machine,

electronics, and glass shops.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Results with API Source Configuration for
Finnigan 4500 Mass Spectrometer

As was stated in Chapter , the API source canister was designed to

slide through a modified 6" conflat flange and into the vacuum region

of the Finnigan 4500 single quadrupole mass spectrometer. '.Ohile zhis

design allowed the API source to be compatible with the Finnigan

instrument, it caused several proble.s. The API source was designed to

be modular in construction so that design changes could be made to

selected parts of the assembly without the need to re-machine the

entire API source for each modification made. Unfortunately, at each

junction between individual parts of the source canister, there existed

the potential for gas leaks from the atmospheric pressure source

region, through the junctions in the assembly, into the vacuum region

of the mass spectrometer. The source was designed so that the orifice

plate was electrically isolated from the source canister (in the

initial design, a second orifice flange was to be inserted between, and

electrically isolated from, these two flanges). This concept was to be

used later in electrically floating this flange. Electrical isolation

was accomplished by means of placing am anodized aluminum, ring-shaped

spacer between these two components. Vacuum integrity was maintained

by two o-rings, one on either side of the aluminum spacer. The

34
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assembly was to be held together with nylon screws. Because of the

large force of atmospheric pressure pushing on the orifice flange, the

nylon screws could not induce a sufficient counter pressure to maintain

vacuum integrity. The nylon screws were replaced by metal screws to

obtain vacuum integrity to some degree (although the metal screws did

not allow for electrical isolation), and a pressure in the analyzer

region of 1.2 x 10-5 torr was eventually obtained for a 20 pm diameter

orifice. To calculate the expected pump-down pressure for an aperture

of this size, fluid dynamics can be applied to treat each stage of

differential pumping separately.

The conductance (Cvisc) of a 20 Am diameter orifice at atmospheric

pressure can be obtained from equation (1) below [41].

A
Cvisc - 76.6 x 50.712 x (1-60.258)0.5 x -- , in Ls"1  (1)

1-8

where 6 - (P 2/Pl) < I (where PI and P2 are the respective pressures on

either side of the orifice) and A is the surface area of the orifice

(in cm2 ). If P2 << Pl, then Cvisc approaches the limiting value for

air in equation 2.

Cvisc - 20 x A, in Ls"1 (2)

A 20 Am diameter orifice has a surface area of

S - xr2 - r x (1.0 x 10-3 cm)2 - 3.1 x 10-6 cm2 . (3)
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Thus, for this system,

Cvisc - 20 x (3.1 x 10-6 cm2 ) - 6.3 x 10-5 Ls". (4)

The gas throughput, qpv, can be defined as in Equation (5).

qpv - Cvisc x (P1 - P2 ), in torr'Ls"I

Substituting for Cvisc, PI - 760 torr, and making the approximation

that P1 - P 2 - PI, the gas throughput is found to be 4.8 x 10-

torr'Ls-. With qpv as defined above and s as the pumping speed of the

first turbomolecular pump (330 Ls- 1 ), P, the expected pump-down

pressure for the first region of differential pumping, can be found

from equation 6.

P - qpv/s - (4.8 x 10-2 torriL-s')/330 Ls"I - 1.5 x 10"4 torr. (6)

Applying this calculation again, now with PI - 1.5 x 10-4 torr, and

with an aperture radius (for the aperture between the first and second

vacuum chambers), r, of approximately 0.15 cm, the expected pressure in

the second region of differential pumping is 6.0 x 10-7 torr.

Although, in the calculations above, the nominal pumping speeds for the

turbomolecular pumps were used and the effective pumping speeds are

somewhat less (because of restrictions), the failure to get the

analyzer pressure below 10-5 torr seems to indicate that the o-ring

design was inefficient in its ability to maintain vacuum integrity.
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Nevertheless, even though the vacuum integrity of the source was

poor, these pressures were sufficient to perform mass spectrometry. The

first ions generated with this source, in a one-orifice (at ground

potential) system with no nitrogen jet, were cluster ions of the form

H(H20)n+ (n - 5 (m/z 91) to n - 21 (m/z 109)), (CH3 ) 2 COH(H 20)n+ [n - 3

(m/z 113) to n - 8 (m/z 203)], [(CH3) 2 COH] 2 (H20)n+ [n - 2 (m/z 153) to

n - 4 (m/z 189)], generated by inducing a flow of laboratory air past

the discharge region (Figure 3.1). The acetone ions are from residual

solvent left after source cleaning, which vaporizes off , source

walls and diffuses to the discharge region because of the lack of a

nitrogen jet. These ions were of very low intensity, and the lack of

cluster ions with higher m/z values probably results from a lens tuning

effect.

Without the nitrogen gas or an electrically floated orifice, this

source configuration had only limited abilities for declustering.

Figure 3.2 shows the resulting mass spectra (all normalized to the same

intensity) when the potential difference between the grounded orifice

and the first conical lens was changed from 2 to 8 V. While the effect

is not dramatic, the slight decrease in the cluster ions with higher

m/z values relative to those with lower m/z values is apparent.

However, even when analyzing vapor samples injected a s i --

stream (no direct atmospheric , "

problem. Figure 3.3 (a) - (c) shows mds• spi cza c.: •,

representative compounds which undergo charge exchange ionization in

the API source, carbon disulfide (MW 76), benzene (H, 73), and toluene

(MW 92), respectively. Carbon disulfide forms almost exclusively the
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(a) 2 V Potential Difference
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Figure 3.2

Declustering in post-orifice region with grounded orifice, no declust-
ering gas, and with the potential of the first conical lens at (a) -2
V. (b) -4 V, (c) -6 V, and (d) -8 V.
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Figure 3.3

API/MS of compounds that undergo charge exchange ionization in a pure
nitrogen stream (a) carbon disulfide, (b) benzene, and (c) toluene.
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M2 + cluster ion. Benzene and toluene form both the M+ molecular and

the M?+ cluster ions. Figure 3.4 (a) - (c) shows mass spectra obtained

for representative compounds which undergo proton trat.sfer ionization

In the API source, acetone (MW 58), ethyl acetate (MW 88), and methanol

(MW 32), respectively. Acetone and ethyl acetate form both the (M+H)+

pseudo-wolecula and the (M2 +H)+ cluster ions. The ions formed from

methanol display severe clustering and are of the form [M+H(H20)n]+ (n

- 2 - 5), [M2+H(H20)n]+ (n - 0 - 2), [M3 +H(H20)n]+ (n - 0 and 1), and

(%+4 H)+.

Adaptation of the API Source to the
Finnigan TSO 70 Mass Spectrometer

TSO 70 Characreristics

This mass spectrometer has some unique characteristics, most of

which have proven beneficial to performing source development on it.

This instrument is almost totally under microprocessor control. All

valves, pumps, heaters, and most importantly lenses and quadrupoles can

be controlled by "firmware" (program code stored on erasable,

programable read-only memory (EPROM) chips) which accesses 5 single

board minicomputers located on the instrument. This allows

sophisti'-atcd 1'ining and optimization to be performed with relative

ease. The instrument is differentially pumped by two 330 Ls-I

turbomolecular pumps, which can reach a vacuum suitable for mass

spectrometry in less than 15 minutes (with no additional gas loads on

the system) The vacuum manifold is shaped as a rectangular box, with

a thick, glass lid, which presses down on two o-rings (one each for the
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Figure 3.4

API/MS of compounds that undergo proton transfer ionization in a pure
nitrogen stream (a) acetone, (b) ethyl acetate, and (c) methanol.
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differentially pumped ion source and analyzer sections) to maintain a

suitable vacuum. Vacuum flanges on the instrument are standard 6"

diameter iso-K flanges which clamp onto the manifold using an o-ring

between the flange and the manifold to maintain vacuum integrity. All

lenses and quadrupoles are mounted on an optical rail for easy

maintenance (and in this case easy modification) and are each held in

place by only one or two screws. The normal EI/Cl ion source and lens

assembly mounts to this optical rail in the first differentially pumped

chamber of the mass spectrometer, and is removable by loosening two

allen screws.

Source Modifications and Ion Optical Modeling

In order to interface the source canister to the TSQ 70 vacuum

manifold, a new adapter flange was needed to replace the conflat flange

compatible with the Finnigan 4500. Since all the vacuum ports on the

TSQ 70 vacuum manifold used iso-K type flanges, it was necessary to

base the adapter flange on this standard. With the freedom to design a

new flange, it was also decided to alter the design of the source to

reduce the problems with vacuum integrity. This modified source design

moves all the junctions between source parts outside of the vacuum

manifold of the mass spectrometer by machining the diaphragm seat

directly into the iso-K flange. Thus, the only possible locations for

a gas leak are the knife-edge seal on the orifice and the o-ring

between the iso-K flange and the vacuum manifold (which is in the

normal instrunent configuration). The rest of the canister attaches to

the adapter flange by four bolts and can be easily removed without

breaking vacuum. When the orifice gets clogged, a jet of high pressure
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gas (such as that from a can of common laboratory freon, or from

compressed nitrogen, or air) zan be used to clear the blockage. Later,

the flange was re-designed so that in the final configuration it was

divided into two concen-tric sections, the inner section (containing the

diaphragm seat) being electrically isolated from the outer section.

To test the vacuum integrity of this source, a diaphragm containing

a 70 A.m diameter orifice was installed. Using the equations found

earlier in this chapter, the theoretical pump-down pressures, for the

first and second differentially pumped-regions of the mass spectrometer

are calculated to be 1.8 x 10-3 torr and 7.2 x 10-6 torr, respectively.

The actual pump-down pressures were found to be 2.0 x 10,3 and 3.0 x

10-5. Therefore it appears that this interface serves to maintain

vacuum integrity.

An ion optical modeling program, SIMION [42], that has been

modified to run on a PC/AT microcomputer [43], was used to model the

lens system for the API/MS/MS instrument configuration. This approach

has proven advantageous in the design and development of the lens

system for interfacing the API source to the mass spectrometer. Two

examples of the use of this program are given below, although it should

be pointed out that this program does not take into consideration the

multiple inelastic collisions that the ions incur ir. -he r ..

high pressure post-orifice region.

used for maximum ion transmission can be very dcifFerent from the valuxes

that give the best transmission in the collision-force model used by

the SIMION program. Despite this, the model is very useful for the
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physical design of the lenses themselves, rather than predicting the

actual lens potentials.

To simplify the system and facilitate testing, the source has been

used in the one-orifice configuration. One characteristic of the TSQ

70 mass spectrometer which turned out to be a disadvantage to the

adaptation of the API source to the mass spectrometer was the

electrically grounded source mounting plate. Since the API source has

been installed on the front of the mass spectrometer, this grounded

plate resides between the API source and the mass analyzer. This plate

holds the normal EI/CI ion source assembly, including the pre-

quadrupole lenses. Since the positioning of these pre-quadrupole

lenses is critical, it was desired to use this same mounting plate with

a modified lens block which held only the pre-quadrupole lenses and had

the excess metal removed. Unfortunately, there is only a 3/4" aperture

in this mounting plate through which the API generated ions are to be

focussed.

Figure 3.5 (a) shows the SIMION representation of the lens system

for the API source interfaced to the TSQ 70 mass spectrometer. Figure

3.5 (b) shows the equipotential lines on each of the lenses and the

lens mounting block. Because the TSQ 70 lens mounting plate is

electrically grounded, relatively low energy positive ions which enter

even slightly off-axis are repulsed by the associated field. Figure

3.5 (c) shows the ion trajectories for an ion with a m/z value of 181,

an initial energy of 0.2 eV, and with initial angles of 0, 10, and 20

degrees off the center axis. Figure 3.6 (a) shows the addition of a

cylindrical lens to penetrate the field produced by the grounded source
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Figure 3.5

Ion optic modeling of lens configuration for API source on TSQ 70 mass
spectrometer showing (a) the representation of this lens system with
the SIMION program, (b) with potential contours (at values 10% more
positive than lens voltages), and (c) with representative ion
trajectories.
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Figure 3.6

Ion optic modeling of lens configuration for API source on TSQ 70 mass
spectrometer with the addition of a cylindrical lens showing (a) the
representation of this lens system with the SIMION program, (b) with
equipotential contours (for potentials of 10% more positive than the
lens potential), (c) with representative ion trajectories for -5 V, and
(d) with representative ion trajectories for -30V.
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mounting plate. Figure 3.6 (b) shows the equipotential contours for a

cylindrical lens potential. of -5 V. This improves the transmission of

ions with m/z 181, initial ion energy of 0.2 eV, and initial angles of

0, 10, and 20 degrees off the center axis. With this potential, ions

:50 degrees off the center axis are focussed through the lens system.

In Figure 3.6 (d) the potential on the cylindrical has been increased

to -30 V. By plotzing the trajectories for ions with the same initial

conditions as above, it can be seen that ions with initial angles of

s20 degrees off the center axis are focussed through the lens system to

the quadrupoles.

To aid in the focussing of ions and the pumping of the excess gas,

a second conical lens (CL2) was added to the design. In order to

implement this lens as a focussing lens element, a plate lens with a

cylindrical hole is required directly behind the 2nd conical lens. The

SIMION program was used to model the effect of the aperture size of a

lens (the back lens), immediately behind CL2, on the focussing of ions

(now witn a higher energy (- 5 - 10 eV) after being accelerated through

the first conical lens) through CL2 and into the cylindrical lens.

Figure 3.7 (a) is the SIMION representation of a portion of the lens

assembly consisting of CL2, and the back, and cylindrical lenses with

potentials of -5 V, -50, and -150 V, respectively. Figure 3.7 (b)-

(d) shows the effect of small (0.25" diametez), medium (0.50"

diameter), and large (0.75" diameter) apertures on ion trajectories for

ions with initial angles of 25, 20, 15, 10, and 5 degrees off the

center axis. For a small aperture (b), ions with initial angles s10

degrees off axis are focussed through the cylindrical lens. For medium
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(c) and large (d) apertures this value improves to 20 and 25 degrees,

respectively. However, if this back lens is removed completely (not

shown), the potential field of the cylindrical lens is not capable to

cause sufficient convergence of the ions to allow transmission through

the pre-quadrupole lenses.

The re-design of the source with a new adapter flange and the use

of the SIMION program to model the lens system proved advantageous in

developing an operable API source. By moving all junctions between

source canister parts outside of the vacuum system, it became practical

to use a 70 um diameter orifice. Ion optical modeling saved much

effort and time developing two new lenses for the system, a cylindrical

lens to penetrate the potential field generated by the grounded source

mounting plate and the optimum aperture size for the lens immediately

following CL2.

Gas Flows

Using the equations presented earlier in this chapter, the

conductance (Cvisc) of a 70 i&m diameter orifice is calculated to be

7.7xi0"4 Ls"I or 46.2 mL-min 1 . To measure the rate of gas flow

through the orifice a common laboratory bubble meter was hooked up to

the exhaust port of the mechanical backing pump for the turbomolecular

pumps. Since one mechanical pump serves as the backing pump for both

turbomolecular pumps, any gas that enters the system must exit through

this port. With the orifice (70 pm diameter) plugged, the flow rate,

Fo, was << 1 mL'min 1 . When the orifice was unplugged, this flow rate

increased to 45.3 mL-min 1 . This would indicate a flow rate through

the orifice of 45.3 mL'min"I, which agrees within the experimental
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error (the actual size of the orifice is 70 pm ±10%) for the calculated

conductance.

For the measurement of the flow rate through the glass tube used

for direct atmospheric sampling, the bubble meter was modified such

that air was drawn through the bubble meter by attaching, with flexible

tubing, the top of the bubble meter to the glass sampling tube. Both

the orifice and the sampling fan served to draw air through the

sampling tube. Because the flow rates through the orifice and through

the sampling fan are fixed, any additional gas loads would reduce the

flow through the sampling tube. With no flow of gas for the nitrogen

jet, the sampling flow rate was found to be 77.4 mLmin-I. With the

nitrogen gas jet on, the flow was found to be 74.8 mL'min 1 .

Therefore, the flow rate of the nitrogen jet (flowing out of a 1/16"

tube) was 2.6 mL'min 1 . This is the common configuration for the

instrument while performing direct atmospheric analysis.

Discharge Power Supply

As was stated in the second chapter, the discharge power supply

which was used for most of this work was a Bertan 205A-05R voltage-

regulated power supply. The discharge from which ions were detected

(with this power supply), was visible (violet in color), unstable to

varying degrees, had a current >20 AA, and produced an ion signal which

was extremely noisy. kc times this discharge would become very

unstable and erratic and %ould change to a bright white color. Since

the power supply regulated the voltage, any change in resistance in the

path of the discharge (sucD as those caused by changes in the gas flow

rate or composition) would cause a change in the current and thus a
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change in the ion intensity. Tuning was performed by scanning at a

much slower rate (>I s/scan) than is normally required for quadrupole

mass spectrometry and still was, at best, difficult.

A true corona discharge is invisible, stable, and of much lower

current than the discharge obtained above [34]. The second chapter

discusses the power supply that was designed and built to generate such

a discharge. The corona discharge obtained with this current-regulated

power supply meets the aforementioned requirements, with a stable,

selectable current of 0.5 to 4.5 AA. The voltage required to produce

the corona discharge is dependent on the current desired, the flow rate

and composition of gases in the discharge region, and the needle-to-

orifice distance, but usually was on the order of 3 to 4.8 kV. With

this stable discharge, the ion signal was significantly less noisy, and

therefore, tuning could be performed with automated tuning procedures

and at a much faster rate.

Orifice Potential

With the present design it is possible to have the orifice

electrically grounded or floated by a ±500 V, low-impedance power

supply (see Chapter 2). Initial experiments were performed with the

orifice placed at instrument ground by connecting its electrical lead

directly to the instrument manifold. Later, to improve sensitivity,

the orifice was electrically floated at up to +150 V.
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Exerimental Physical Parameters of API Source and Mass Spectrometer

Initial Ion Energy and Energy Soread

An experiment was set up such that the intensity of the ions

generated by the API source was monitored as the voltage on the second

conical lens (CL2) was varied, while keeping the orifice at ground

potential (0.0 V) and the first conical lens (CLI) at -4.4 V relative

to ground.

Figure 3.8, a "stopping-potential curve", is a plot of the ion

intensity (scale on left-hand y axis) vs. the potential of lens CL2

(with a potential of CLI - -4.4 V), together with the first derivative

of this curve (intensity scale on right-hand y axis). The first

derivative provides (a) the potential that will stop an ion with the

average kinetic energy (i.e. the peak of the first derivative curve)

and (b) the kinetic energy spread of the ions (i.e. the peak width at

half height). A simple numerical method was employed to find the first

derivative, in which the difference of consecutive y axis values

relative to the difference of consecutive x axis values (Ay/Ax) -as

plotted vs. the average of their corresponding pair of x axis -alues.

The difference curve that was generated yielded values of -3.8 V and

0.8 eV for the potential required to stop an ion with the average ion

kinetic energy and the ion kinetic energy spread, resrectively.

Since the orifice is at 0.0 V (ground potential), the first conical

lens is at -4.4 V, and positive ions were analyzed, the ions should be

accelerated by 4.4 eV between those two corv~onents. If this were true,

it should take a potential of 0.0 V or. the second conical lens to
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"stop" the ions (i.e. decelerate the ions by 4.4 eV, to 0.0 eV of

energy). A simplistic model for this system is displayed in Figure 3.9

(a). The ion, transversing the potential field, can be thought of as a

ball rolling down a slope. If the ball is released down the slope from

a resting position, it will be accelerated (i.e. gain in kinetic

energy) due to gravity by falling some height, h, and therefore it will

take a height equal to h to decelerate che ball (reduce its kinetic

energy) until it stops again. The experimental results seem to

indicate a situation more like Figure 3.9 (b), in which the ball is

stopped by a slope that is only a fraction of the initial height; that

is, it takes a smaller decelerating energy than expected to stop the

ball. Barring other factors, if the ball were released from the same

initial height as in Figure 3.9 (a) it should not be stopped on the

opposite slope but should continue on out of the system (Figure 3.9

(c)). Likewise, barring other factors, the ion would be expected to

pass through the decelerating field provided by CL2 instead of being

stopped. The experimentally determined voltage needed to stop the ions

was found to be -3.8 V (a deceleration of 0.6 eV from the CLl to CL2

lenses); therefore, the ions must have been accelerated by only 0.6 eV

on their way to the first conical lens. This could occur if the ions

were generated at a potential field 0.6 V more positive than that of

the first conical lens (i.e., at -3.8 V with respect to ground). This

is analogous to the ball starting at a very low height. However, it is

known that the ion is formed on the atmospheric side of the orifice

(i.e. the ball is starting all the way up the slope). A second

possible reason is that the ion's ability to increase its kinetic
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energy was being retarded. If the ball was rolling down a surface

where the friction was large, the ball's acceleration would be slowed

by the friction; that is, the friction would retard the ball from

increasing its kinetic energy. In the post-orifice region, a

supersonic jet expansion occurs as the ions and molecules go from the

atmospheric side of the orifice to the vacuum side of the orifice.

Since near the orifice the ions and molecules are still at a relatively

high pressure (several mtorr), the bulk gas molecules undergo a

ithermodynamic cooling of their translational energy through multiple

collisions with each other in the supersonic jet expansion (39]. As

the ions exit the orifice, they are translationally cooled along with

the bulk gas molecules. The inelastic collisions the ions have with

the translationally cool molecules also allows the rotational and

vibrational motion of the ions to be transferred to the translationally

cool molecules. Thus, the ions do not experience the full accelerating

potential field because of collisional energy exchange with the more

abundant neutral molecules which remain unaffected by the potential

field. Further downstream in the jet, the number of collisions between

the ions and the molecules decreases and this collisional cooling no

longer occurs.

Figure 3.10 is stopping-potential curve (plotted on the left-hand y

axis and its associated differential (plotted on the right-hand y axis)

determined for CL2 with an electrically floated orifice with a

potential of +120 V and with a potential for CLl of +81.9 V. The

potential of CL2 required to decelerate the average ion to rest orifice

is approximately 89 V and the energy spread of the ions is
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approximately 10 eV. Because it required only 7.1 V to decelerate the

average ion to rest, the ion therefore could only have been accelerated

by 7.1 eV ftom the oriiice to CLI despite the 38.1 V potential

difference between these components. At these higher voltages,

however, there is a much greater spread in the ion energies.

Needle-to-orifice Positioning

For a discharge provided by a voltage-regulated power supply, the

position of the needle was critical to the production of even a semi-

stable discharge and to the number of ions which were letected by the

mass spectrometer. Figure 3.11 (a) (all dimensions in inches) is a

schematic representation of the needle position relative to the orifice

and the orifice plate for which the greatest intensity of ions were

obtained. Characteristically, the discharge was formed across the face

of the orifice to the opposing sharp edge of the orifice plate. When

the needle was moved across the face of the orifice towards the center

axis of the orifice (Figure 3.11 (b)), the ion intensity decreased

rapidly to zero. A semi-stable discharge was also obtained by moving

the needle in towards the orifice (Figure 3.11 (c)); however, no ions

were detected by the mass spectrometer for this needle-to-orifice

position. Since the needle is at a large positive potential (= 40C0

V), positive ions wil1 . be repelled from it and accelerated towards

whatever surface is serving as the counter electrode. When the needle

is in the position in Figure 3.11 (ý), ions that are created in the

region between the needle tip and the center axis of the orifice can be

directed through the orifice by the potential field. However, when the

tip of the needle is towards the center of the orifice, ions will be
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Figure 3. 11

Schematic representation (not to scale, 1/81, of needle position

relative to orifice. Position which generates (a) a discharge across

face of orifice and from which ions are detected, (b) a discharge

similar to (a) but shorter in length and for which no ions are

detected, and (c) a discharge to the orifice.
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repelled into the diaphragm or into the source mounting plate and will

not be directed through the orifice. Likewise, if the needle is moved

in towards the orifice and discharges to the orifice, the potential

field of the lens system will not be strong enough to direct ions

through the orifice because the field generated by the discharge needle

will be very strong in this region due to the close proximity of the

needle to the grounded surface. For an electrically floated orifice,

the position of the needle and the needle-to-orifice position are not

as critical as in the case above for the production of a stable

discharge and for the detection of ions. Factors that affect the

discharge voltage required to produce a selected current include the

gas flow rate and composition in the discharge region, the potential on

the orifice, and the needle-to-orifice positions. Because of the

limited output voltage (5 kV) of the dc-dc converter, the needle-to-

orifice distance required to maintain a discharge is limited to only a

few millimeters. However, within this range, this discharge was easily

obtainable and always stable (unless the needle was shorted to the

surface of the orifice plate).

Effect of Various Parameters on the Ethyl Acetate Ion Family

While the potential field from electrically floating the orifice to

a positive potential causes a greater transmission of ions through the

orifice, it also increases the energy spread of the ions. The ions

with a very small amount of kinetic energy (<2 eV) can cluster in the

post-orifice region. Ions with a large amount of kinetic energy (>7-

10 eV) can undergo fragmentation through collision-induced dissociation

(CID) with the bulk gas. Ions with an energy between these values can
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be declustered to form molecular (,I+) or pseudo-molecular (M+H+) ions

L341.

When ethyl acetate (M - CH3 CO2 CH2 CH3 ) is ionized in the API source,

ions with m/z values of 177 (M2 +H+), 125 [M+H(H 2 0) 2 +], 107 (M+H3 0+), 89

(M+H+), 61 (M+H+ - C2 H4 ), and 29 (C 2 H5 +) are detected. Because of the

kinetic energy spread, both cluster ions (m/z 177, 125, and 107) and

fragment ions (m/z 61 and 29) are present with the pseudo-molecular ion

(m/z 89). It is desirable to limit the production of both cluster and

fragment ions to increase the amount of the pseudo-molecular ion that

is detected. Therefore, the orifice potential and the potential of the

first conical lens were varied and the intensities of members of the

"ion family" of ethyl acetate (m/z 177, 107, 89, 61, and 29) were

plotted vs. these values. Figure 3.12 shows the intensities of these

ions plotted (m/z 125 and 61 not shown) vs. the orifice potential,

while holding the potential of CLU at +40 V. At approximately 100 V (a

60 V potential difference in the supersonic jet expansion region) the

greatest intensity of m/z 89 relative to the intensities of the other

ions is achieved. At lower values of the orifice potential (lower

potential difference between the orifice and CLU) clustering increases,

and at higher values (higher potential difference) fragmentation

increases.

These same ions are plotted vs. the potential of the first conical

lens, while holding the orifice at 100 V in Figure 3.13. The greatest

intensity of m/z 89 relative to the intensities of the other ions

occurred at ca. 36 V (approximately 2 to 1). Below this value the

intensity drops off rapidly for all the ions. Above this value, all
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the ions increase steadily in intensity until a potential of about 70 V

for the conical lens, at which time the intensity of the fragment ion,

m/z 29, drops off. The other ions increase in intensity until

approximately 85 V when the intensities for all the ions begins to

decrease. It is apparent that, with the floated orifice, both clusters

and fragments will be observed because of the kinetic energy spread;

however, this seems to be a worthwhile tradeoff due to the increase in

intensity that the floated orifice provides.

The intensities of members of the ion family of ethyl acetate (m/z

177, 107, 89, 29) were plotted relative to the discharge current

(Figure 3.14) to determine what effect the current had upon the two

processes of clustering and fragmentation, as well as on the

intensities of all the ions. From these data, it appears that the

highest intensities of the ions and the highest ratio of the pseudo-

molecular ion intensity to that of the cluster and fragment ions occur

in two regions, from 0.5 to 1.2 1sA and from 2 to 3 AA. The lowest

discharge current that can be set is 0.5 AA, because below this value

it becomes very difficult to regulate the current. Between 1.2 and 2

MA the intensity of the protonated dimer increases significantly, while

the intensities of the other ions decrease. Above about 3 MA the

intensities of all the ions decrease rapidly. Currently, the effect of

current on the relative intensities of these ions is not yet

understood.
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Clustering/Declustering

The clustering of ions with molecules in the supersonic expansion

of the post-orifice region has been one of the major problems in the

development of an API source for direct atmospheric monitoring.

Indeed, the only source that successfully overcomes this problem has

been built by Sciex [25). This problem can be minimized in one of

three ways. The first is to start with a sample that contains no water

vapor, such as the effluent from a GC. Unfortunately, in direct

atmospheric monitoring removing the water vapor is nearly impossible.

A second method to reduce clustering is to prevent water molecules

and other neutral impurities from entering the post-orifice region.

Sciex accomplishes this by drawing the ions that are formed through a

pre-orifice region (enclosed by an aperture plate, to which the

discharge is struck, and the orifice plate) which has been pressurized

(slightly > I atm) with a pure, relatively inert, cryopumpable gas such

as carbon dioxide (for liquid nitrogen or liquid helium cryogenic

pumping) or nitrogen (for liquid helium cryogenic pumping). Sciex has

referred to this region as a "gas curtain" or "ion window" [33]. In

this instrument, with a less complicated one-orifice system, a gas

"jet" has been produced by introducing a gas through the aperture of a

1/16" tube positioned near the orifice. With an electrically grounded

orifice, this gas jet has an appreciable effect on the amount of

clustering that occurs. Figure 3.15 shows mass spectra of the water

cluster ions obtained (with a grounded orifice) for direct atmospheric

monitoring with (a) che nitrogen on and (b) the nitrogen off. With the
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Figure 3.15

Mass spectra of background water cluster ions generated from di-rec,:
atmospheric monitoring of laboratory air with nitrogen jet (a) on and
(b) off.
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nitrogen on, the intensities of the large cluster ions are reduced,

while the intensities of the small cluster ions are increased by =2

orders of magnitude relative to their intensities with the nitrogen jet

off.

The third method to reduce clustering is to perform collision-

induced declustering in the post-orifice region. Sciex has performed

this by applying a potential field in this region to impart enough

kinetic energy to allow CID of the cluster ions to occur (341. In

theinstrument developed in this lab, this same effect can be observed.

Figure 3.16 shows mass spectra obtained (orifice potential - +100 V and

"a dry compressed air jet flow rate of approximately I mL-min"I) for (a)

"a potential difference between the orifice and the first conical lens

of 17 V and (b) a potential difference of 66 V (both mass spectra

plotted on the same intensity scale). While the cluster ions with

large m/z values are reduced, the cluster ion with small m/z values are

increased (by a factor of =2 for m/z 37 and -7 for m/z 19).

Furthermore, with a floated orifice (at a potential difference high

enough to cause CID declustering), the gas jet appears to have no

effect. Figure 3.17 (a) and (b) show the mass spectra attained with a

floated orifice (potential difference - 50 V) and a nitrogen jet on and

off, respectively. This same effect is observed for sample cluster

ions. Figure 3.18 shows that having the gas jet (a) on or (b) off has

little or no effect on the spectra obtained when ethyl acetate is

analyzed by direct atmospheric monitoring by this source with a floated

orifice (potential difference - 50 V). While with a floated orifice

the gas jet has little effect on clustering, it may still be worthwhile
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to employ the gas jet to prevent orifice clogging and to reduce memory

effects.

Experimental Methods for Direct Atmospheric Monitoring

Mass Calibration of API/MS/MS Instrument

In order to employ any mass spectrometer for mass analysis, the

instrument must have a way to accurately assign m/z values to the

signals it is obtaining. This process is called mass calibration. The

tuning of a mass spectrometer usually refers to the adjustment of lens

and quadrupole offset voltages so that the maximum ion intensity is

obtained. In the case of a quadrupole mass spectrometer, a calibration

compound which produces ions of known m/z values is analyzed (for EI/CI

this is typically perflurotributylamine <FC43)). A calibration table

is then generated which relates the scanning voltage of the quadrupole

to the correct m/z value. These values can be compared to the voltages

needed to pass ions, of otherwise unknown mass, from other samples to

calculate their m/z values. Although mass calibration for this

instrument does not change while switching between EI and CI, the

installation of this source requires a new lens system which results in

the need to re-calibrate and re-tune for API. Since background ions

are abundant in API/MS, water cluster ions (no API ions were detected

for FC43) are used to calibrate the instrument and perform lens tuning,

after which sample gases may be analyzed. As can be ascertained from

the spectra shown in this thesis, this method for tuning and mass
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calibration proved efficient at the unit mass resolution of the

quadrupole mass analyzers.

Sampling Methodology

All vapors analyzed by direct atmospheric monitoring were generated

by drawing air across the caps from bottles of liquid compounds. For

studies which required a steady concentration of sample for long

periods of time (such as calibration and tuning), a few drops of

compound were placed in the bottle cap and the cap was placed in front

of the l" diameter glass sampling tube of the API source. Although the

vapor pressure of the liquid samples can be estimated, the amount of

sample introduced is not accurately known, and absolute determination

of the API/MS/MS instrumental sensitivity or LOD is therefore not

possible.



CHAPTER 4

ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE

To evaluate the performance of an analytical instrument, several

factors may be considered; however, not all factors are necessarily

important for all types instruments. For an instrument which performs

direct atmospheric analysis, these factors include the ability of the

instrument to identify the sample it is analyzing, the ability of the

instrument to detect trace amounts of the sample, the ability of the

instrument to distinguish between compounds in the same sample, memory

and interference effects in the analysis, ease of use of the

instrument, and the time required for sample analysis (including

equilibration time between samples).

Characterization of an API/MS/MS Instrument

Analyses of Pure CoMnounds

With the source configuration for the Finnigan 4500 quadrupole mass

spectrometer, clustering proved such a large problem that direct

atmospheric monitoring was nearly impossible. Indeed, even solvent

vapors injected into a pure nitrogen stream displayed cluster -ions as

the predominant ions detected (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). In the source

design for the TSQ 70 with a nitrogen jet, the instrument can be tuned

to significantly minimize the clustering, even while performing direct

atmospheric analyses. Figure 4.1 (a) - (c) shows mass spectra obtained

82
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Figure 4. 1

Direct atmospheric monitoring/API/MS of compounds that undergo charge
exchange ionization (a) carbon disulfide, (b) benzene, and (c) toluene.
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(with a grounded orifice and a voltage-regulated power supply) while

performing direct atmospheric monitoring of representative compounds

which undergo charge exchange ionization in the API source, carbon

disulfide (MW 76), benzene (MW 78), and toluene (MW 92), respectively.

These compounds each form almost exclusively the M+ molecular ion, with

carbon disulfide forming a small amount of the M2+ dimer ion. Figure

4.2 (a) - (c) shows mass spectra obtained (with a grounded orifice)

while performing direct atmospheric monitoring of representative

compounds which undergo proton transfer ionization in the API source,

acetone (MW 58), ethyl acetate (MW 88), and methanol (MW 32),

respectively. Acetone and ethyl acetate both form almost exclusively

the (M+H)+ pseudo-molecular ion. The most predominant ion for methanol

is the (M2 +H)+ protonated dimer ion. While the signal obtained under

these conditions for these samples was not sufficient to perform tandem

mass spectrometry (MS/MS), these results demonstrate that this API

source can reduce clustering significantly.

Figure 4.3 shows the reconstructed ion current (RIC) traces for the

two most predominant background ions (when the instrument is tuned for

large amounts of declustering and analysis is performed by bringing

caps of solvent bottles near sampling tube of API source) (a) (H20) 2 H+

(m/z 37) and (b) (H20) 3 H+ (m/z 55), two representative sample ions (c)

C6 H6+ and (d) (CH3CO2C2H5 )H+, and (e) all the ions. In normal EI mass

spectrometry, sample ionization occurs by the bombardment of the sample

molecules with electrons from a filament. In positive CI mass

spectrometry, ionization occurs through charge exchange or proton

transfer with ions created from a reagent gas. Usually, however, these
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Figure 4.2

Direct atmospheric monitoring/API/MS of compounds that undergo proton
transfer ionization (a) acetone, (b) ethyl acetate, and (c) methanol.
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reagent ions are low in m/z value and the mass spectrometer can be set

up to pass only ions of a greater mass. Ionization in API mass

spectrometry occurs in a similar fashion to CI mass spectrometry (see

Chapter 1). In direct atmospheric monitoring mass spectrometry, air

serves as the reagent gas, generating N2 +, H20+, and H30+ ions

(equations 1.2 - 1.5). Sample molecules (M) can react with the reagent

ions through charge exchange or proton transfer reactions to form M+

molecular or M+H+ pseudo-molecular ions. The kinetics of the

production of ions in discharges at atmospheric pressures has been

studied by Shahin [10] and Kebarle [44]. Shahin stated that for direct

atmospheric sampling (or for any samples with even a small quantity of

water vapor) the production of H20+ (by charge exchange with the

initial N2 + ions) and H30+ ions would be the dominant reactions. In

the case of either charge or proton transfer ionization reactions, the

intensity of the reagent ions is reduced as the sample is ionized.

Samples that undergo proton transfer ionization may totally deplete the

population of the background ions, while samples that undergo charge

transfer ionization reduce but do not deplete that population. Figure

4.4 shows the relationship between the intensity of the reagent ions

with respect to the time allowed for reaction. Equations 4.1 - 4.3

[44] give the rate constants for the production of H20+, H3O+, and

H(H20)n+.

N2 + + H2 0 - N2  + H2 0+ k - 1.9 x 10.9 cm3 "molecule' 2 .s'l (4.1)

H2 0+ + H2 0 - H3 0+ + HO k - 1.8 x 10-9 cm3 -molecule&2 "s'l (4.2)

H30+ + nH20 - H(H20)n+1+ k = 10-27 cm3 "molecule- 2 -s"I (4.3)
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sample molecules with H2 O+ and H3 O+ are on the order of 3 x i0-9

cm3 .molecule 2 .s'- (45]. Proton transfer reactions wit.. sample

molecules wii'. thus consume H3 0+ before it can further react to form

(HZO)2H+ (m/z 37) and (H 2 0) 3 H+ (m/z 55). Charge transfer reactions

with sample molecules cannot consume all the H2 0+ before some of it can

be converted to H3 0+ and therefore, the population of (H2O) 2 H+ (m/z 37)

and (H 2 0) 3 H+ (m/z 55) will be reduced but not depleted.

Memory eff'.'•

The RIC traces for the benzene molecular and ethyl acetate pseudo-

molecular ions (Figure 4.4) show that, as the sample is brought to the

sampling tube, the signal immediately increases and as it is re oved,

the signal decreases rapidly to zero. This would! indicate that memory

effects have been minimized with this source; however, it should be

pointed out that this source has yet to be applied to trace analysis,

and this application would give a much better indication of memory

effects.

Orifice Clogginz

Orifice clogging proved to be a severe problem with both the

Finnigan developed API source and the one developed in this work for

the Finnigan 4500 quadrupole mass spectrometer. The major reasons for

this problem was that there was no way to prevent particulate matter in

the sample gas stream from reaching the orifice. With the addition of

the gas jet near the orifice, this problem has been almost eliminated.

When the orifice does become clogged (maybe once or twice a day), a gas

jet of relative high pressure (= 20 - 40 psi) may be directed at the

orifice to dislodge any matter. Occasionally, whan all else has
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failed, the instrument has needed to be vented to atmospheric pressure

and the orifice removed and cleaned with an appropriate solvent

(methylene chloride). The diaphragms are surprisingly rugged and a

single diaphragm has been used for several months of source development

and sample analysis while the API source has been installed on the TSQ

70.

Analytical Potential

Compound Identification

An instrument must be able to distinguish between different

compounds to be of analytical use. This may be done by separating

compounds *n time and using a universal detector, by analyzing all

compounes at the same time with a detector that provides a different

response for each compound, or by some combination of both of these

techniques. A single -stage of mass analysis can be used with low

energy ionization techniques (such as CI, fast atom bombardment, or

API) to determine the molecular weight of a compound, or with high

energy ionization techniques (such as El) to provide fragment ions

which can be used for structure elucidation. Therefore, mass

spectrometers are commonly used with some type of pre-separation step

before mass analysis, such as GC, LC, or MS. When API/mass

spectrometry is used for direct atmospheric monitoring, by definition

there is no opportunity for any pre-ionization separation.

Meth-'l benzoate (AV 136) and methoxy benzaldehyde (MW 136) are

examples of compounds with the same empirical formula and the same
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molecular weight that form ions with the same m/z value. Both of these

compounds produce an intense M+H+ pseudo-molecular ion (m/z 137), as

well as some less intense fragmentation ions when ionized by this API

source with the potential difference of the supersonic jet expansion

region set at - 50 V (Figure 4.5 (a) and (b)). In a normal API/MS

system, it would be difficult to determine the presence of one or both

of these compounds and distinguish between them (or other compounds

that have MW 136 and form ions through proton tranf-er reactions).

However, because the TSQ 70 is an MS/MS instrument, the pseudo-

molecular ion can be fragmented in the center quadrupole to obtain a

daughter spectrum (spectrum of fragment ions from a parent ion) of the

m/z 137 ion. Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) show the daughter spectra (each

under the same conditions of collision energy - 15 eV and pressure of

nitrogen collision gas - 2 torr) for methyl benzoate and methoxy

benzaldehyde, respectively. Major daughter ions observed for the API-

generated M+H+ ion from methyl benzoate are m/z 59 [(M+H)-C 6 H6 ]+, 77

[(M+H)-CH3 COOH]+, 91 [(M+H)-HCOOH]+, 93 ((M+H)-CH 3 CHO]+, 105 [(M+H)-

CH30H]+, and 109 [(M+H)-CO+. Major ions observed for the M+H+ ion

from methoxy benzaldehyde are m/z 77 [(M+H)-CO-CH30H]+, 94 [(M+H)-CO-

CH3 ]+, and 109 [(M+H)-CO]+. There is a clear difference in these

daughter spectra, and thus the compounds can be distinguished.

A concern about API has been its ability to analyze mixtures of

samples. Figure 4.7 shows a spectrum of a sol-vent mixture composed of

benzene (4W 78), ethyl acetate (MW 88), benzaldehyde (MW 106), and

methoxy benzaldehyde (MW 136), obtained when the API source was used

with a floated orifice (potential difference of supersonic jet
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per million (ppm) in room air. Given an air sampling rate of 100

mL/min and an MS/MS acquisition time for the daughter spectrum of 5 s,

this corresponds to 15 ug of methoxy benzaldehyde. Clearly, the

resultant daughter spectrum has a high enough signal-to-noise ratio

that one or two orders of magnitude less of the compound could still be

identified. Furthermore, selected reaction monitoring of one or more

parent ion-daughter ion pairs, would provide even lower detection

limits.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Sumnmarv of Results

The original purpose of this work was to design and develop a new

atmospheric pressure ionization (API) source for a turbomolecularlv-

pumped triple stage quadrupole (TSQ) tandem mass spectrometer (MS/MS).

This API source could be used to study API and direct atmospheric

monitoring by mass spectrometry. To accomplish this, the work

initially evaluated a commercially developed [11, but never marketed

API source, which was developed as a GC-detector. This API source was

characterized on a Finnigan 4500 single quadrupole mass spectrometer.

Even as a GC-detector, the Finnigan-developed source suffered from

memory effects (because of a small source region) and severe clustering

of ions with molecules in the supersonic jet expansion of the post-

orifice region. Because of these effects, direct atmospheric

monitoring with this source was essentially impossible.

Therefore, a new API source was designed, which would be compatible

with a commercial turbomolecularly-pumped mass spectrometer, and which

would reduce or eliminate the problems of clustering and memory

effects. This source was at first developed to be compatible and

interchangeable with the Finnigan 4500 mass spectrometer used to

104
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evaluate the Finnigan-developed API source; however, because of its

design, this API source suffered from vacuum integrity problems. Even

with these problems, ions were obtained with reduced, but not

eliminated, clustering. Because of this clustering effect, this source

was not viable for use as a direct atmospheric monitor.

This API source was redesigned to be compatible and interchangeable

with a state-of-the-art triple stage quadrupole (TSQ) tandem mass

spectrometer (MS/MS), the Finnigan TSQ 70. The modifications included

moving all junctions between parts of the source canister outside of

the vacuum chamber of the mass spectrometer, thus reducing some of the

vacuum integrity problems. A new interfacing flange was designed to

mate the source with the mass spectrometer. This flange contained the

diaphragm seat, which now became the only interface between the

atmospheric pressure source region and the vacuum of the mass

spectrometer, and allowed the orifice to be electrically floated.

Replaceable diaphragms were obtained with laser-drilled orifices, and a

diaphragm with a 70 1m diameter orifice was installed in the interface

place. This interface flange maintained vacuum integrity to near

theoretical levels calculated from fluid-flow theory.

Unfortunately, moving all source components outside of the vacuum

chamber resulted in a greater distance between the orifice and the

first quadrupole. An ion optical modeling program (SIMION) was

employed to model the region between the orifice and the first

quadrupole. Although the model, which the program utilized, did not

take into consideration the inelastic collisions of ions in the

supersonic jet expansion in the post-orifice region, it proved
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invaluable in the actual design of two lenses. These lenses increased

the fraction of ions which were transmitted to the quadrupoles.

This new version of the API source employed a small tube near the

orifice to provide a gas jet in the discharge region. This gas jet

served to keep particulate matter away from the orifice (to prevent

orifice clogging) and reduced the amount of water vapor which entered

the post-orifice region (to reduce clustering).

A new current-regulated power supply, which was adjustable between

0.5 and 4.5 AA with a discharge voltage between 3 and 4.8 kV, was

developed that generated a stable corona discharge. Along with this

power supply, a ±500 V low output impedance power supply was developed

to electrically float the orifice. The ability to electrically float

the orifice allowed for an increased sensitivity and a strong

declustering capability by creating a potential difference between the

orifice and the first conical lens. The combination of these effects

provided the ability to minimize clustering with or without the gas

jet. The gas jet still served, however, to prevent orifice clogging.

Direct atmospheric monito)ring was accomplished for various common

laboratory solvents by sampling vapors from the caps of the solvent

bottles. The orifice and lens potentials could be tuned such that the

molecular or pseudo-molecular ion was the predominant ion in the mass

spectrum for each solvent (methanol being the only exception).

Evaluation as Direct Atmospheric Analyzer

The API/MS/MS instrument was applied to differentiating a pair of
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solvents with the same molecular weight which generatea pseudo-

molecular ions of the same m/z value. MS/MS was used to fragment each

of the pseudo-molecular ions and generate daughter spectra which were

easily distinguishable.

Electrical floating of the orifice caused a larger spread in the

kinetic energy of the ions generated. Clustering and fragmentation

occurred simultaneously, which in true mixture analysis would make the

interpretation of mass spectra more difficult. While the API source

was shown to detect compounds directly in the atmosphere at the ppm

concentration range (-15 mg of methoxy benzaldehyde), the potential of

the sensitivity of the API source remains to be evaluated.

Suggestions for Future Work

Consideration of Supersonic Expansion Theory

The large body of work which has beer, performed to study the

effects of a supersonic jet expansion of gases for the prLuction of

molecular beams has been reviewed by Bossel [47]. Most of the

associated theory has been derived for systems with an "effusion

source". An effusion source is one in which the diameter of the

orifice is less than or equal to one mean-free-path of the species on

the high pressure side of the orifice. This assures that no more than

one molecule passes through the orifice at a given time. The mean-

free-path for nitrogen (the major constituent of air) is 6.56 x 10-2 Am

[48] or 656 nm. Clearly, an orifice of this size would reduce

sensitivity and suffer from frequent clogging. However, this theory
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can be used to calculate the velocity which the ions and molecules

obtain in the supersonic jet expansion when they reach the plane of the

aperture of the first conical lens. Equation 5.1 [381 can be used to

calculate Mach number (the velocity of the molecule or ion relative to

the speed of sound) at that point in the supersonic jet expansion.

M x (5.1)

For nitrogen r (Cp/Cv) - 1.4 [38], and for this system the diameter of

the orifice, d, is 0.00276" (70 Mm) and the orifice-to-first conical

lens (CLI) distance, z, is 0.075" (1900 Mm). Using these values, M can

be calculated to be 11.0. The ions and molecules are therefore moving

at 8360 mph (3740 m/s). For a molecule of mass 100 g/mole, accelerated

to 8360 mph, with a charge of 1, the kinetic energy can be calculated

from equation 5.2.

K.E. - 0.5"m-v 2  (5.2)

Applying the values above (m - 1.66 x 10-25 kg/molecule and v - 3.40 x

10-2 m/s), the kinetic energy can be calculated to be 7.2 eV. As the

gas expands from the orifice, fluid dynamics predicts that the

thickness of the beam of gas will be equal to one crifice diameter for

a distance of approximately one orifice diameter (38]. To efficiently

sample the beam of gas, CLl should then have the location of its

projected apex within one orifice diameter of the orifice. Figure 5.1
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shows the relationship between the Mach number M, the orifice-to-CLI

distance z, and the required diameter of the aperture on CLI D (see

below). Sciex has stated [34] that if z is less than 50D then a

potential field may be applied between the lens and the orifice to

focus the ions while increasing the kinetic energy spread of the ions

by less than 2 eV (for an electrically grounded orifice). Figure 3.8

shows a kinetic energy spread of less than 1 eV with this system for z

= 27D. However, for a floated orifice, the kinetic energy spread is

much greater (Figure 3.10 shows a value of = 10 eV). Therefore, by

applying the knowledge of supersonic jet expansion theory, it may be

possible to reduce this energy spread by reducing the size of the

conical lens aperture and reducing z.

Bossel also reviews the need for finely machined conical lenses

[47]. The front of the cone should come to as sharp an edge as

possible. This reduces the production of a shock wave at the plane of

cone aperture, termed a "mach disk", which can reduce the transmission

of ions through the cone. The conical lenses used in this work lack

this precise machining. Therefore, new conical lenses should be

obtained. Several companies specialize in the production of molecular

beam skimmers for supersonic expansion, two of which are Beam Dynamics

[49] and Custom Service Technologies [50).

Reguirements for Future Work

For the future development of this source, several componants

should be modified or replaced. Sciex has shown [34] that varying the

needle-to-orifice distance can affect the relative intensities of the

ions produced. This may be useful for providing additional selectivity
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for the ionization process. Although the new corona discharge power

supply has served to generate a stable corona discharge, the needle-to-

orifice separation has been limited. For a given current, a larger

needle-to-orifice distance requires a larger voltage from the power

supply. The current power supply is limited to 5 kV. This has limited

the needle-to-orifice separation to a few millimeters, and therefore it

is proposed that a new discharge power supply be constructed based on a

10 kV power supply.

The vacuum system has proved inefficient in handling the large gas

loads provided by the API source. When a normal gas load is put on the

system, the forepump pressure (the pressure at the entrance to the

mechanical pumps) is a few mtorr. With the API source installed, this

pressure increases to approximately 400 mtorr. On the TSQ 70, one

mechanical pump serves as the backing-pump for both turbomolecular

vacuum pumps. For future work, the turbomolecular pump for the

analyzer region should be provided with an independent backing-pump.

This may allow for pressures closer to the theoretical value for the

analyzer region and may allow the size of the orifice to be increased,

increasing the sensitivity of the instrument.

The API source canister for this work was designed to allow

flexibility in its configuration. Since the one-orifice system has

been shown to perform adequately, a new, second-generation source

canister should be built that has a larger diameter source region, is

shorter, and provides micrometer control over the needle position. The

walls of the original canister are approximately 0.5" thick stainless

steel. This makes the source heavy and cumbersome. Therefore, the
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canister should be built out of a lighter material such as aluminum, or

the wall thickness should be reduced where possible.

To achieve total computer control of the API/MS/MS instrument,

digital-to-analog (DAC) converters should be implemented to control the

corona discharge current, the ±500 V orifice potential, and the

potentials for the additional lenses that the API lens system has added

to the mass spectrometer.

To sample gases, the sample must currently be brought near the

entrance to the glass sampling tube. A larger capacity gas sampling

fan should provide the ability to sample from greater distances.

Finally, the applications of API/MS/MS with this instrument should

be extended. While this instrument has been applied to simple

mixtures, it has not be applied to any "real" samples. With

improvements listed above, the sensitivity of the instrument should be

significantly increased. Also, this instrument has yet to be applied

to samples which are more amenable to negative ionization.

The research presented in this thesis has demonstrated the ability

to develop a functional API source f6r a commercial, turbomolecularly-

pumped tandem mass spectrometer. The future research proposed here

should prove this combination to be a viable method for the direct

atmospheric monitoring of trace compounds.
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